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Part A: Introductory Materials 
  



 

  

Overview 
 
Between June and early September 2021, a crew comprised of Robyn Ingham and Daniel Hennigar (Ducks 
Unlimited Canada) and Daniel Stewart (Asarum Ecological Consulting), conducted site visits at 35 created tidal 
marshes, representing 29 unique projects in the Lower Fraser, Nicomekl and Serpentine Rivers (Fig. 1). Funding 
for this research came from the British Columbia Wildlife Federation Wetlands Workforce and BC Healthy 
Watersheds Initiative. Of the 35 marshes visited, 31 were created for compensation purposes under the Fraser 
River Estuary Management Program (FREMP) and previous Policies1, which were guided by the no net loss 
(NNL) principle. The remaining four sites were constructed after the 2013 disbandment of FREMP, under modern 
Fisheries Act revisions that do not include NNL, and are part of the Vancouver Fraser Port Authority Habitat 
Enhancement Program.  
 
The intent of these site visits was to build upon the work by Lievesley et al. (2016) who in 2015 visited and 
attempted to evaluate 54 compensation marshes through the lens of NNL. Several drawbacks have been raised 
with this study, including a misalignment in success criteria with those used by Fisheries and Oceans Canada 
(DFO). Nevertheless, the acquisition of new site information, including vegetation data, spatial data, photos, and 
written descriptions has significant value, particularly since many sites had not been monitored in several years. 
To build upon previous work, 2021 surveys were conducted at locations not included in the 2016 report. In 
addition, similar vegetation sampling methods were used (see Lievesley et al. 2016 for details) to allow for these 
datasets to be easily combined and used for larger analyses, and to allow for the use of 2015 reference site data in 
the 2021 site descriptions.  
 
Where 2021 surveys depart from 2015 is in their intent. While 2015 surveys focussed on evaluating sites through 
the lens of NNL, 2021 surveys were motivated by the need to (1) objectively describe the current state of a site, 
which includes morphological features, vegetation properties, and observable stressors and (2) identify potential 
enhancement opportunities. The latter was a major driver of this research, as DUC and other stakeholders in the 
estuary have expressed an interest in recent years in conducting maintenance/enhancement activities at these sites. 
This interest led to the inclusion of the “Enhancement Opportunities” table in each site description.  
 
A couple of disclaimers need to be noted for the reader. First, due to time constraints crews were unable to perform 
a thorough investigation behind the history of each project. Contextual information, which is summarized in the 
“Project Background” field of each site description, was acquired from various publications (Adams and Williams, 
2004; Kistritz, 1995; Levings and Nishimura 1996, 1997), the Community Mapping Network BIEAP-FREMP 
Atlas and Project Database2, and monitoring and site plans, where readily available. Though we attempted to be 
as thorough and accurate as possible in collating this information, errors are possible. Wherever possible we advise 
reaching out to project proponents and/or consultants involved should the reader require more information on a 
specific project.  
 
Second, though not evaluative in nature, the following site descriptions refer to nearby reference sites when 
describing the elevation3 and vegetation of each site. The intent of these comparisons was to provide an overall 
picture of how the elevation and vegetation of a given site compare to nearby reference marshes4, not to comment 
on their success or value, which would require a more rigorous approach to sampling and reference site selection. 
Data from ten 2021 reference sites and six 2015 reference sites were used in the following site descriptions, and 
each created tidal marsh was compared to the two nearest reference sites (Fig. 1). In some cases, these comparisons 
are very insightful, for example when a created marsh is atypically low in elevation compared to nearby reference 
marshes, or when a particularly aggressive invasive species is reducing the diversity of a site. However, in other 
cases these comparisons are imperfect due to major site differences, and we attempt to note that wherever possible.  
 
The 2021 site descriptions and associated spatial data can also be viewed online via the interactive Community 
Mapping Network BIEAP-FREMP Habitat Atlas. To view these data, click on the link below, and select the 
“Fraser Estuary Data > 2021 Field Data” folder. Here you will be able to view the mapped polygons (i.e., site 
boundary, vegetated marsh, unvegetated marsh, riparian areas) and sample plot locations for each site. Site 
descriptions for individual sites can also be accessed by clicking on the site boundary layer of any 2021 site.  

 
1 e.g., Policy for the Management of Fish Habitat (DFO 1986) 
2 https://cmnmaps.ca/dfo_fremp/ 
3Elevation data were acquired from the BC Flood Management Digital Elevation Model (DEM) provided by GeoBC from 
their National Disaster Mitigation Program dataset  
4 Reference marshes were selected under the criteria of (1) not being human made (directly) and (2) not being significantly 
impacted by human activity in recent history. Historical imagery was evaluated to ensure this.  



 

  

Figure 1. Map of tidal marsh creation projects visited in 2021 (black) and 2015 and 2021 reference sites used for comparison purposes (red). 
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Part B: Site Descriptions 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Site # 00-001 
CPR# 0209F060 
 

Context and Access 
The site is located at the toe of a rip rap slope on the southern bank of the Vancouver International Airport lighting pier. This 
pier extends seaward from the southwest corner of Sea Island, running parallel to the Middle Arm outflow. Permission from 
YVR is required to access these mashes, and dike/pier security access is not permitted, as this would interfere with airport 
operations. Access is only possible by hiking southwards from the McDonald Slough area, and around the western limit of 
the lighting pier.  

Project Background 
Approximately 10 m2 of tidal marsh was disturbed in 2002 with the construction of a localizer antenna at the west end of 
runway 08L-26R. To compensate, intertidal marsh habitat was created at a 2:1 ratio by removing concrete armoring from the 
tidal marsh. Revegetation was dependent on natural colonization, as no planting occurred. Due to BIEAP-FREMP Atlas 
polygon uncertainty, and a lack of permanent structures to reference the location of the project (e.g., riprap perimeter) the 
precise location had to be estimated based on photos and direction provided by YVR staff.  

Physical Characteristics  
The site is a linear tidal marsh located at the toe of a riprap slope (Fig. 1). The foreshore of the site integrates into a large, 
contiguous patch of brackish marsh vegetation, primarily comprised of threesquare bulrush (Schoenoplectus pungens). The 
backshore is bordered by riprap dike and wooden retaining wall, with a lighting pier access road above. Provincial digital 
elevation model data (+/- 15 cm vertical accuracy) show a range of site elevation of 1.0 – 1.3 m elevation, averaging 1.2 m 
(σ = 0.1). No drainage channels, pooled areas, or other physical features were observed.  

Figure 1. Aerial view of site 01-001 (red), located on the south slope of the YVR lighting pier, southwest Sea Island. 



Vegetation Status 
Currently 100% of the site is vegetated, dominated by native common threesquare bulrush (25.0%, σ = 5.0). This is the 
common species of surrounding marshes, so natural colonization appears successful. Concrete fragments from the adjacent 
riprap dike were abundant in sample plots (40.0%, σ = 21.8; see photos), which could reflect (1) movement of materials from 
adjacent dike slopes or (2) inaccurate site polygons, as these concrete materials were highly localized in the marsh.  Mean 
relative percent cover of native species in the marsh (100%) is typical of outer estuary sites in being dominated by native 
species, and is higher than nearby reference sites REF-17: 86.0% (σ = 25.9) and REF-03-2015: 89.4% (σ = 23.0; Fig. 2). No 
non-native species were detected, likely due to high salinity. Mean native species richness/plot was 1.7 in the marsh, which 
was comparatively lower than reference sites REF-17  (2.6, σ = 1.1) and REF-03-2015 (2.3, σ = 1.4). Site wide richness was 
comparable between sites, as a total of 7 native plant species were observed in marsh sample plots (n = 5), compared to 11 
(n = 19) and 12 (n = 24) in nearby REF-17 and REF-03-2015 (Fig. 2). 

Wildlife Detections  
No wildlife or evidence of wildlife were detected in the site. 

Identified Stressors   
Issue Impact Rank  

(1 Low - 5 High) 
Description 

Concrete slabs 
in marsh 

1 Concrete slabs appear to have moved from the adjacent armoured slope onto the marsh 
and are smothering vegetation. Impact is not significant.  

 

Enhancement Opportunities  
Issue 
Addressed 

Priority Rank  
(1 Low - 5 

High) 

Action Required Comments 

Remove 
concrete slabs 

1 Remove concrete materials 
from the marsh 

Given this action already occurred, it is advisable that these 
small pieces be removed altogether, as they are likely to 
move again if returned to the dike.  

Summary 
Overall, the site is functioning well after nearly 20 years. The site is entirely vegetated due to successful natural colonization, 
and no non-native species were recorded in the project area. Though mobile concrete slabs are smothering vegetation in small 
amounts, the impacts are minimal and do not warrant removal. Long-term monitoring of the site should focus on this material, 
to ensure no further smothering occurs.  

Figure 2. Composition of vegetated marsh, categorized by species origin (left) and a species accumulation curve, visualizing how native 
richness increases with sampling effort in the compensation site and nearest two reference sites.   



Site Photos  

Photo 1: Westward view of the site during restoration activities. Note the exposed substrate after the removal of dike materials from the marsh. Photo taken 
in 2002 and provided by YVR.  



 
 

Photo 2. Westward view of the site during the July 2021 site visit. 



 
 

Photo 3. Concrete slabs smothering marsh vegetation. 



Site # 02-011 
CPR# 0402F016 
 

Context and Access 
The site is located on the western point of Mitchell Island in the Fraser River north arm, approximately 8.5 km upstream of 
the river mouth. The marsh is bordered by a recently constructed industrial park to the east. To access the site, climb down 
the riprap slope on the south side of the industrial park parking lot, and walk westward for approx. 300 m along the south 
bank of Mitchell Island, preferably at low tide. This marsh occurs downstream of the salt wedge and is therefore influenced 
by saltwater intrusion throughout the year. Marsh habitat is not abundant in this portion of the Fraser due to diking and 
industry, with the nearest significant marsh occurring on the southeast side of Sea Island, located 4.2 km downstream.  

Project Background 
Approximately 75 m2 of riparian habitat and 6810 m2 of intertidal marsh was disturbed because of industrial works in 2005. 

The goal of this project was to restore 1700 m2 of riparian habitat and 5210 m2 of marsh habitat. For the purposes of this 

report, only marsh habitat is discussed in the preceding text. Though the BIEAP-FREMP database indicates the site was 
constructed in 2005, historical imagery suggests the original project may have been lost during the construction of the North 
Arm (Canada Line) Bridge, and the current site was constructed soon after neighbouring site 02-013, in early 2013. 

Physical Characteristics  
The site is a 4266 m2 marsh basin surrounded by a dike with an armored riprap foreshore that has been breached to allow 
tidal inundation (Fig. 1). A small channel flows through the rock weir to the center of the site, creating a mudflat spanning 
approximately 390 m2, or 3% of the total site (Photo 2). Trees and other riparian vegetation on the surrounding dike provide 
shade along the marsh edge throughout the day (Photo 1). Public access is deterred due to the cement wall bordering the east 
side of the site.  
 

 
Figure 1. Aerial view of site 02-011, with marsh and mudflat zones delineated. Rock weir containing outflow and direction of outflow is 
shown with white arrow. Google Earth Imagery: Landsat/Copernicus 



Provincial digital elevation model data (+/- 15 cm vertical accuracy) show a range of site elevation of 0.3 – 3.0 m elevation, 
averaging 1.0 m (σ = 0.3). These elevations are comparable to nearby reference marsh REF-05-2015 (1.0 m, σ = 0.5), but 
considerably lower than REF-03-2015 (1.5 m, σ = 0.2). 

Vegetation Status 
Currently 97% of the site is covered by marsh vegetation (Fig. 1), dominated by native Carex lyngbyei (47.2%, σ = 35.1) 
with a range of 0.1 - 90% cover per plot. A small unvegetated mudflat zone surrounds a channel near the centre of the site, 
representing 3% of the site area. Relative percent cover of native species in the marsh (96%) is higher than the two nearest 
reference sites (REF-03-2015: 90%, REF-05-2015: 89%; Fig. 2). Four invasive plant species were detected: Lythrum 
salicaria, Phalaris arundinacea, Typha x glauca and Typha angustifolia, resulting in a relative percent cover of 4.0 (σ = 
11.3). Mean native species richness per plot was 2.5 (σ = 1.0) in the marsh, which was comparatively higher than both 
reference sites REF-05-2015 (1.8, σ =1.0) and REF-03-2015 (2.3. σ = 1.4). Site-wide richness appeared lower in 02-011 
however, with a total of 6 native plant species observed in marsh sample plots (n = 20), compared to 14 (n = 25) and 13 (n = 
31) in the two nearest reference sites respectively (Fig. 2).  
 

Wildlife Detections  
An Osprey was spotted flying over the marsh at the time of survey.  

Identified Stressors   
Issue Impact Rank  

(1 Low - 5 High) 
Description 

Invasive Species 2 Invasive species currently comprise about 4% of marsh vegetation cover and may 
expand over time if they remain unmanaged, particularly Typha spp. 

Enhancement Opportunities  
Issue 
Addressed 

Priority Rank  
(1 Low - 5 

High) 

Action Required Comments 

Invasive Species 2 Control invasive species Typha x glauca and Typha angustifolia are the most abundant 
invasives on site, taking up a portion of the western edge of the 
site. Repeated manual cutting could be an effective treatment 
to stop further spread. 

Figure 2. Composition of vegetated marsh, categorized by species origin (left) and a species accumulation curve, visualizing how native 
richness increases with sampling effort in the compensation site and nearest two reference sites.   



Summary 
Overall, the site is functioning well, as 97% of the area is currently occupied by vegetated marsh and no noteworthy stressors 
were observed. At a site scale, marsh vegetation is less diverse, but more proportionally native than neighboring reference 
sites, suggesting it has thus far remained resilient to species invasions. The long-term trajectory of the marsh is uncertain 
however, given the presence of invasive Typha, and the dominance of similar habitats by Typha elsewhere. Addressing this 
stressor is feasible, and a simple solution to ensure the long-term health and function of the site.



Site Photos  

Photo 1: View of the site from the dike on northwest corner, facing southeast. 



 
Photo 2: View of the poorly drained unvegetated mudflat in the middle of the site, facing west.  



Site # 02-012 
CPR# 0508F052 
 

Context and Access 
The site is located on the south side of Mitchell Island in the North Arm, at the end of Mitchell Road. This marsh is located 
approximately 10.3 km upstream from the river mouth and is likely influenced by saltwater intrusion for much of the year. It 
is bordered to the south and west by two other compensation projects: 02-015 and 02-001 (Fig. 1). The site can be accessed 
by walking through a small break in riparian vegetation on the south end of Mitchell Road. Access at low tide is recommended 
as the site is bordered by a large ditch to the west. Marsh habitat is not abundant in this portion of the Fraser due to extensive 
diking and industry. 

Project Background 
An estimated 950 m2 of riparian area and 800 m2 of tidal marsh were disturbed because of soil remediation activities 
undertaken in 2006. Habitat was compensated for at a 1:1 ratio for both riparian and marsh areas. Compensation activities 
included excavation and removal of contaminated soil, backfilling with substrate to the original grade, and planting of riparian 
and marsh plants. Planting prescriptions included Alnus rubra (red alder), Typha sp. (cattail), and Symphiotrichum 
subspicatum (Douglas’ aster). 

Figure 1. Aerial view of site 02-012 and neighbouring 02-015 and 02-001. Canada Geese were observed grazing in the area outlined 
in white. Access shown by red arrow. Imagery: Google Earth, 2021. 

Physical Characteristics  
The created marsh entails a 101 m2 inline bench (Photo 1), bounded by a large, rip-rap armored ditch to the west, and a steep 
transition to riparian vegetation to the east (Photo 2). The south is bordered by the similarly designed compensation site 02-
015 (Fig. 1). Public access is deterred by dense riparian vegetation and steep banks. Provincial digital elevation model data 
(+/- 15 cm vertical accuracy) show a range of site elevation of -0.2 - 3.0 m, averaging 1.83 m (σ = 1.03). This average and 
range are considerably higher than the nearest reference site (REF-02-2015) whose mean elevation is 0.6 m (σ = 0.6). 

02-015

 
 02-015 

02-001

 
 02-015 



Elevation may be a contributing factor to site health, with a lack of marsh vegetation at the lower limits, and dominance by 
native and introduced facultative species in higher areas. 

Vegetation Status 
Excluding the riparian backshore, 100% of the marsh bench is now mainly unvegetated mudflat, where no living vascular 
plants were observed (Photo 3). The muddy substrate and exposed rock of the rip-rap foreshore comprised 100% of all plots 
within this community. The slope steeply transitions into high marsh/riparian vegetation dominated by reed canarygrass, 
averaging 19.5% (σ = 33.7). Other invasive species in the backshore area include Reynoutria japonica and Rubus armeniacus 
(Photo 4). 

Wildlife Detections  
More than 20 Canada Geese were observed nearby in the main channel of the Fraser River, within 100 m of the site. This 
correlates with evidence of heavy grazing impacts on the surrounding marsh vegetation, and potential absence of marsh 
vegetation at this site. 

Identified Stressors   
Issue Impact Rank  

(1 Low - 5 High) 
Description 

Herbivory 
 

4 The lack of marsh vegetation may be attributed to heavy goose herbivory. Evidence of 
this impact is inferred from extensive evidence of grazing on adjacent marshes, and 
visual observation of > 20 Canada geese using the nearby shoreline. 

Invasive Species 
 

2 The riparian backshore includes Phalaris arundinacea, Reynoutria japonica, and 
Rubus armeniacus.  

Enhancement Opportunities  
Issue 
Addressed 

Priority Rank  
(1 Low - 5 

High) 

Action Required Comments 

Revegetation 3 Supplemental planting, 
ideally with less-palatable 
species, and goose exclosures 

Goose exclosures would be required if palatable species (e.g., 
Carex lyngbyei) were planted. Native Typha latifolia grows 
along the opposite channel bank and should be considered.  

Invasive Species 
 

1 Control invasive species 
 

Invasive plant control in the backshore may allow for high 
marsh native plants to establish. Conditions are favourable for 
reed canarygrass however, so invasion is likely to re-occur. 

Summary 
The tidal marsh planting on this site has largely failed. This could be attributed to goose herbivory, riparian shading, or non-
optimal elevation for the prescribed planting. The large ditch/channel adjacent to this site may be providing a corridor for 
goose access. Should efforts be undertaken to revegetate this site, herbivory should first be addressed to ensure longevity of 
the planting prescription. 
 



 

Site Photos  
 

 
Photo 1. Site 02-012 entails mainly an unvegetated muddy bank and riprap foreshore bordering a large drainage ditch. 



 

 
Photo 2. The site quickly transitions from unvegetated mudflat to upland riparian area, which includes mainly non-native facultative wetland plants and several 
invasive shrub species.



 

 
Photo 3. The low marsh area of this site is now unvegetated mudflat and exposed riprap. 



 

 
Photo 4. The backshore riparian area includes invasive species like R. japonica (Japanese knotweed), P. arundinacea (reed canary-grass), and R. armeniacus 
(Himalayan blackberry). 



Site# 02-013 
CPR# NA 
 

Context and Access 
Site is located on the western point of Mitchell Island on the north arm of Fraser, approximately 8.5 km upstream of the 
mouth of Fraser. The marsh occurs immediately west of compensation site 02-011 and a recently constructed business park. 
To access the site, climb down the rip rap slope on the south side of the business park parking lot, and walk westward for 
approx. 400 m along the south bank of Mitchell Island, preferably at low tide. This marsh occurs downstream of the eastern 
salt wedge limit and is therefore influenced by saltwater intrusion throughout the year. Marsh habitat is not abundant in this 
portion of the Fraser due to diking and industry, with the nearest significant marsh occurring on the southeast side of Sea 
Island, located 4.2 km downstream.  

Project Background  
Approximately 360 m2 of riparian habitat, 6075 m2 of subtidal mudflats, and 540 m2 of intertidal marsh was disturbed because 
of industrial works in 2005. The site was constructed in 2007, with the goal of restoring 3280 m2 of riparian habitat, 340 m2 
of intertidal mudflats, and 1610 m2 of marsh habitat.  
 

Figure 1. Aerial view of site 02-013, with marsh vegetation delineated. Metal weir and outflow location is shown with white arrow. 
Shadow on image is the result of the Canada Line SkyTrain bridge to the west of the site. Google Earth Imagery: Landsat/Copernicus. 

 



Physical Characteristics  
The site is a 539 m2 marsh basin surrounded by a dike with an armoured riprap foreshore that has been breached to allow 
tidal inundation (Fig. 1; Photo 2). A large metal debris fence was installed at this breach to mitigate log debris impacts (Photo 
3). The northeast corner of the site has poor drainage and was retaining water at low tide, but there is no mudflat present 
(Photo 1). Trees and other riparian vegetation present on the surrounding dike provide shade along the marsh edge, resulting 
in high marsh species, including weedy exotics, within approximately 1 m of the marsh boundary). Public access is deterred 
due to the protection provided by the neighbouring compensation marsh (02-011) to the east. Provincial digital elevation 
model data (+/- 15 cm vertical accuracy) show a range of site elevation of 0.7 - 1.6 m, averaging 1.1 m (σ = 0.2). These 
elevations are comparable to nearby reference marshes REF-05-2015 (1.0 m, σ = 0.5) but lower than REF-03-2015 (1.5 m, 
σ = 0.2). 

Vegetation Status 
Currently 100% of the site is covered by marsh vegetation (Fig. 2), dominated by native Carex lyngbyei, which averaged 
72.6% (σ = 24.2) cover per plot, and ranged from 30 - 99% cover across the site. Relative percent cover of native species in 
the marsh (99.2%, σ = 1.0) is higher than the two nearest reference sites (REF-05-2015: 89.5%, σ = 23.0, REF-03-2015: 90%, 
σ = 16.3; Fig. 2). Three invasive species were detected: Lythrum salicaria, Iris pseudacorus, and Phalaris arundinacea 
resulting in a relative percent cover of 0.04 (σ = 0.1). Mean native species richness per plot was 1.5 (σ = 0.9) in the marsh, 
which was slightly lower than both reference sites REF-05-2015 (1.8, σ = 1.0) and REF-03-2015 (2.3, σ = 1.4; Fig. 2). Site-
wide richness appeared lower in 02-013 than reference sites, with a total of 5 native species observed in marsh sample plots 
(n = 11), compared to 14 (n = 25) and 13 (n = 31) in the two nearest reference sites respectively. 
 

Wildlife Detections  
Possible coyote trail was found cutting through the site from the south boundary to the riparian area in the northeast corner. 

Identified Stressors   
Issue Impact Rank  

(1 Low - 5 High) 
Description 

Invasive Species 1 Invasive species currently comprise about 0.04% of marsh vegetation cover but may 
expand over time if they remain unmanaged. 

 

Figure 2. Composition of vegetated marsh, categorized by species origin (left) and a species accumulation curve, visualizing how native 
richness increases with sampling effort in the compensation site and nearest two reference sites.   



Enhancement Opportunities  
Issue 
Addressed 

Priority Rank  
(1 Low - 5 

High) 

Action Required Comments 

Invasive Species 1 Control invasive species Iris pseudacorus, Lythrum salicaria, and Phalaris 
arundinacea occur in small clumps and could be manually 
removed. 

 

Summary 
The site is functioning very well after 14 years, as 100% is currently occupied by vegetated marsh and no notable stressors 
were identified. Marsh vegetation is less diverse, but more proportionally native than neighboring reference sites, suggesting 
it has remained resilient to species invasions. Long-term monitoring efforts should focus on trends in invasive species 
abundance, and debris fence maintenance.  

  



Site Photos  
 

 
 Photo 1: Poor drainage area located near the northern boundary of the site, facing the northwest corner.



 

 
Photo 2: View of the site from the northwest riprap border looking towards the southeast corner. Note the extensive coverage of Carex lyngbyei. 



 
Photo 3: Metal debris fence at the site outflow/inflow. 

 
 



Site # 02-015 
CPR# 0704F013 
 

Context and Access 
The site is located on the south side of Mitchell Island in the North Arm, at the end of Mitchell Road. This marsh is located 
approximately 10.3 km upstream from the river mouth and is likely influenced by saltwater intrusion for much of the year. It 
is bordered to the north and west by two other compensation projects: 02-012 and 02-001 (Fig. 1). The site can be accessed 
by walking through a small break in riparian vegetation on the south end of Mitchell Road. Access at low tide is recommended 
as the site is bordered by a large channel/ditch on the west side. Marsh habitat is not abundant in this portion of the Fraser, 
which is heavily impacted by diking and industry. 

Project Background 
A total of 484 m2 of riparian area and 445 m2 of tidal marsh were disturbed because of soil remediation activities undertaken 
in 2007. Habitat was compensated at a 1:1 ratio for both riparian and marsh areas. Compensation activities included 
excavation and removal of contaminated soil, backfilling with substrate to the original grade, and planting of riparian and 
marsh plants. Planting prescriptions included Lyngbye’s sedge (Carex lyngbyei), willow (Salix sp.), black cottonwood 
(Populus balsamifera), and red alder (Alnus rubra). 

Physical Characteristics  
The site is a 388 m2 inline bench with a riprap foreshore (Photo 1), bounded by a large, rip-rap armored ditch to the west, and 
a steep transition to riparian vegetation to the east. The north is bordered by the similarly constructed compensation site 02-
012 (Figure 1). Public access is deterred by dense riparian vegetation and steep banks. Mean site elevation is 0.4 m (σ = 0.3), 
ranging from -0.3 m to 1.1 m. These elevations are slightly lower on average than nearby reference sites REF-02-2015 and 
REF-05-2015, which range from -0.5-1.5 m and -0.2 - 3.0 m, averaging 0.6 (σ = 0.6) and 0.8 (σ = 0.4) respectively. Elevation 
may be a contributing factor to sparsely vegetated areas, with a lack of marsh vegetation at lower limits. 

02-012
 

 02-015 

Grazing

 
 02-015 

02-001
 

 02-015 

Figure 1. Aerial view of site 02-015 and neighbouring 02-012 and 02-001. Unvegetated areas are coloured red, and 
vegetated marsh blue. Canada Geese were observed grazing in the area outlined in white. Access shown by red arrow. 
Imagery: Google Earth, 2021. 



Vegetation Status 
Currently 83% of the site is covered by marsh vegetation, and the remaining 17% is comprised of sparsely vegetated mudflat 
along the foreshore (Fig. 1). Even where present, marsh vegetation is sparse, averaging 46.2% (σ = 29.8) exposed substrate 
per plot. Relative percent cover of native vegetation in the marsh community was 25%, which is substantially lower than 
nearby reference sites REF-02-2015 (84.6%, σ = 9.1) and REF-05-2015 (89.5%, σ = 23.0). Purple loosestrife (Lythrum 
salicaria) was the only invasive species detected, and comprised 74.7% of vegetative cover in the marsh, with a mean percent 
cover of 33.4% (σ = 15.5). The primary subdominant species is native Baltic rush (Juncus balticus) with a mean percent 
cover of 18.0% (σ = 24.6). In contrast with the completely unvegetated adjacent site, 02-012, much of the foreshore areas of 
02-015 are characterized by mudflat-associated disturbance species like the non-native European forget-me-not (Myosotis 
scorpioides). Although Lyngbye’s sedge were planted in 2007, none were observed in 2021. This may be a result of heavy 
herbivory by Canada Geese, who preferentially graze this species. Both purple loosestrife and Baltic rush are less palatable 
for grazing, and therefore their dominance may reflect grazing pressures on this site. 

Mean native species richness per plot was 4.0 (σ = 2.0) in the marsh, which was comparatively higher than both reference 
sites REF-02-2015 (3.4, σ =1.7) and REF-03-2015 (1.8. σ = 1.0). Site-wide richness was comparable to REF-02-2015 but 
higher than REF-05-2015, with a total of 10 native plant species observed in marsh sample plots (n = 5), compared to 20 (n 
= 23) in REF-02-0215 and 13 (n = 31) in REF-05-2015 (Fig. 2).  

Wildlife Detections  
More than 20 Canada Geese were observed in the nearby North Arm, within 100 m of the site. This correlates with evidence 
of heavy grazing impacts on the surrounding marsh vegetation. 

Identified Stressors   
Issue Impact Rank  

(1 Low - 5 High) 
Description 

Herbivory 
 

4 The lack of native marsh vegetation may be attributed to goose herbivory. This is 
inferred from extensive evidence of grazing on adjacent marshes, and visual 
observation of > 20 Canada geese using the nearby shoreline. 

Invasive Species 
 

3 Purple loosestrife is the dominant species, with mean % cover of 33% (σ = 15%) 

 

 

Figure 2. Composition of vegetated marsh, categorized by species origin (left) and a species accumulation curve, visualizing how native 
richness increases with sampling effort in the compensation site and nearest two reference sites.   



Enhancement Opportunities  
Issue 
Addressed 

Priority Rank  
(1 Low - 5 High) 

Action Required Comments 

Revegetation 4 Supplemental planting with 
goose exclosures and/or less 
palatable species. 

Goose exclosures or planting of less-palatable species would 
likely be necessary to ensure any success. 

Invasive Species 
 

1 Control invasive species 
 

Control of the now dominant purple loosestrife may allow for 
native marsh vegetation to re-establish, though its dominance 
is likely linked to herbivory. 

Summary 
After 15 years this site has not persisted as a functional native marsh. Despite being planted as a Lyngbye’s sedge marsh, no 
sedges were detected in our surveys, and marsh vegetation is now dominated by purple loosestrife. As a result of planting 
failures, 17% of the site is completely unvegetated, and where present, marsh vegetation is not dense, averaging 46.2% (σ = 
29.8) exposed substrate/plot. The dominance of invasive species and evidence of foreshore marsh recession may be the result 
of many factors, including goose herbivory. Should efforts be undertaken to revegetate this site, grazing mitigation (e.g., 
planting of less palatable species, fencing) would be required. 
 



Site Photos 

 
Photo 1. 02-015 entails an inline marsh bench with rip-rap foreshore. The site is bounded by a large ditch to the west and a riparian backshore to the 
east. Impacts of herbivory are evident as no Lyngbye’s sedge remains on the site, and the marsh area has receded considerably (note the mudflat at 
the front of the site). 



Site # 03-001A 
CPR# 1-NA 
 

Context and Access 
Site is located across from Sea Island on the north bank of the North Arm, approximately 5.5 km upstream of the river mouth. 
The marsh occurs in Fraser River Park in the City of Vancouver. The site can be accessed along a public boardwalk that 
traverses the park (Fig. 1). Most of the site is visible from various points along the boardwalk, but access into the site is 
recommended at low tide. This marsh occurs downstream of the salt wedge and is therefore influenced by saltwater intrusion 
throughout the year. Marsh habitat is not abundant in this portion of the Fraser due to diking and industry, with the nearest 
significant marsh occurring at McDonald Beach Park, on the nearby south bank of the river. 

Project Background 
This site was constructed on an old Vancouver City dump site in 1985 with the goal of restoring the shoreline to a natural 
aquatic habitat. The existing fill was pulled back from the toe of the existing fore slope to create an intertidal area and a 
slough, which was armoured with rip rap and flows controlled by a weir (Photo 13). Marsh vegetation was transplanted in 
February 1986 and again in March 1987 with plugs from Woods Island Slough (Iona Island). The first transplant involved 
approximately 2125 plugs of Carex lyngbyei, 450 plugs of Schoenoplectus tabernaemontani, and 4225 plugs of Juncus 
balticus. The 1987 transplant involved 1040 plugs of C. lyngbyei and 1660 plugs of J. balticus. The banks of the slough were 
planted with Typha latifolia and Iris pseudacorus. Monitoring activities found that within two growing seasons there was 
moderate propagule failure, which was attributed to poor quality substrate in certain areas. These areas were re-planted, and 
a log boom was installed near the foreshore to prevent erosion and sand movement from boat wake (Photos 14-17). This 
structure was determined to be unsuccessful as it requires ongoing maintenance to properly function, and the booms were no 
longer present during the time of this survey (July 2021). Log debris was identified as a stressor to this site by Thomas (2002) 
who conducted a log debris removal experiment at this site in 1997, finding limited success in post-removal plant growth1. 
 
This project also includes a discrete marsh bench located ~180 m upstream of the site. Information on this site can be found 
under the 03-001B site ID.  

Physical Characteristics  
The site is a 4882 m2 marsh with a combination of armoured riprap and natural foreshore (Fig. 1, Photos 7, 8). A tidal 
channel/slough connects the east and west side of the site along the backshore. The south channel entrance is impacted by 
log debris (Fig. 1, Photos 11, 12) and is high in elevation, likely only connecting to the river at high tide (Photo 13). Much 
of the backshore channel/slough is dominated by Typha x glauca (Photos 1, 2, 4), while heavily shaded areas are primarily 
mudflat, with only a small number of infrequent species present (i.e., Iris pseudacorus, Oenanthe sarmentosa; Photo 4). 
Water is retained within portions of the channel at low tide, creating a permanent pond supporting a community of Carex 
lyngbyei and other marsh species along portions of the perimeter (Photos 5, 6). The sloped, unarmoured foreshore at the 
western portion of the site is dominated by sand, which is likely the result of the creation of rock groynes in the vicinity and 
boat wake (Photos 8, 10). Due to its heterogenous design, the site ranges in elevation from -0.6 – 2.6 m elevation, averaging 
1.1 m (σ = 0.6). Among nearby reference sites, these elevations are lower than REF-03-2015 (McDonald Beach) that has an 
elevation range of 0.7 - 2.2 m, averaging 1.6 m (σ = 0.2), but slightly higher than REF-05-2015 (Sea Island Middle Arm) 
which ranges from -0.2 - 3.0 m, averaging 0.8 m (σ = 0.4). 
 

 
1 Thomas, Patty. ‘Wood Debris Removal Form British Columbia’s Lower Fraser River Marshes: An Analysis of a Complex 

Restoration Issue’, 2002. 
 



 

 
Figure 1: Aerial view of site 03-001A, with marsh vegetation, log debris accumulation, and a Typha x glauca patch delineated. The shaded 
area of the channel is located on the east end of the backshore tidal channel, beneath large trees. Outflow direction shown with white 
arrow. Google Earth Imagery: Landsat/Copernicus 

Vegetation Status 
Currently 96% of the site is covered by marsh vegetation (Fig. 1), dominated by native Carex lyngbyei (26.3%, σ = 39.5) 
with a range of 0.1 - 98% cover per plot. The remaining 4% of the site is an unvegetated log debris accumulation area. 
Relative percent cover of native species in the marsh (68.1%, σ = 41.5) is lower than the two nearest reference sites (REF-
03-2015: 90.0%, σ = 16.3; REF-05-2015: 89.5%, σ = 23.1; Fig. 2). Four invasive species were detected: Lythrum salicaria, 
Iris pseudacorus (which was planted), Phalaris arundinacea, and Typha x glauca, resulting in a relative percent cover of 
20.2% (σ = 33.6). Mean native species richness per plot was 3.0 (σ = 1.8) in the marsh, which was comparatively higher than 
nearby reference sites REF-03-2015 (2.3, σ = 1.4) and REF-05-2015 (1.8, σ = 1.0). Site-wide richness also appeared to be 
higher, as a total of 13 native species were observed in marsh sample plots (n = 13), compared to 14 (n = 25) and 13 (n = 31) 
in the two nearest reference sites respectively (Fig. 2). A small population (< 20 plants) of blue-listed Henderson’s checker-
mallow (Sidalcea hendersonii) was detected near the forested boardwalk at the northern limits of the site. 
 
 
 

Boardwalk  

Shaded Area 



Wildlife Detections  
This site is next to an off-leash dog park and is frequently disturbed by dogs (Photos 8, 11). Herbivory by Canada Geese is 
prevalent throughout the unarmoured foreshore of site, preventing marsh from fully establishing (Photos 8-10).  

Identified Stressors   
Issue Impact Rank  

(1 Low - 5 High) 
Description 

Log Debris 
 

2 Despite having been removed once in the past, log debris has accumulated in the 
drainage channel and throughout the foreshore of the marsh, covering 
approximately 4% of the total site. The debris could continue to accumulate, reducing 
available area for marsh vegetation.  

Invasive Species 
 

3 Invasive species currently comprise about 20% of marsh vegetation cover and will 
likely expand over time if they remain unmanaged. The patch of Typha x glauca in 
the drainage channel is of particular concern as it spreads quickly and could take over 
the entire drainage channel, reducing viable native marsh and fish habitat. 

Enhancement Opportunities  
Issue 
Addressed 

Priority Rank  
(1 Low - 5 High) 

Action Required Comments 

Log Debris 2 Remove log debris, fix, and 
maintain log boom structure 

Once the debris is removed, a modernised log boom could be 
installed to prevent further log debris deposits. Maintenance 
of the structure is required to ensure proper function, and is 
unlikely to exclude all logs. 

Invasive Species 
 

3 Control invasive species 
 

Iris pseudacorus, Lythrum salicaria, and Phalaris 
arundinacea occur in small clumps and could be manually 
removed. Typha x glauca occurs in an isolated patch and 
could be treated seasonally by brush cutting to prevent 
further spread. 

Summary 
Overall, the site is functioning well after 36 years, as 96% is currently occupied by vegetated marsh. Marsh vegetation is 
diverse, and is more proportionally native than neighboring reference sites, suggesting it has remained resilient to species 
invasions. The site currently provides habitat for fish in its drainage channel at low tide, but this may change as invasives 
spread and wood continues to accumulate. Small treatment efforts could address these stressors and are simple solutions to 
increasing site function.

Figure 2. Composition of vegetated marsh, categorized by species origin (left) and a species accumulation curve, visualizing how native 
richness increases with sampling effort in the compensation site and nearest two reference sites.   



Site Photos  

 
Photo 1: View of the tidal channel from the east bridge on the south side of the site looking north. Invasive Typha x glauca and native Sagittaria latifolia 
are in the foreground. 



 
Photo 2: Typha x glauca and partially vegetated mudflats in the south half of the tidal channel. 



 
Photo 3: Partially vegetated mudflats in the shaded area of the tidal channel (south portion) 



 
Photo 4: Typha patch in the channel, looking east 



 
Photo 5: North end of tidal channel, standing water in pool at low tide. Photo facing northwest towards Fraser. 



 
Photo 6: North portion of tidal channel, looking northeast. Carex lyngbyei is prevalent at the perimeter near the outflow. 



 

 
Photo 7: Unarmoured marsh foreshore. Photo taken from the dock on the north border of site. 



 

 
Photo 8: Sandy foreshore where a drainage channel and small creek flow into the North Arm. This area is commonly used by dogs and easily accessible for geese and grazing. 



 
Photo 9: Gradual change in height of C .lyngbyei along marsh foreshore, result of herbivory. Photo looking east. 



 
Photo 10: Marsh foreshore of site looking north towards boardwalk dock.  



 
Photo 11: South end of site. Muddy area disturbed regularly by dogs, blocks south outflow of drainage channel. Log accumulation 



 

 
Photo 12: Log accumulation and infilling of channel at south outflow point. 



 

Photo 13: South outflow blocked by accumulation of debris and wood. 



 
Photo 14: South end of site facing north. Notice marsh eroding and hummocks present in the foreground of photo 



 
Photo 15: Juncus balticus foreshore along south end of marsh. Elevated rip rap bench and vegetation selection has prevented herbivory from geese 



 
Photo 16: Foreshore of marsh sloughing off and separating from elevated bench 



 
Photo 17: Mild erosion along marsh foreshore. 



Site # 03-001B 
CPR# 1-NA 
 

Context and Access 
Site is located across from Sea Island on the north bank of the north arm of the Fraser, approximately 5.8 km upstream of the 
mouth of Fraser. The marsh occurs along the foreshore of Fraser River Park in the City of Vancouver. The site can be accessed 
through the riparian area that separates Fraser River Park from the marsh bench (Fig. 1). This marsh occurs downstream of 
the eastern salt wedge limit and is highly influenced by saltwater intrusion. Marsh habitat is not abundant in this portion of 
the Fraser due to diking, with the nearest significant marsh occurring at McDonald Beach Park, on the nearby south bank of 
the river. 

Project Background 
This site was constructed on an old Vancouver City dump site in 1985 with the goal of restoring the shoreline to a natural 
aquatic habitat. The existing fill was pulled back from the toe of the existing fore slope to create an intertidal area and a 
slough, which was armoured with rip rap and flows controlled by a weir. The following information may pertain to this marsh 
bench, or to that of 03-001A (see separate report): 
 
Marsh vegetation was transplanted in February 1986 and again in March 1987 with plugs from Woods Island Slough (Iona 
Island). The first transplant involved approximately 2125 plugs of Carex lyngbyei, 450 plugs of Schoenoplectus 
tabernaemontani, and 4225 plugs of Juncus balticus. The 1987 transplant involved 1040 plugs of C. lyngbyei and 1660 plugs 
of J. balticus. The banks of the slough were planted with Typha latifolia and Iris pseudacorus. Monitoring activities found 
that within two growing seasons there was moderate propagule failure, which was attributed to poor quality substrate in 
certain areas.   

Physical Characteristics  
The site is an 858 m2 elevated marsh bench with an armoured rip rap foreshore (Fig. 1, Photos 1, 3, 4). The marsh is separated 
from Fraser River Park by a rip rap dike with mature riparian vegetation (Alnus rubra, Populus balsamifera) above. The 
marsh is primarily dominated by native Juncus balticus near the river with a high marsh vegetation community near the 
riparian backshore. Hummocks of J. balticus have formed along the foreshore, with minor evidence of erosion throughout. 
Provincial digital elevation model data (+/- 15 cm vertical accuracy) show a range of site elevation of -0.7 – 1.5 m, averaging 
0.6 m (σ = 0.4). On average, this site is lower in elevation than nearby reference marshes REF-03-2015 and REF-05-2015, 
which range from 0.7 - 2.2 m and -0.2 – 3.0 m, averaging 1.6 m (σ = 0.2) and 0.8 m (σ = 0.4) respectively. The lower site 
elevations of 03-001B are more likely to support a low-diversity community dominated by low-elevation wetland specialists. 
 
This project also includes a discrete marsh bench and channel located ~180 m downstream of the site. Information on this 
site can be found under the 03-001A site ID.  
 



 

 
Figure 1: Aerial view of site 03-001B, with marsh vegetation delineated in the red bordered green polygon. Google Earth Imagery: 
Landsat/Copernicus 

Vegetation Status 
Currently 100% of the site is covered by marsh vegetation (Fig. 1), primarily dominated by native Juncus balticus averaging 
86%, (σ = 11.3) and ranging from 68 - 98% cover per plot (Photo 2). Relative percent cover of native species in the marsh 
(97.6%, σ = 1.4) is higher than the two nearest reference sites: REF-03-2015 (90.0%, σ = 16.3), REF-05-2015 (89.5%, σ = 
23.1; Fig. 2). Two invasive species were detected: Lythrum salicaria, and Iris pseudacorus, resulting in a combined mean 
relative percent cover of 1.4% (σ = 2.7). Mean native species richness per plot was 2.3 (σ = 1.2) in the marsh, which was 
comparable to reference sites REF-03-2015 (2.3, σ = 1.4) and REF-05-2015 (1.8, σ = 1.0; Fig. 2). Site-wide richness appears 
to be lower in 03-001B than reference sites (likely due to low and more homogenous elevations, see above), as a total of 6 
native species were observed in marsh sample plots (n = 10), compared to 14 (n = 25) and 13 (n = 31) in the two nearest 
reference sites respectively.  
 
 

Boardwalk 
 



Wildlife Detections  
This site is next to an off-leash dog park but is less exposed to dog use because of the rip rap foreshore and riparian vegetation. 

Identified Stressors   
Issue Impact Rank  

(1 Low - 5 High) 
Description 

Erosion 
 

1 Erosion from boat traffic and/or river processes has resulted in minor bank erosion 
along the foreshore of the marsh (Photo 3). Juncus balticus is dominant and is excellent 
at mitigating erosion, so no notable recession has occurred to date.  

 

Summary 
The site is functioning very well after 36 years, as 100% is currently occupied by vegetated marsh. Marsh vegetation is low 
in diversity compared to neighbouring reference marshes, likely due to low and relatively homogenous site elevation, and the 
dominance of rhizomatous native J. balticus. Few invasives have established throughout the site, no grazing impacts were 
observed, and aside from potential adverse effects of chronic erosion, no noteworthy threats or stressors were detected.  
 

Figure 2. Composition of vegetated marsh, categorized by species origin (left) and a species accumulation curve, visualizing how native 
richness increases with sampling effort in the compensation site and nearest two reference sites.   



Site Photos  

 
Photo 1: View of marsh bench facing east.  



 
Photo 2: Dense coverage of J. balticus has successfully established throughout marsh bench. 



 
Photo 3: East border of the marsh bench surrounded by rip rap. 



 
Photo 4: Rip rap foreshore facing west. 



Site # 05-002 
CPR# 8910-0078 
 

Context and Access 
Site is located on the south bank of the Middle Arm, approximately 4.3 km upstream of the river mouth. The marsh can be 
accessed through gaps in riparian vegetation from a nearby pedestrian pathway on the dike. Access at low tide is 
recommended to be able to walk the site. This marsh occurs downstream of the salt wedge limit and is therefore influenced 
by saltwater intrusion throughout the year. Significant marsh habitat is not abundant in this portion of the Fraser due to diking; 
however, this site is located in one of the larger remnant natural marshes of the Middle Arm, located between No.1 Road and 
No. 2 Road, Richmond.  

Project Background 
Approximately 1675 m2 of unvegetated, intertidal mudflats, and 1325 m2 of marsh was disturbed because of industrial works 
in 1993. Compensation occurred in 1991 and preceded construction (Photo 16). The goal of this project was to create 4500 
m2 of marsh designed to adequately compensate a “worst-case” scenario for habitat losses that might occur at the construction 
site. An upland dredge spoil area (1930’s) was removed to create an intertidal marsh lagoon protected by a barrier island and 
wooden debris fences. 7020 transplant plugs (approximately 10 cm2 and 20 cm high) of Carex lyngbyei were extracted from 
an adjacent recipient site and planted at 0.75 m intervals. Monitoring data after 5 growing seasons (3 years) revealed that the 
site had consistently lower values in vigor variables like arial cover, dry weight biomass, and stem density than in comparable 
reference marshes. A fourth-year study determined the site was sustaining greater arial cover of Carex lyngbyei than the 
reference sites referred to earlier. 

Physical Characteristics  
The site is a 4360 m2 marsh basin surrounded by a dike (south) and perimeter berm. The marsh contains an excavated drainage 
channel which exits the site in the northeast to northwest corners of the site (Photo 15). Two wooden debris fences occur 
where the drainage channels enter the site (Photos 1-4). The channel on the west side of the site is bordered by native Carex 
lyngbyei along the banks and retains water at low tide (Photo 3). The channel on the east side of the site is filling in with 
invasive Typha (Photo 2). The middle of the site contains a small meadow where invasive Typha has not spread (Photos 5, 
7, 8).  The berm surrounding the marsh contains a mix of native and introduced woody vegetation (Photo 6). Public access 
is mostly deterred by riparian vegetation, which separates the marsh from the adjacent dike trail. Provincial digital elevation 
model data (+/- 15 cm vertical accuracy) show a range of site elevation of 0.7 – 2.9 m elevation, averaging 1.2 m (σ = 0.3). 
These elevations are comparable to nearby reference marshes REF-05-2015 and REF-17, which have elevational ranges of -
0.2 – 3.0 m and -0.8 – 3.4 m, averaging 1.0 m (σ = 0.5) and 1.31 (σ = 0.6) respectively.   
 



 
Figure 1: Aerial view of site 05-002, with marsh communities delineated. Outflow direction shown with white arrows. Approximate 
location of wooden debris fences represented by yellow stars. Google Earth Imagery: Landsat/Copernicus 

Vegetation Status 
Currently 100% of the site is covered by marsh vegetation (Fig. 1). Mean relative percent cover of native species in the marsh 
(28.0%, σ =39.0) is substantially lower than the two nearest reference sites (REF 17: 86.0%, σ = 25.9; REF-05-2015: 89.4%, 
σ = 23.0; Fig. 2). Four invasive species were detected: Lythrum salicaria, Typha angustifolia, Typha x glauca, and Phalaris 
arundinacea, resulting in a mean relative percent cover of 71.9% (σ = 39.0). Mean native species richness per plot was 0.6 
(σ = 0.8) in the marsh, which was lower than both reference sites REF 17: 2.6 (σ = 0.9) and REF-05-2015: 1.8 (σ = 1.0). Site-
wide richness also appears to be lower, with a total of 5 native species observed in marsh sample plots (n = 19), compared to 
12 (n = 18) and 13 (n = 31) in the two nearest reference sites respectively (Fig. 2). 
 
Site-wide analysis of vegetation data shows Carex lyngbyei to be the most dominant species on average (8.5%, σ = 20.3). 
This is misleading due to growth form differences of Carex lyngbyei and Typha spp. (Typha rarely achieves high percent 
cover, while Carex lyngbyei can achieve 100%), and the presence of two distinct plant “communities” in the site. Randomized 
sample points were placed throughout the site prior to surveying; 5 landed in C. lyngbyei-dominated meadow while the other 
15 landed in the surrounding Typha marsh. An estimated 4186 m2 or 96% of the site is comprised of Typha marsh, primarily 
dominated by invasive Typha angustifolia (0.6%, σ = 1.2) and Typha x glauca (1.9%, σ = 2.0). Typha litter comprised the 
majority of coverage in this “community” (69%, σ = 37.4), which is a common side effect of Typha invasions. A small 
meadow of approximately 174 m2 or 4% of the site occurs in the middle of the marsh, containing mostly native Carex 
lyngbyei. 



 

Wildlife Detections  
Marsh Wren nests were present throughout the site. 

Identified Stressors   
Issue Impact Rank  

(1 Low - 5 High) 
Description 

Invasive 
Species 
 

4 Invasive species, especially cattail, currently comprise about 72% of marsh vegetation 
cover, and thick mats of cattail litter are also abundant. Potential impacts include 
suppressing native vegetation, accretion and infilling of drainage channels, and 
reduced fish access.  

Enhancement Opportunities  
Issue 
Addressed 

Priority Rank  
(1 Low - 5 

High) 

Action Required Comments 

Invasive Species 
 

2 Control invasive species 
 

Both T. angustifolia and T. x glauca are well established in the 
site and are abundant in neighbouring marshes. Eradication 
would be costly, and unlikely to have long-term success. 

Loss of tidal 
channels 

3 Re-excavate channels  Cattail is clonally expanding into fish channels. Dense stems 
are promoting accretion and blocking fish passage. Consider 
brush cutting or re-excavating channels to promote site 
drainage and fish access.  

 

Summary 
After 30 years, this marsh has transitioned from sedge to cattail-dominated marsh. Invasive Typha spp., particularly T. x 
glauca, are abundant, accumulating vast amounts of litter that suppresses native vegetation, leading to losses in diversity. 
Despite this invasion, the site currently supports high value fish habitat including functional tidal channels, though the long-
term persistence of these features is uncertain given the ability of cattail to promote accretion, and to clonally expand into 
these environments. Treatment of cattail would be both costly and unlikely to succeed, so enhancement priority should go to 
actions that preserve these important habitat features. 
 

Figure 2. Composition of vegetated marsh, categorized by species origin (left) and a species accumulation curve, visualizing how native 
richness increases with sampling effort in the compensation site and nearest two reference sites.   



Site Photos  

 
Photo 1: Photo provided in 1993 Envirowest report. View of recently planted marsh from east wood fence looking west.  



 

 
Photo 2: View of west fence looking west. Notice infilling of drainage channel restricting water flow and fish passage. 



 
Photo 3: West debris fence looking northeast and outside of the site. Notice water present in channel. 



 
Photo 4: Photo taken of same debris fence as Photo 3 in 1993 Envirowest Report, looking northwest. 



 
Photo 5: Photo of site looking north, taken from dike on south side of site. Notice marsh meadow in the middle of the site and riparian vegetation on northern berm. 



 
Photo 6: Photo taken on the north perimeter berm looking south towards River Road. Scotch Broom was restricted to upland areas.  



 
Photo 7: Marsh meadow in the middle of the site containing Carex lyngbyei and Lythrum salicaria. Photo is looking northeast. 



 
Photo 8: Marsh meadow in the middle of the site containing Carex lyngbyei and Lythrum salicaria. Photo is looking southeast 

 



 
Photo 9: Photo looking northwest towards marsh outside of site, notice extensive coverage of Phalaris arundinacea and invasive Typha.  



 
Photo 10: Typha litter patch covering significant portion of site. Percent cover of litter was high in plots that landed in this area and is not representative of the whole site. 



 
Photo 11: Photo of site looking northwest, taken from dike on south side of site.  



 
Photo 12: Photo of site looking west from 1993 Envirowest report. 



 
Photo 13: Photo of site looking northeast, taken from dike on south side of site.  



 
Photo 14: Photo of site from 1993 Envirowest report looking northeast.  



 
Photo 15: Aerial image of site facing south. Source: Envirowest website 



 
Photo 16: Planting of site in 1991. Photo looking east. Source: Envirowest website 

 



Site # 08-004A  
CPR# 9808F070  
 

Context and Access 
The site is located on the north bank of the Serpentine River, approximately 2 km upstream of the river mouth. The marsh 
occurs immediately upstream of Highway 99 in the City of Surrey (Fig. 1). The marsh can be accessed by boat or by walking 
along the north dike from the trail approximately 2.6 km to the east. This marsh is influenced by saltwater intrusion throughout 
the year, but this is likely to change with the proposed sea dam relocation/replacement downstream. Marsh habitat is not 
abundant in this portion of the river due to extensive diking, with the nearest significant marsh occurring in the Serpentine 
Wildlife Management Area, located 1.2 km upstream (REF-20).  

Project Background 
Approximately 2940 m2 of riparian habitat, 4900 m2 of intertidal mudflats, and 1960 m2 of intertidal marsh was disturbed 
because of industrial works in 1998. The goal of this project and 08-004B was to restore 2940 m2 of riparian habitat, 4900 
m2 of intertidal mudflats, and 1960 m2 of marsh habitat. Only marsh habitat is discussed in the preceding text. 

Physical Characteristics  
The site is a 310.4 m2 marsh located in an off-channel slough that holds about 0.5 m of water at low tide (Photo 1). A rip rap 
dike armours the north side of the marsh (Photo 7), while the south has an unmaintained berm that separates the slough from 
the river, apart from a single armoured outflow channel in the southwest corner (Photos 3-5). Patches of marsh vegetation 
are in the upper tidal elevations of the slough, which are restricted to the eastern and western edges of the site (Photos 4, 8). 
The slough is primarily comprised of unvegetated subtidal and intertidal mudflats, which were presumably intended in the 
site design. A chain-link fence prevents human access to the site from the river and from the west (Photo 6). The site ranges 
from 0.7 - 1.7 m elevation, averaging 1.1 m (σ = 0.2). These elevations are slightly lower than nearby reference marsh REF-

Figure 1. Aerial view of site 02-011, with marsh areas delineated. Rock weir containing outflow and direction of 
outflow is shown with white arrow. Google Earth Imagery: Landsat/Copernicus 



20 (Serpentine) and REF-21 (Nicomekl). REF-20 has an elevation range of –1.0 - 2.4 m, averaging 1.5 m (σ = 0.4) and REF-
21 has an elevation range of –0.9 - 1.7 m, averaging 1.4 m (σ = 0.3).   

Vegetation Status 
From what we can ascertain, 100% of the intended marsh area remains covered by marsh vegetation (Fig. 1). Vegetation is 
highly influenced by saltwater intrusion and is primarily dominated by native Triglochin maritima (32.7%, σ = 24.7) with a 
range of 0.1 - 71% cover per plot. Relative percent cover of native species in the marsh (86.8%, σ = 31.0) is higher than 
reference site REF-20 (61.8%, σ = 44.7) and comparable to reference site REF-21 (93.0%, σ = 22.0). Among invasive species, 
only Phalaris arundinacea was detected, and was restricted to higher elevations less influenced by saltwater, resulting in a 
mean relative percent cover of 3.4% (σ = 10.9). Mean native species richness per plot was 2.3 (σ = 0.6) in the marsh, which 
was comparable to nearby reference sites REF-20 (2.1, σ = 0.9) and REF-21 (2.2. σ = 0.9). Site-wide native richness was also 
comparable between 08-004A and reference sites, with a total of 5 native species observed in marsh sample plots (n = 10), 
compared to 8 native species (n = 20) and 5 (n = 20) in REF-20 and REF-21 respectively (Fig. 2). 

 

Wildlife Detections  
Waterfowl and gulls were observed in the standing water in the slough at low tide.  

Identified Stressors   
Issue Impact Rank  

(1 Low - 5 High) 
Description 

Invasive 
Species 

1 Invasive species currently comprise about 3.4% of marsh vegetation cover but may 
expand over time if they remain unmanaged, or if conditions become more 
favourable (see next). 

Sea Dam 
Replacement 

3 Construction of proposed sea dam replacement will change tidal and salinity regime 
of the site and may promote the dominance of non-native species. 

 

Enhancement Opportunities  
Issue 
Addressed 

Priority Rank  
(1 Low - 5 

High) 

Action Required Comments 

Invasive 
Species 

1 Control invasive species Phalaris arundinacea occurs in small clumps and could be 
manually removed from marsh habitat. 

Figure 2. Composition of vegetated marsh, categorized by species origin (left) and a species accumulation curve, visualizing how native 
richness increases with sampling effort in the compensation site and nearest two reference sites.   



Summary 
Overall, the site is functioning very well after 23 years, as marsh plant communities appear healthy and stable. Marsh 
vegetation is similar in diversity and native dominance to nearby reference sites, suggesting it has remained resilient to species 
invasions. The long-term health of the marsh warrants further monitoring, given the presence of invasive species, and the 
unknown effects of the proposed sea dam replacement.



Site Photos   

 
Photo 1: Site photo looking east. Most of the site is mudflats with retained water at low tide. 



 
Photo 2: The western edge of the site where the water flows out into the Serpentine.  



 
Photo 3: Marsh bench on the west side of the site looking east. Notice the rip rap dike along the slough backshore. 



 
Photo 4: South bank of site dominated by Triglochin maritima. Photo facing west. 



 
Photo 5: Outflow along Serpentine Riverbank. The site is on the other side of the berm.



Photo 6: The western limit of the site where a small marsh has established. Note rock-lined outflow in bottom left. 



 
Photo 7: Riprap dike and mudflats; water levels at low tide. Photo taken from the west side of the site looking north.  



 
Photo 8: Marsh bench on the east side of the site. Triglochin maritima is dominant. 

 



Site # 08-004B  
CPR# 9808F070  
 

Context and Access 
Site is located on the north bank of the Serpentine River, approximately 3.3 km upstream of the river mouth. The 
marsh occurs across from the Serpentine Wildlife Management Area in City of Surrey, between Highway 99 and King 
George Highway. The site can be accessed by boat or by walking along the north dike from the trail approximately 
1.4 km to the west. This marsh is influenced by saltwater intrusion throughout the year, but this is likely to change 
with the proposed sea dam replacement downstream. Marsh habitat is not abundant in this portion of the river due to 
extensive diking, with the nearest significant marsh occurring across the channel in the Serpentine Wildlife 
Management Area (REF-20).  

Project Background 
Approximately 2940 m2 of riparian habitat, 4900 m2 of intertidal mudflats, and 1960 m2 of intertidal marsh was 
disturbed because of industrial works in 1998. The goal of this site and 08-004A was to restore 2940 m2 of riparian 
habitat, 4900 m2 of intertidal mudflats, and 1960 m2 of marsh habitat. Though the project location and date on the 
BIEAP-FREMP Atlas suggest compensation works were conducted at this site in 1998, aerial imagery suggests that 
additional marsh vegetation construction occurred at this site in 2004/05. Further investigation is required to 
differentiate between 1998 and 2004/05 activities.  
 

 
Figure 1: Aerial photo of site 08-004B with vegetated marsh and mudflats delineated. Outflow channel marked with white arrow. 
Google Earth Imagery: Landsat/Copernicus  
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Physical Characteristics  
The site is an 1866 m2 marsh in an off-channel slough containing extensive mudflats, shallow pools, and wet channels 
at low tide (Photos 2,7). A riprap dike armours the north side of the marsh, while the south has a riparian berm that 
separates the slough from the river (Photos 2 & 10). This berm appears to be eroding on the river side, which is likely 
due to heightened river processes at the outer bend, but the erosion does not appear to be directly impacting the site. 
The outflow of the slough is located in the southwest corner (Fig. 1) and is armoured with rock substrate for 
approximately 100 m (Photo 1). Planted marsh vegetation is primarily restricted to elevated marsh platforms, which 
were constructed using vertically placed particle board that is held in place with wooden posts (Photos 3,5 8,10,11). 
The site ranges from -0.1 - 1.3 m elevation, averaging 0.5 m (σ = 0.2). These elevations are significantly lower than 
nearby reference marshes REF-20 (Serpentine) and REF-21 (Nicomekl). REF-20 has an elevation range of –1.0 - 2.4 
m, averaging 1.5 m (σ = 0.4) and REF-21 has an elevation range of –0.9 - 1.7 m, averaging 1.4 m (σ = 0.3).   

Vegetation Status 
Currently 70% of the site is covered by marsh vegetation (Fig. 1), dominated by native Triglochin maritima (16.9 %, 
σ = 25.6) with a range of 0.1 - 75% cover per plot. The remaining 30% of the site appears to be recessed planted 
marsh, as it is exposed mud located within the constructed marsh platforms (Photos 3,5,6). Relative percent cover of 
native species in the marsh (96.0%, σ = 13.8) is higher than the two nearest reference sites REF-20 (61.8%, σ = 44.7) 
and REF-21 (93.0%, σ = 22.0). The absence of invasive species in this site is likely reflective of its low elevation, 
which excludes most non-native species present in the Serpentine. No invasive species were detected at this site. Mean 
native species richness per plot was 2.9 (σ = 1.3) in the marsh, which was slightly higher than nearby reference sites 
REF-20 (2.1, σ = 0.9) and REF-21 (2.2, σ = 0.9; Fig. 2). Site-wide native richness was comparable between sites, with 
a total of 8 native species observed in marsh sample plots (n = 10), compared to 8 (n = 20) and 5 (n = 20) in REF-20 
and REF-21 respectively.  

  

Wildlife Detections  
Yellowlegs (Tringa sp.) and a Great Blue Heron were seen using the marsh. Canada Goose footprints were visible in 
the mud. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. Composition of vegetated marsh, categorized by species origin (left) and a species accumulation curve, visualizing how native 
richness increases with sampling effort in the compensation site and nearest two reference sites.   



Identified Stressors   
Issue Impact Rank  

(1 Low - 5 High) 
Description 

Herbivory 2 The vegetated marsh appears to have receded by approximately 30% since it was 

planted in 2004/05. This is potentially a result of herbivory by Canada Geese. 

Sea Dam 

Replacement 

3 Construction of proposed sea dam replacement will likely change tidal and salinity 

regime of the site and may promote the dominance of non-native species. 

 

Enhancement Opportunities  
Issue 
Addressed 

Priority Rank  
(1 Low - 5 

High) 

Action Required Comments 

Herbivory 3 Plant less palatable species 

and/or install exclosures  

The vegetated marsh is small enough that exclosures and 

supplemental planting may be effective. The site is also 

well-protected from factors that cause exclosure failures, 

such as log debris and wave erosion. 

Marsh loss 3 Revegetate recessed marsh 

areas  

Less-palatable species (Juncus balticus) or species that 

are thriving (Schoenoplectus tabernaemontani) could be 
planted in the absence of goose exclosures. 

 

Summary 
Currently 70% of the planted marsh area is vegetated, while the remainder appears to have transitioned into tidal 
mudflat. Marsh vegetation is comparable in its diversity, and is more proportionally native than neighboring reference 
sites, suggesting it has remained resilient to species invasions. The long-term health of the marsh is uncertain however, 
given the ongoing impacts of herbivory on marsh coverage, and the unknown effects of the proposed sea dam 
replacement on marsh health. Enhancement actions should focus on marsh recession, including Canada Goose 
mitigation (e.g., fencing) and planting of less-palatable marsh species in recessed areas. 



Site Photos   

 
Photo 1: Site photo looking south towards outlet of outflow channel. Substrate is mainly rock.  



 
Photo 2: The photo looks north towards the vegetated marsh, to the right, unvegetated mudflats.  



 
Photo 3: Wooden pegs that are thought to mark the extent of previous planting. Photo facing northeast. 



 
Photo 4: Looking south towards the channel outflow.  



 
Photo 5: Remnants of particle board used to secure plantings. 



Photo 6: Section of receding marsh and potential herbivory. Photo looking northeast. 



 
Photo 7: Photo looking southwest across pre-existing tidal mudflats. 



Site # 08-005 
CPR# 9908FO76 
 

Context and Access 
Site is located at 13931 Crescent Road on the south side of the Nicomekl River, approximately 3.2 km upstream of the river 
mouth. The marsh occurs west of Nico-Wynd Golf Course in the City of Surrey. The site can be accessed by walking along 
the public Nicomekl Dike Trail from the entrance at 13931 Crescent Road. This marsh is influenced by saltwater intrusion 
throughout the year. Marsh habitat is not abundant in this portion of the river due to diking and industry, with the nearest 
significant marsh occurring 1.1 km downstream along the Nicomekl River.   

Project Background 
Diking and drainage improvements resulted in the loss of intertidal marsh (577 m2), intertidal mudflat (933 m2) and riparian 
(530 m2) habitats in 1999. Compensation occurred in 2000 and was comprised of the creation of 686 m2 of riparian habitat, 
1366 m2 of non-intertidal marsh, and 421 m2 of intertidal marsh. Only marsh habitat is discussed in the preceding text. A 
monitoring report dating to 2007 notes that intertidal saltmarsh plants were present around the periphery of the pond, with 
the largest concentration occurring at the north side. Noted species included saltmarsh sandspurry (Spergularia marina), 
pickleweed (Salicornia virginica), brass buttons (Cotula coronopifolia) and spearscale (Atriplex patula). It was noted in a 
2005 monitoring report that the flap gates were not functioning, and therefore tidal marsh plant growth was likely hindered 
by high salinity and poor drainage. The gate was repaired in 2006, and it was recommended that an additional 700 wetland 
plants be added (species to be determined) to achieve minimum survivorship criteria. 

Physical Characteristics  
The site is a band of marsh vegetation that borders a storm water retention pond (Fig. 1). A culvert with a flap gate connects 
the pond to the Nicomekl River at the north end of the site. The walls of the lagoon are steep and marsh vegetation has 
established in the mid to high elevations, while partially vegetated mudflats make up the lower elevations (Photo 1). The 
south side of the pond contains a large deposit of rip rap where little vegetation has managed to establish (Photo 2). The 
surrounding lagoon is cut off to the public by a fence that surrounds it and a band of riparian shrubs. The site ranges from -
0.5-1.7 m elevation and averaging –0.03 m (σ = 0.62). These elevations are lower than nearby reference marshes REF-21 and 
REF-20. REF-21 has an elevation range of –0.9 - 1.7 m, averaging 1.4 m (σ = 0.3) and REF-20 has an elevation range of –
1.0 m to 2.4 m, averaging 1.5 m (σ = 0.4). The low elevation of this site may reflect uncertain boundaries between tidal 
mudflats and tidal marshes and/or an intentional decision to create low marsh conditions, as was observed at 08-004B in the 
Serpentine River. 
 



 
Figure 1: Aerial imagery of 08-005A, with a band of vegetated marsh outlined in red. The outflow culvert is marked with 
the white arrow. Google Imagery: Landsat/Copernicus. 

Vegetation Status 
Currently 100% of the site is covered by marsh vegetation (Fig. 1), dominated by native Salix lucida (21.6%, σ = 18.5) with 
a range of 1 - 45% cover per plot. Relative percent cover of native species in the marsh (63.7%, σ = 27.5) is comparable to 
reference site REF-20 (Serpentine; 61.8%, σ = 44.7), but lower than REF-21 (Nicomekl; 93.0%, σ = 22.0). No invasive 
species were detected on site. Mean native species richness per plot was 2.4 (σ = 0.7) in the marsh, which was comparable 
to nearby reference sites REF-21 (2.1, σ = 0.9) and REF-20 (2.0, σ = 1.0; Fig. 2). Site wide richness was also comparable 
between sites, with a total of 5 native species were observed in 08-005 marsh sample plots (n = 9), compared to 8 native 
species (n = 20) and 5 (n = 20) in REF-20 and REF-21 respectively. 

 

Figure 2. Composition of vegetated marsh, categorized by species origin (left) and a species accumulation curve, visualizing how native 
richness increases with sampling effort in the compensation site and nearest two reference sites.   
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Wildlife Detections  
Fish were seen in the drainage pond at time of survey (no identification, but salmon have been noted here in the past). 

Identified Stressors   
No stressors were identified on site. 

Summary 
Overall, the site is functioning very well after 22 years, as 100% is currently occupied by vegetated marsh. Marsh vegetation 
is comparable in its diversity and native dominance to neighboring reference sites, suggesting it has remained resilient to 
species invasions. The site is providing valuable habitat for fish and wildlife in a portion of the Nicomekl River where marsh 
habitat is largely deficient.  
 
 



Site Photos   
 

 
Photo 1: Photo of mudflat within retention pond looking towards the southeast. Culvert in the foreground to the right of the photo.  



 
Photo 2: View of the site looking southwest. Note the collection of riprap opposite the bank and clear boundaries of marsh vegetation, mudflat and riparian vegetation.  

 



 
Photo 8: Receding marsh facing east. Goose prints visible in the mud, grazed vegetation in the background. 



 
Photo 9: Root system of previously planted vegetation that has been lost due to herbivory. 



 
Photo 10: Eastern boundary of the site looking west. Note the eroding berm on the south side of the site, which doesn’t appear to be impacting site currently. 



 
Photo 11: Partially vegetated marsh 



Site # 08-008A  
CPR# 0108F051  
 

Context and Access 
Site is located on the north bank of the Nicomekl River, approximately 1.9 km upstream of the river mouth. The marsh is 
bordered by diked farmland to the north and is across the channel from 13487 Crescent Road in the City of Surrey. The site 
can be accessed from the adjacent dike access road (with prior permission), or by boat. This marsh is influenced by saltwater 
intrusion throughout the year. The site 08-008A is surrounded by a natural marsh, referred to as REF-21. 

Project Background 
Approximately 2191 m2 of riparian habitat was disturbed because of industrial works in 2002. The goal of this project was 
to restore a total of 1425 m2 of marsh habitat at 3 locations along the Nicomekl River. Due to inaccuracies in BIEAP-FREMP 
Atlas polygons, site locations were ascertained through a combination of site photo and historical imagery interpretation. We 
identified four discrete sites through this process. The discrepancy in number of sites is likely reflective of a small site being 
grouped in with a larger adjacent site, though further research is warranted to identify true site boundaries.  
 
Project works were completed in February 2002 and consisted of installation of rip rap for erosion protection, and planting. 
Species such as Distichlis spicata and Salicornia sp. were collected from nearby natural marshes and transplanted with 0.5 
m spacing. A monitoring report published in 2006 determined that erosion was evident along the river edge in areas next to 
the compensation sites, and in some areas of site 08-008B. Driftwood and debris accumulation was also noted to have 
hindered the success of some marsh plantings (Photos 1 and 2). 

Physical Characteristics  
The site is a 602 m2 inline marsh that is bordered riprap along the foreshore and dike along the backshore (Fig. 1). Of the 
marshes built for this project, this site is the largest and westernmost, located approximately 230 m downstream from site 08-
008B. Similar to adjacent reference marshes, standing water was observed on the site in numerous depressions. Provincial 
digital elevation model data (+/- 15 cm vertical accuracy) show a range of site elevation of 0.9 - 1.6 m elevation, averaging 
1.3 m (σ = 0.1). These elevations are comparable to nearby Nicomekl reference site REF-21, which has elevation range of –
0.9 - 1.7 m, averaging 1.4 m (σ = 0.3).  
 



 
Figure 1: Aerial imagery of 08-008A with vegetated marsh delineated in green. The marsh boundaries were identified by the 
rip rap foreshore. Site REF-21 surrounds the site and is outlined in red. Google Imagery: Landsat/Copernicus 

Vegetation Status 
Currently 100% of the site is covered by marsh vegetation (Fig. 1), dominated by native Distichlis spicata (66.0%, σ = 41.1) 
with a range of 3 - 95% cover per plot. Relative percent cover of native species in the marsh (99.2%, σ = 1.3) is higher than 
the two nearest reference sites (REF-20 [Serpentine]: 61.8%, σ = 44.7, REF-21 [Nicomekl]: 93.0%, σ = 22.0; Fig. 2). No 
invasive species were detected at the site, though an emerging exotic that may prove to be invasive (Juncus gerardi) was 
observed. Mean native species richness per plot was 1.8 (σ = 0.0) in the marsh, which was comparable to both reference sites 
REF-20 (2.1, σ = 0.9) and REF-21 (2.2, σ = 0.9). In terms of site-wide richness, a total of 5 native species were observed in 
marsh sample plots (n = 6), which was lower than the Serpentine reference site REF-20 (8, n = 20) but comparable to the 
Nicomekl site REF-21 (5, n = 20). 

Figure 2. Composition of vegetated marsh, categorized by species origin (left) and a species accumulation curve, visualizing 
how native richness increases with sampling effort in the compensation site and nearest two reference sites.   
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Wildlife Detections and Features  
No wildlife was observed on site at the time of survey. 

Identified Stressors   
No stressors were identified on site. 

Enhancement Opportunities  
No enhancement opportunities were identified. 

Summary 
Overall, the site is functioning very well after 19 years. It remains 100% vegetated, and the plant community closely 
resembles those of nearby reference marshes, with no observed invasive species present (likely due to high salinity). The 
constructed riprap foreshore has proven effective at mitigating impacts of river erosion, with no evidence of erosion. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Site Photos   

 
Photo 1: 08-008A site is in the foreground of the photo. Some unvegetated areas present due to debris accumulation. 

08-008A 

REF-21 



 
Photo 2: Site 08-008A in the foreground. Small patches of debris accumulating, but not as much as reference site 21 in the background.  

REF-21 

08-008A 



 
Photo 3: Photo of 08-008A site taken during 2006 monitoring survey.  

 
 



Site # 08-008B  
CPR# 0108F051  
 

Context and Access 
Site is located on the north bank of the Nicomekl River, approximately 2.2 km upstream of the river mouth. The marsh is 
bordered by diked farmland to the north and is across the channel from Elgin Heritage Park in the City of Surrey. The site 
can be accessed from the adjacent dike access road (with prior permission), or by boat. Marsh habitat is not abundant in this 
portion of the river due to diking, with the nearest significant marsh occurring 230 m downstream along the Nicomekl River 
(REF-21). 

Project Background 
Approximately 2191 m2 of riparian habitat was disturbed because of industrial works in 2002. The goal of this project was 
to restore a total of 1425 m2 of marsh habitat at 3 locations along the Nicomekl River. Due to inaccuracies in BIEAP-FREMP 
Atlas polygons, site locations were ascertained through a combination of site photo and historical imagery interpretation. We 
identified four discrete sites through this process. The discrepancy in number of sites is likely reflective of a small site being 
grouped in with larger adjacent site, though further research is warranted to identify true site boundaries.  
 
Project works were completed in February 2002 and consisted of installation of rip rap for erosion protection, and planting. 
Species such as Distichlis spicata and Salicornia sp. were collected from nearby natural marshes and transplanted with 0.5 
m spacing. A monitoring report published in 2006 determined that erosion was evident along the river edge in areas next to 
the compensation sites, and in some areas of site 08-008B. Driftwood and debris accumulation was also noted to have 
hindered the success of some marsh plantings (Photos 1,2,5). 

Physical Characteristics  
The site is a ~200 m2 inline marsh that is bordered riprap along the foreshore and dike along the backshore (Fig. 1). The 
marsh is about 2 m wide and is the second largest of the four sites surveyed for this project. Head-cutting and erosion is 
prevalent at edges of the site where rip rap transitions to natural bank (Photo 3 and 4). Marsh establishment has suffered in 
areas where debris and wood have accumulated, resulting in unvegetated areas (Photo 1, 2, and 5). Provincial digital elevation 
model data (+/- 15 cm vertical accuracy) show a range of site elevation of 0.5 m - 1.3 m elevation, averaging 1.0 m (σ = 0.2). 
These elevations are comparable but are slightly lower on average than nearby reference site REF-21 (Nicomekl), which has 
elevation range of –0.9 - 1.7 m, averaging 1.4 m (σ = 0.3).  
 



 
Figure 1: Aerial imagery of 08-008B with vegetated marsh delineated in green. The marsh boundaries were identified by the rip 
rap foreshore. Site 08-008C is 35m upstream (blue). Google Imagery: Landsat/Copernicus 

Vegetation Status 
Currently 100% of the site is covered by marsh vegetation (Fig. 1), dominated by native Distichlis spicata (48.9%, σ = 34.8) 
with a range of 0.1 - 93% cover per plot. Relative percent cover of native species in the marsh (99%) is higher than the two 
nearest reference sites (REF-20: 61.8%, σ = 44.7; REF-21: 93.0%, σ = 22.0; Fig. 2). Mean native species richness per plot 
was 3.3 (σ = 0.8) in the marsh, which was higher than nearby reference sites REF-20 (2.1, σ = 0.9) and REF-21 (2.2, σ = 0.9; 
Fig 2). Site-wide richness appeared to be slightly higher at this site than nearby reference sites, as a total of 6 native species 
were observed in marsh sample plots (n = 6), compared to 8 native species (n = 20) and 5 (n = 20) in REF-20 and REF-21 

respectively. 
Figure 2. Composition of vegetated marsh, categorized by species origin (left) and a species accumulation curve, visualizing how native 
richness increases with sampling effort in the compensation site and nearest two reference sites.   
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Wildlife Detections and Features  
No wildlife was observed on site at the time of survey. 

Identified Stressors    
Issue  Impact Rank   

(1 Low - 5 High) 
Description  

Erosion  2 Erosion is occurring, particularly at the west and east boundaries of the site where the rip rap 
foreshore transitions into natural bank. The rate of erosion is uncertain, but further marsh losses 
may occur should no intervention occur. 

Debris 
Accumulation 

1 Debris has accumulated in the backshore of this small marsh and is smothering vegetation, 
resulting in unvegetated areas. 

  

Enhancement Opportunities  
Issue Addressed  Priority Rank   

(1 Low - 5 High) 
Action Required  Comments  

Erosion  2 Add additional rip rap to 
eroding areas 

Erosion appears to be prolific in natural marshes as well. Investigating 
factors behind these losses is warranted. 

Debris 
Accumulation  

1 Remove debris Debris removal would likely only offer a temporary solution to debris 
impacts, as it is prevalent in comparable neighbouring natural marshes 
as well. 

Summary 
Overall, the site is functioning very well after 19 years, as 100% is currently occupied by vegetated marsh. The plant 
community closely resembles those of nearby reference marshes, with no observed invasive species present (likely due to 
high salinity). The long-term health of this marsh is uncertain, however, given the threat of erosion. Further investigation, 
and potentially supplemental armouring should be considered to ensure site persistence. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Site Photos   

 
Photo 1: Small vegetated marsh bench with a foreshore of small rip rap. Log accumulation is preventing marsh establishment in the backshore area. 



 
Photo 2: Log and debris accumulation at site 08-008B.  



 
Photo 3: The installed rip rap has clearly prevented erosion of the banks so far, but is beginning to fail in some areas, suggesting larger rip rap is required. 



 
Photo 4: Site photo taken from monitoring report in 2006. Rip rap bench was more effective at preventing erosion 19 years ago. 



 
Photo 5: Log accumulation in 2006 was considerably worse in this area.   

 



Site # 08-008C  
CPR# 0108F051  
 

Context and Access 
Site is located on the north bank of the Nicomekl River, approximately 2.3 km upstream of the river mouth. The marsh is 
bordered by diked farmland to the north and is across the channel from Elgin Heritage Park in the City of Surrey. The site 
can be accessed from the adjacent dike access road (with prior permission), or by boat. Marsh habitat is not abundant in this 
portion of the river due to diking, with the nearest significant marsh occurring 270 m downstream along the Nicomekl River 
(REF-21). 

Project Background 
Approximately 2191 m2 of riparian habitat was disturbed because of industrial works in 2002. The goal of this project was 
to restore a total of 1425 m2 of marsh habitat at 3 locations along the Nicomekl River. Due to inaccuracies in BIEAP-FREMP 
Atlas polygons, site locations were ascertained through a combination of site photo and historical imagery interpretation. We 
identified four discrete sites through this process. The discrepancy in number of sites is likely reflective of a small site being 
grouped in with larger adjacent site, though further research is warranted to identify true site boundaries.  
 
Project works were completed in February 2002 and consisted of installation of rip rap for erosion protection, and planting. 
Species such as Distichlis spicata and Salicornia sp. were collected from nearby natural marshes and transplanted with 0.5 
m spacing. A monitoring report published in 2006 determined that erosion was evident along the river edge in areas next to 
the compensation sites, and in some areas of site 08-008B. Driftwood and debris accumulation was also noted to have 
hindered the success of some marsh plantings (Photo 1). 

Physical Characteristics  
The site is a ~100 m2 inline marsh that is bordered riprap along the foreshore and dike along the backshore (Fig. 1). The 
marsh is about 2.5 m wide and is located approximately 35 m upstream from site 08-008B. Head-cutting and erosion is 
prevalent at edges of the site where rip rap transitions to natural bank (Photos 2-4). Marsh establishment has suffered in areas 
where debris and wood have accumulated, resulting in unvegetated areas (Photo 1). Provincial digital elevation model data 
(+/- 15 cm vertical accuracy) show a range of site elevation of 0.8 m to 1.4 m elevation, averaging 1.2 m (σ = 0.2). Elevation 
is comparable to nearby reference site REF-21, which has elevation range of –0.9 m to 1.7 m, averaging 1.4 m (σ = 0.3).  
 



 
Figure 1: Aerial imagery of 08-008C with vegetated marsh delineated in blue. The marsh boundaries were identified by the rip rap 
foreshore. Site 08-008D is 85 m upstream (purple). Google Imagery: Landsat/Copernicus 

Vegetation Status 
Currently 100% of the site is covered by marsh vegetation (Fig. 1), dominated by native Distichlis spicata (27.6%, σ = 38.9) 
with a range of 0.1 - 95% cover per plot. Relative percent cover of native species in the marsh (92.6%, σ = 14.6) is higher 
than nearby REF-20 (61.8%, σ = 44.7) and comparable to reference site 21 (93.0%, σ = 22.0; Fig. 2). Mean native species 
richness per plot was 2.6 (σ = 0.9) in the marsh, which was slightly higher than nearby reference sites REF-20 (2.1, σ = 0.9) 
and REF-21 (2.2, σ = 0.9; Fig. 2). Site-wide richness appeared to be similar to reference sites, as a total of 4 native species 
were observed in marsh sample plots (n = 5), compared to 8 native species (n = 20) and 5 (n = 20) in REF-20 and REF-21 
respectively. 

Figure 2. Composition of vegetated marsh, categorized by species origin (left) and a species accumulation curve, visualizing how native 
richness increases with sampling effort in the compensation site and nearest two reference sites.   

250 m to Site   
08-008A 

Nicomekl River 

85 m to Site   
08-00D 



Wildlife Detections and Features  
No wildlife was observed on site at the time of survey. 

Identified Stressors    
Issue  Impact Rank   

(1 Low - 5 High) 
Description  

Erosion  2 Erosion is occurring, particularly at the west and east boundaries of the site where 
the rip rap foreshore transitions into natural bank. The rate of erosion is uncertain, 
but further marsh losses may occur should no intervention occur. 

  

Enhancement Opportunities  
Issue Addressed  Priority Rank   

(1 Low - 5 High) 
Action Required  Comments  

Erosion  2 Add additional rip rap to 
eroding areas 

Erosion appears to be prolific in natural marshes as well. 
Investigating factors behind these losses is warranted. 

Debris 
Accumulation  

1 Remove debris Debris removal would likely only offer a temporary solution 
to debris impacts, as it is prevalent in comparable 
neighbouring natural marshes as well. 

Summary 
Overall, the site is functioning very well after 19 years, as 100% is currently occupied by vegetated marsh. The plant 
community closely resembles those of nearby reference marshes, with no observed invasive species present (likely due to 
high salinity). The long-term health of this marsh is uncertain, however, given the threat of erosion. Further investigation, 
and potentially supplemental armouring should be considered to ensure site persistence. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Site Photos   

 
Photo 1: Photo facing southwest, erosion is impacting the eastern boundary of the site where rip rap ends. Log accumulation is preventing marsh 
establishment in the backshore area. 



 
Photo 2: Eroding eastern boundary of the site where rip rap ends. 



 
Photo 3: Riprap with minor erosion occurring near boundary with natural marsh. 



 
Photo 4: Photo of foreshore and eastern boundary of site, looking west. 

 



Site # 08-008D  
CPR# 0108F051  
 

Context and Access 
Site is located on the north bank of the Nicomekl River, approximately 2.3 km upstream of the river mouth. The marsh is 
bordered by diked farmland to the north and is across the channel from Elgin Heritage Park in the City of Surrey. The site 
can be accessed from the adjacent dike access road (with prior permission), or by boat. Marsh habitat is not abundant in this 
portion of the river due to diking, with the nearest significant marsh occurring 350 m downstream along the Nicomekl River 
(REF-21). 

Project Background 
Approximately 2191 m2 of riparian habitat was disturbed because of industrial works in 2002. The goal of this project was 
to restore a total of 1425 m2 of marsh habitat at 3 locations along the Nicomekl River. Due to inaccuracies in BIEAP-FREMP 
Atlas polygons, site locations were ascertained through a combination of site photo and historical imagery interpretation. We 
identified four discrete sites through this process. The discrepancy in number of sites is likely reflective of a small site being 
grouped in with larger adjacent site, though further research is warranted to identify true site boundaries.  
 
Project works were completed in February 2002 and consisted of installation of rip rap for erosion protection, and planting. 
Species such as Distichlis spicata and Salicornia sp. were collected from nearby natural marshes and transplanted with 0.5 
m spacing. A monitoring report published in 2006 determined that erosion was evident along the river edge in areas next to 
the compensation sites, and in some areas of site 08-008B. Driftwood and debris accumulation was also noted to have 
hindered the success of some marsh plantings. 

Physical Characteristics  
The site is a ~51 m2 inline marsh that is bordered riprap along the foreshore and dike along the backshore (Fig. 1). The marsh 
is about 7 m wide and is located approximately 85 m upstream from site 08-008C. Head-cutting and erosion is prevalent at 
edges of the site where rip rap transitions to natural bank (Photo 1). Provincial digital elevation model data (+/- 15 cm vertical 
accuracy) show a range of site elevation of 0.9 - 1.3 m elevation, averaging 1.2 m (σ = 0.1). Elevation is comparable to nearby 
reference site REF-21 (Nicomekl), which has elevation range of –0.9 - 1.7 m, averaging 1.4 m (σ = 0.3).  
 



 
Figure 1: Aerial imagery of 08-008D with vegetated marsh delineated in purple. The marsh boundaries were identified by the rip 
rap foreshore. Erosion is evident in areas not armoured with rip rap. Site 08-008C is 85m upstream (blue). Google Imagery: 
Landsat/Copernicus 

Vegetation Status 
Currently 100% of the site is covered by marsh vegetation (Fig. 1), dominated by native Distichlis spicata (20.4%, σ = 34.3) 
and Triglochin maritima (18.3%, σ = 16.1). Relative percent cover of native species in the marsh (100%) is higher than 
reference site REF-20 (61.8%, σ = 44.7) and comparable to reference site REF-21 (93%, σ = 22.0; Fig. 2). Mean native 
species richness per plot was 4.7 (σ = 0.6) in the marsh, which was higher than nearby reference sites REF-20 (2.1, σ = 0.9) 
and REF-21 (2.2, σ = 0.9; Fig 2). Though difficult to compare with only 3 sample plots, site-wide richness appeared to be 
slightly higher than reference sites, as a total of five native species were observed in marsh sample plots (n = 3), compared 
to 8 native species (n = 20) and 6 (n = 20) in REF-20 and REF-21 respectively (Fig. 2). 

Figure 2. Composition of vegetated marsh, categorized by species origin (left) and a species accumulation curve, visualizing how native 
richness increases with sampling effort in the compensation site and nearest two reference sites.   

85 m to Site   
08-00D 

Nicomekl River 



Wildlife Detections and Features  
No wildlife was observed on site at the time of survey. 

Identified Stressors    
Issue  Impact Rank   

(1 Low - 5 High) 
Description  

Erosion  1 Minor erosion is occurring, particularly at the west and east boundaries of the site where the 
rip rap foreshore transitions into natural bank. The rate of erosion is uncertain, but further 
marsh losses may occur should no intervention occur. 

  

Enhancement Opportunities  
Issue Addressed  Priority Rank   

(1 Low - 5 High) 
Action Required  Comments  

Erosion  2 Add additional rip rap to 
eroding areas 

Erosion appears to be prolific in natural marshes as well. Investigating 
factors behind these losses is warranted. 

Summary 
Overall, the site is functioning very well after 19 years, as 100% is currently occupied by vegetated marsh. The plant 
community closely resembles those of nearby reference marshes, with no observed invasive species present (likely due to 
high salinity). The long-term health of this marsh is uncertain, however, given the threat of erosion. Further investigation, 
and potentially supplemental armouring should be considered to ensure site persistence. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Site Photos   

 
Photo 1: Photo facing east, erosion has the potential to impact the western boundary of the site where rip rap ends.  



 
Photo 2: Rip rap armoured foreshore of site, looking north. 



 
Photo 3: Dense marsh vegetation has established on this site.  

 



Site # 08-009A  
CPR# 0311F071 
 

Context and Access 
Site is located on the south bank of the Nicomekl River, approximately 4.7 km upstream of the river mouth. The marsh is 
located just west of Elgin Road Bridge in the City of Surrey. The site can be accessed from the adjacent public Southern Dike 
Trail. The area surrounding the site is primarily residential, with the exception of Nico Wynd golf course immediately 
downstream, and agricultural land on the opposite bank. Site 08-009B, a similar marsh bench that was also part of this project, 
is located 25 m downstream. This marsh is influenced by saltwater intrusion throughout the year. Marsh habitat is not 
abundant in this portion of the river due to diking, with the nearest significant marsh occurring 2.0 km downstream along 
the Nicomekl River, adjacent to Elgin Heritage Park. 

Project Background 
Approximately 2191 m2 of riparian habitat was disturbed as a result of development works in 2005. Approximately 4940 m2 
of riparian habitat and 1703 m2 of unvegetated and intertidal mudflats were lost at the time of construction. The goal of this 
project was to restore a total of 4565 m2 of riparian habitat, 1350 m2 of intertidal marsh, and 224 m2 of intertidal mudflat 
along the Nicomekl River. Project works consisted of removing two existing docks and the installation of rip rap along the 
foreshore creating two elevated marsh benches. Prior to planting, existing marsh species were salvaged and stockpiled. These 
benches were filled with imported silty sand material and planted with 5400 plugs of Carex lyngbyei along with the plugs of 
salvaged marsh vegetation. A riparian area was created along the dike and planted with a mixture of native woody species, 
including Malus fusca, Pseudotsuga menziesii, Pinus contorta, Cornus nuttallii, Rosa gymnocarpa, Mahonia nervosa, 
Mahonia aquifolium, Holodiscus discolor, Cornus stolonifera, Gaultheria shallon, Symphoricarpos albus, and Polystichum 
munitum.  
 

 
Figure 1: Aerial imagery of 08-009A with vegetated marsh and partially vegetated mudflats delineated. Site 08-009B is 25 

m downstream. Google Imagery: Landsat/Copernicus 



Physical Characteristics  
The site is a 637 m2 protruding marsh with an armoured riprap foreshore (Fig. 1). A strip of riparian habitat separates the 
marsh from the public walking trail along the dike. This riparian area appears to be maintained by landscapers and is separated 
from the marsh by a steep grassy hill. There are two distinct vegetation communities present at this site (Photo 1). Community 
1 consists of mainly C. lyngbyei and Bolboschoenus maritimus along the backshore of the marsh. Community 2 is a sparsely 
vegetated mudflat located along the marsh foreshore. This mudflat appears to be recessed marsh, likely due to grazing by 
Canada Geese (prevalent elsewhere in the river) and/or erosional losses. Remnant wooden stakes of geese exclosures remain 
in situ, suggesting marsh vegetation may have been protected from grazing at one time. Provincial digital elevation model 
data (+/- 15 cm vertical accuracy) show a range of site elevation of 0.6 - 1.7 m elevation, averaging 0.9 m (σ = 0.2). These 
elevations are lower than downstream reference REF-21, which has an elevation range of –0.9 - 1.7 m, averaging 1.4 m (σ = 
0.3).  

Vegetation Status 
Currently 33% of the site is covered by marsh vegetation (Fig. 1), dominated by native Carex lyngbyei (13.8%, σ = 24.2) 
with a range of 0.1-50% cover per plot. Sparsely vegetated mudflats made up the remaining 67% of marsh area, where 
exposed mud averaged 81% (σ = 20.4) cover, and native Eleocharis palustris, Spergularia salina, and Salicornia pacifica 
were observed. Relative percent cover of native species in the marsh (74.6%, σ = 22.3) is higher than reference site REF-20 
(Serpentine; 61.8%, σ = 44.7%), but lower than REF-21 (Nicomekl; 93%, σ = 22.0; Fig. 2). No invasive species were detected 
at the site. Mean native species richness per plot (3.0, σ =1.4) was slightly higher than both reference site REF-20 (2.1, σ = 
0.9) and REF-21 (2.2, σ = 0.9). Overall site richness is difficult to compare among sites due to the small sample size, but 
appears comparable, as a total of 4 native species were observed in marsh sample plots (n = 4), compared to 8 native species 
(n = 20) and 5 (n = 20) in REF-20 and REF-21 respectively (Fig. 2). 

Wildlife Detections  
A Blue Heron was seen nesting in a willow tree in the riparian area next to the site. Several families of Canada Geese were 
spotted in the area and have severely impacted the growth of C. lyngbyei throughout the site. 

Identified Stressors   
Issue Impact Rank  

(1 Low - 5 High) 
Description 

Herbivory 3 This marsh is optimal Canada Goose habitat and has suffered from extensive grazing, 
despite the historical use of exclosure fencing. Chronic grazing of vegetation has resulted 
in sediment loss, and a receding marsh foreshore. 

 

Figure 2. Composition of vegetated marsh, categorized by species origin (left) and a species accumulation curve, visualizing how native 

richness increases with sampling effort in the compensation site and nearest two reference sites.   



Enhancement Opportunities  
Issue 
Addressed 

Priority Rank  
(1 Low - 5 

High) 

Action Required Comments 

Herbivory 2 Install more resilient 
fencing or plant less 
palatable species 

Carex lyngbyei was planted at the site and is the dominant 
species, suggesting it is well-adapted to this site (without 
grazing). Supplemental sedge planting could be paired with re-
installation of geese fencing. Alternatively, less-palatable species 
such as Triglochin maritima could be experimentally planted. 

Summary 
This site has managed to retain about 33% vegetated marsh since its establishment 16 years ago. Marsh vegetation is more 
proportionally native than neighboring reference sites, suggesting it has remained resilient to species invasions. The long-
term health of this marsh is uncertain, however, given the negative impacts of grazing and potential for further marsh losses, 
as highly-palatable C. lyngbyei still represents the most abundant species across the site. Geese mitigation, such as exclosure 
fencing and planting of less-palatable species could temporarily improve site resiliency to herbivory. 



Site # 08-009B  
CPR# 0311F071 
 

Context and Access 
Site is located on the south bank of the Nicomekl River, approximately 4.7 km upstream of the river mouth. The marsh is 
located just west of Elgin Road Bridge in the City of Surrey. The site can be accessed from the adjacent public Southern Dike 
Trail. The area surrounding the site is primarily residential, with the exception of Nico Wynd golf course immediately 
downstream, and agricultural land on the opposite bank. Site 08-009B, a similar marsh bench that was also part of this project, 
is located 25 m downstream. This marsh is influenced by saltwater intrusion throughout the year. Marsh habitat is not 
abundant in this portion of the river due to diking, with the nearest significant marsh occurring 2.0 km downstream along 
the Nicomekl River, adjacent to Elgin Heritage Park. 

Project Background 
Approximately 2191 m2 of riparian habitat was disturbed as a result of development works in 2005. Approximately 4940 m2 
of riparian habitat and 1703 m2 of unvegetated and intertidal mudflats were lost at the time of construction. The goal of this 
project was to restore a total of 4565 m2 of riparian habitat, 1350 m2 of intertidal marsh, and 224 m2 of intertidal mudflat 
along the Nicomekl River. Project works consisted of removing two existing docks and the installation of rip rap along the 
foreshore creating two elevated marsh benches. Prior to planting, existing marsh species were salvaged and stockpiled. These 
benches were filled with imported silty sand material and planted with 5400 plugs of Carex lyngbyei along with the plugs of 
salvaged marsh vegetation. A riparian area was created along the dike and planted with a mixture of native woody species, 
including Malus fusca, Pseudotsuga menziesii, Pinus contorta, Cornus nuttallii, Rosa gymnocarpa, Mahonia nervosa, 
Mahonia aquifolium, Holodiscus discolor, Cornus stolonifera, Gaultheria shallon, Symphoricarpos albus, and Polystichum 
munitum.  

 
Figure 1: Aerial imagery of 08-009B with vegetated marsh and partially vegetated mudflats delineated. Site 08-

009A is 25 m upstream. Google Imagery: Landsat/Copernicus 

 



Physical Characteristics  
The site is a 1282 m2 protruding marsh with an armoured riprap foreshore (Fig. 1). A strip of riparian habitat separates the 
marsh from the public walking trail along the dike. This riparian area appears to be maintained by landscapers and is separated 
from the marsh by a steep grassy hill. There are two distinct vegetation “communities” present at this site (Photo 1). 
Community 1 consists of mainly C. lyngbyei and Bolboschoenus maritimus along the backshore of the marsh. Community 2 
is a sparsely vegetated mudflat located along the marsh foreshore. This mudflat appears to be recessed marsh, likely due to 
grazing by Canada Geese (prevalent elsewhere in the river) and/or erosional losses. Remnant wooden stakes of geese 
exclosures remain in situ, suggesting marsh vegetation may have been protected from grazing at one time. Provincial digital 
elevation model data (+/- 15 cm vertical accuracy) show a range of site elevation of 0.4 - 1.7 m elevation, averaging 0.9 m 
(σ = 0.2). These elevations are lower than downstream reference REF-21, which has an elevation range of –0.9 - 1.7 m, 
averaging 1.4 m (σ = 0.3).  

Vegetation Status 
Currently 78% of the site is covered by marsh vegetation (Fig. 1), dominated by native Bolboschoenus maritimus (10.9%, σ 
= 10.1) with a range of 0.1-25% cover per plot. Sparsely vegetated mudflats made up the remaining 22% of marsh area, 
where exposed mud averaged 82% (σ = 11.0) in sample plots, and native Spergularia salina was most abundant. Relative 
percent cover of native species in the marsh (99.7%, σ = 0.4) is higher than reference sites REF-20 (Serpentine; 61.8%, σ = 
44.7%) and REF-21 (Nicomekl; 93%, σ = 22.0; Fig. 2). No invasive species were detected at the site. Mean native species 
richness per plot (2.6, σ = 0.5) was slightly higher than both reference site REF-20 (2.1, σ = 0.9) and REF-21 (2.2, σ = 0.9). 
Overall site richness was comparable between this site and reference sites, as a total of 6 native species were observed in 
marsh sample plots (n = 7), compared to 8 native species (n = 20) and 6 (n = 20) in REF-20 and REF-21 respectively (Fig. 
2).  

Wildlife Detections  
A Blue Heron was seen nesting in a willow tree in the riparian area next to the site. Several families of Canada Geese were 
spotted in the area and have severely impacted the growth of C. lyngbyei throughout the site. 

Identified Stressors   
Issue Impact Rank  

(1 Low - 5 High) 
Description 

Herbivory 3 This marsh is optimal Canada Goose habitat and has suffered from extensive grazing, 
despite the historical use of exclosure fencing. Chronic grazing of vegetation has resulted 
in sediment loss, and a receding marsh foreshore. 

 

Figure 2. Composition of vegetated marsh, categorized by species origin (left) and a species accumulation curve, visualizing how native 

richness increases with sampling effort in the compensation site and nearest two reference sites.   



Enhancement Opportunities  
Issue 
Addressed 

Priority Rank  
(1 Low - 5 High) 

Action Required Comments 

Herbivory 2 Install more resilient 
fencing or plant less 
palatable species 

Carex lyngbyei was planted at the site and is the dominant 
species, suggesting it is well-adapted to this site (without 
grazing). Supplemental sedge planting could be paired with re-
installation of geese fencing, though his is only a temporary 
solution. Alternatively, less-palatable species such as Triglochin 
maritima could be experimentally planted. 

Summary 
This site has managed to retain about 78% vegetated marsh since its establishment 16 years ago. Marsh vegetation is more 
proportionally native than neighboring reference sites, suggesting it has remained resilient to species invasions. The long-
term health of this marsh is uncertain, however, given the ongoing negative impacts of grazing. Geese mitigation, such as 
exclosure fencing and planting of less-palatable species could improve site resilience to herbivory. 
 
 



Site Photos 
 

 
Photo 1. Image of the site from the eastern edge, facing west. Note the remnant fencing stakes and recessed areas. Image taken in June 2021. 



Site # 09-003 
CPR# 1-N.A. 
 

Context and Access 
Site is located on the south bank of the south arm of the Fraser, approximately 10 km upstream of the river mouth. The marsh 
is located within the South Arm Marshes Wildlife Management Area near Ladner Harbour Park in the City of Delta. Access 
is easiest from a parking area near the SE corner of the site, or from McNeelys Way to the south. Access at low tide with 
waders is recommended, since the ditches within the site are deep, muddy, and impassable at higher tides. This marsh occurs 
downstream of the salt wedge limit and is therefore influenced by saltwater intrusion for parts of the year. Marsh habitat is 
abundant in this portion of the South Arm, with Ladner Marsh to the east, and the South Arm Marshes archipelago to the 
west. 

Project Background 
This 6-hectare site was used as a domestic sewage lagoon from 1964 until it was decommissioned in 1986. Approximately 
7500 m2 of unvegetated and intertidal mudflats, 5000 m2 of marsh and 1200 m2 of riparian habitat was disturbed because of 
this previous land use. Project works included breaching the dike to permit tidal flooding and excavating channels throughout 
the site. The side cast material was used to create islands and berms. Both marsh and upland vegetation was planted.  

Physical Characteristics  
The site is a 6 hectare marsh basin with network of excavated drainage channels throughout (Fig. 1). The marsh is bordered 
by a dike on all sides, with dike breaches in the northwest and northeast corners to allow for tidal connectivity and access for 
fish and wildlife (Photos 6 and 8). Riparian vegetation is present along the outer perimeter of the site along the dike and 
within the site in high elevation areas (Photo 2). Mid to high elevation marsh represents the majority of the site, while low 
marsh conditions occur in drainage channels and a low elevation basin located in the middle of the site (Photos 3 and 4). An 
elevated platform structure and vertical galvanized pipe stands within the middle of the site, which we assume was created 
to monitor water levels (Photo 7). Public access is deterred by the riparian vegetation separating the marsh from the dike and 
trails that surround it. Provincial digital elevation model data (+/- 15 cm vertical accuracy) show a range of site elevation of 
-0.9 – 2.9 m elevation, averaging 1.1 m (σ = 0.4). Among nearest reference sites, these elevations are near-identical to REF-
09-2015 (Ladner Harbour Park), which has an elevation range of -0.0 - 2.5 m, averaging 1.1 m (σ = 0.4), and is slightly higher 
than REF-11 (Deas Island), which ranges from -0.6. – 1.8 m, averaging 0.8 m (σ = 0.5). 
 



 
Figure 1: Aerial view of site 09-003, with marsh communities delineated. Outflow direction shown with white arrows. Google Earth 
Imagery: Landsat/Copernicus. Note the pale coloured areas, which are accumulations of Typha litter. 

Vegetation Status 
Apart from excavated channels, all of the site is currently covered by marsh or riparian vegetation (Fig. 1). Relative percent 
cover of native species in the mid and high elevation marsh (16.5%, σ = 30.7) is lower than the two nearest reference sites 
(REF-09-2015: 78.6%, σ = 27.7; REF-11: 69.2%, σ = 37.7, Fig. 2). Five invasive species were detected: Lythrum salicaria, 
Iris pseudacorus, Typha angustifolia, Typha x glauca, and Phalaris arundinacea, resulting in an invasive relative percent 
cover of 74.9% (σ = 36.0). Mean native species richness per plot was 1.1 (σ = 1.4) in the marsh, which was comparatively 
lower than both reference sites REF-09-2015 (2.2, σ = 1.9) and REF-11 (4.8, σ = 2.1; Fig. 2). At a site scale richness was 
also lower than neighbouring reference marshes, as a total of 13 native species were observed in marsh sample plots (n = 19), 
compared to 20 (n = 30) and 18 (n = 20) in the two nearest reference sites respectively. These reductions in richness can 
likely be attributed to the dominance of highly exclusive non-native Typha (including litter) and Phalaris arundinacea in the 
site. A single at-risk plant species was observed incidentally: Henderson’s checkermallow (Sidalcea hendersonii). 
 
Site-wide analysis of mid and high marsh vegetation data suggests that 75% of vegetation is invasive (Fig. 2) and that Phalaris 
arundinacea is the most dominant species (13.9%, σ = 24.0). This is slightly misleading due to growth form differences 
among species, and the highly localized nature of the three dominant species present (i.e., Carex lyngbyei, Phalaris 
arundinacea, invasive Typha spp.). By our estimation, approximately 20,000 m2 or 33% of the site is currently occupied by 
invasive cattail stands (Photos 1,5,6). A known mechanism of invasion by these Typha is the accumulation of their litter, 
which averaged 59.5% (σ = 34.3) across the site (Photo 1). Much of the remining marsh was dominated by either C. lyngbyei 
or invasive P. arundinacea, with the latter seemingly dominating slightly higher elevations. Low marsh communities 
represent about 2% of the site area (Fig. 1) and are vegetated by low marsh adapted species such as Agrostis sp., Alisma 
triviale, Bidens cernua, Eleocharis palustris, Sagittaria latifolia, and Typha spp. that have encroached via rhizomes from 
higher elevations (Photos 3 and 4).  



 

Wildlife Detections  
Marsh Wren nests were present throughout the site. Bald Eagles and Great Blue Herons were spotted flying overhead during 
the survey. A beaver dam was observed at the northeast outflow of the site (Photo 8).  

Identified Stressors   
Issue Impact Rank  

(1 Low - 5 High) 
Description 

Invasive Species 4 Invasive species currently comprise an estimated 75% of marsh vegetation cover, 
reducing available space for native vegetation. Typha are encroaching into tidal 
channels and are accumulating litter, both mechanisms that decrease site drainage, and 
potentially hinder fish movement within the site.  Historical imagery trends suggest 
this invasion is expanding by the year.  
 

 

Enhancement Opportunities  
Issue 
Addressed 

Priority Rank  
(1 Low - 5 

High) 

Action Required Comments 

Invasive Species 2 Control invasive species Removal of T. angustifolia and T..x glauca would require an 
aggressive multi-year treatment plan. Feasibility is low, 
however it is worth noting that the Typha in this site 
represents the majority of invasive Typha in the Ladner 
Marsh area, so probability of re-invasion would be minimal 
compared to several other candidate sites in the FRE. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Composition of vegetated marsh, categorized by species origin (left) and a species accumulation curve, visualizing how native 
richness increases with sampling effort in the compensation site and nearest two reference sites.   



Summary 
After over 30 years this project continues to function as a valuable tidal marsh, providing productive habitat for local fish, 
wildlife, and at-risk plant species. Due to its large size, site 09-003 is undoubtedly one of the most heterogenous tidal marsh 
creation projects in the FRE, containing a tapestry of tidal mudflats, permanently wetted tidal channels, both low and high 
elevation tidal marsh, and riparian areas. The biggest threat to the site is undoubtedly invasive species. Invasive Typha 
currently occupies approximately 2 ha (33%) of the site and is likely to increase should it remain unmanaged. The highly 
competitive nature of Typha, along with its ability to stabilize wetlands by promoting accretion will likely result in further 
losses in biodiversity (as already shown in suppressed species richness), and habitat quality for fish and wildlife species. 
Management may be considered but would be costly, intensive, and success would not be guaranteed. Future monitoring 
should focus on important habitat features (drainage channels, sedge meadows) to ensure these features persist under the 
threat of invasive species. 
 
 
 



Site Photos  

 
Photo 1: Dense patch of invasive Typha x glauca with accumulated leaf litter.  



 

 
Photo 2: Patch of Phalaris arundinacea within some riparian vegetation on site. Photo facing the northern border of the site. 



 
Photo 3: Community 2 consisting of mostly Sagittaria latifolia. 

 



 
Photo 4: Community 2 consisting of mostly Sagittaria latifolia. 

 
 



 
 Photo 5: Excavated drainage channel incising the marsh.  



 
 Photo 6: Photo of site facing outflow (bridge) in northeast corner. 



 

 
 Photo 7: Image of platform infrastructure near the middle of the site. 



 
                       Photo 8: Beaver activity at northeast outflow.  

 
 



Site # 09-006 
CPR# 9007-0082 
 

Context and Access 
Site is located on the south bank of the Fraser South Arm, approximately 10 km upstream of the river mouth. The marsh is 
located within the northern portion of South Arm Marshes Wildlife Management Area near the entrance of Deas Slough near 
Ladner. The site can be accessed from a public trail that traverses the perimeter. This marsh is downstream of the eastern salt 
wedge limit and is therefore influenced by saltwater intrusion for portions of the year. Marsh habitat is abundant in this 
portion of the Fraser, with substantial marshes occurring in Ladner Marsh (south), and Deas Island (north-northeast). 

Project Background 
No habitat loss occurred and therefore this project was not compensatory in nature. A stormwater treatment system was 
designed and constructed to mitigate stormwater impacts from upland areas. The overall system is comprised of a series of 
ponds, basins, channels, and a final marsh basin for “polishing”. This final marsh basin was the focus of this site description.  
Created habitats included 9500 m2 of subtidal mudflats, 1500 m2 of unvegetated and intertidal mudflats, and 11920 m2 of 
marsh habitat.   
 

 
Figure 1: Aerial view of site 09-006, with marsh and riparian habitats delineated. Outflow direction shown with white arrows. 
Approximate location of WMA walking trails outlined in red. Outflow of drainage channels through rock weir near the western 
boundary displayed with a star. Google Earth Imagery: Landsat/Copernicus. 

Physical Characteristics  
The site is a 6583 m2 marsh basin with a shallow drainage channel around its perimeter (Photos 1 and 8; Fig. 1). The site has 
two drainage inflows/outflows allowing for daily tidal inundation and drainage, one on the west side of the site that flows out 
into the Fraser through a rock weir and one on the east side that flows beneath a bridge into a treatment channel (Photos 2-
4). The southern half of the site is not well drained, and was difficult to walk through by crews, even at low tide, due to 
saturated mud. The site opens to a public walking trail at the western outlet, where foot traffic may be contributing to erosion 
(Photos 3 and 4). Shading from the deciduous forest that surrounds the site has created a band of sparse vegetation around 



the border, particularly along the southern boundary (Photo 6). The middle of the site contains a raised island of riparian 
vegetation (Photos 7 and 8). Provincial digital elevation model data (+/- 15 cm vertical accuracy) show a range of site 
elevation of -0.9 - 2.0 m elevation and averaging 1.2 m (σ = 0.3). Among nearest reference sites, these elevations are 
comparable to REF-09-2015 (Ladner Harbour Park), which has an elevation range of -0.0 - 2.5 m, averaging 1.1 m (σ = 0.4), 
and is slightly higher than REF-11 (Deas Island), which ranges from -0.6. – 1.8 m, averaging 0.8 m (σ = 0.5). 

Vegetation Status 
Currently 95% of the site is covered by marsh vegetation (Fig. 1), with exotic Agrostis stolonifera (17.3%, σ = 33.5) averaging 
the highest cover of any species. The remaining 5% of site area is unvegetated due to shading. Litter from Typha is also 
prevalent, averaging 31.1% (σ = 33.4) and ranging from 0 - 87% per plot. Relative percent cover of native species in the 
marsh (26.1%, σ = 33.0) is lower than the two nearest reference sites (REF-11: 69.2%, σ = 37.7; REF-09-2015: 78.6%, σ = 
27.7; Fig. 2). Four invasive species were detected: Lythrum salicaria, Typha angustifolia, Typha x glauca, and Phalaris 
arundinacea, resulting in a mean invasive relative percent cover of 37.6% (σ = 42.6). Mean native species richness per plot 
was 3.6 (σ = 1.6) in the marsh, which was lower than reference site REF-11 (4.8, σ = 2.1), but higher than REF-09-2015 (2.2, 
σ = 1.9; Fig. 2). Site-wide richness was comparable between 09-006 and the two nearest reference sites, with a total of 15 
native species were observed in marsh sample plots (n = 14), compared to 18 (n = 20) and 20 (n = 30) in the two nearest 
reference sites respectively. 

Wildlife Detections  
Evidence of beaver activity was seen in the marsh (Photo 3). 

Identified Stressors   
Issue Impact Rank  

(1 Low - 5 High) 
Description 

Invasive Species 3 Invasive species currently comprise about 38% of marsh vegetation cover, reducing 
available space for native vegetation. Over time invasive Typha expansion may result in 
diversity losses, as well as infilling of excavated channels, thus reducing habitat quality 
for fish and wildlife. 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. Composition of vegetated marsh, categorized by species origin (left) and a species accumulation curve, visualizing how native 
richness increases with sampling effort in the compensation site and nearest two reference sites.   



Enhancement Opportunities  
Issue 
Addressed 

Priority Rank  
(1 Low - 5 High) 

Action Required Comments 

Invasive Species 3 Control invasive species Typha are still manageable in this site, as (1) they do not cover 
a large area, and (2) the site is easily accessed from nearby 
trails. No other populations are in the vicinity. 

Summary 
Overall, the site is functioning well, as 95% of the site is occupied by vegetated marsh after 30 years, and the marsh is 
comparable in its diversity to nearby reference marshes. Marsh vegetation is less proportionately native than neighboring 
reference sites, suffering from the establishment and at times dominance of invasive Typha sp., Phalaris arundinacea, and 
exotic Agrostis stolonifera. The site possesses many high value habitat features for fish and wildlife, including well integrated 
riparian habitat, and permanent water in channels and ponded areas. The persistence of these channel features and overall 
diversity of the site is uncertain given the ability of Typha to encroach into waterways and promote accretion. Management 
of Typha is still feasible in this site due to its limited extent and should be considered as an enhancement action. 



Site Photos  

 
Photo 1. Drainage channel outlet on east side of site, looking north. Photo taken from the bridge where outflow is located. 



 
Photo 2. Weir outflow looking west towards the Fraser River 



 
Photo 3. View of site from rock weir. Evidence of beaver activity and windthrow is common throughout the site (downed trees). 
Erosion along left bank.



 

 
Photo 4. Rock weir at western outlet of site. Notice erosion along the channel banks where vegetation has been disturbed along the WMA trail. 



 
Photo 5. Partially vegetated mudflats on the south side of the site due to lack of sun from tree cover. Very wet, low elevation area. 



 
Photo 6. Beaver activity along site boundary has resulted in the accumulation of large logs within the site. Unclear as to whether this is causing lack of vegetation 
establishment in some areas. 



 
Photo 7. High marsh leading to riparian area in the middle of the site containing large patches of P. arundinacea. 

 



 
Photo 8. Drainage channel that wraps around the site. Photo looking east. 

 



Site # 09-016 
CPR# 0003F024 
 

Context and Access 
Site is located on the north bank of Fraser South Arm, approximately 2 km upstream of the river mouth. The marsh is located 
west of Steveston Harbour Pier in the City of Richmond. The site can be accessed from a neighbouring public walkway at 
the top of the dike. Access is recommended at low tide due to the low elevation of the site, as it is inundated for much of the 
tidal cycle. This marsh occurs downstream of the eastern salt wedge limit and is likely influenced by saltwater intrusion for 
most of the year. Significant marsh habitat is not abundant in Steveston Harbour due to diking and industry, with the nearest 
substantial natural marsh occurring across the channel on Shady Island. 

Project Background 
Approximately 2345 m2 of riparian habitat, 25 m2 of intertidal marsh and 5500 m2 of intertidal mudflat was disturbed as a 
result of industrial works in 2002. The goal of this project was to restore 1000 m2 of marsh and 4000 m2 of riparian habitat.  

Physical Characteristics  
The site is a 959 m2 protruding marsh with a rip rap backshore. On top of the adjacent dike is a public walkway along the 
Steveston Shipyards (Photos 1 and 3; Fig. 1). Piers mark the boundary of the site to the west and east (Photos 2 and 5). The 
site has some small portions of armoured rip rap foreshore, but erosion and downcutting is occurring reducing sediment 
deposits in these areas. Old piles from previous marine structures remain just beyond the foreshore of the site (Photo 4). The 
site has suffered from extensive damage from grazing and only portions of vegetated marsh remain (Photos 2, 3 and 5). Small 
gravels are visible in the substrate, suggesting erosion has occurred and removed finer materials that were originally placed 
during construction (Photos 3 and 4). Provincial digital elevation model data (+/- 15 cm vertical accuracy) show a range of 
site elevation of -0.9 – 1.2 m elevation, averaging -0.4 m (σ = 0.2). These elevations are significantly lower than nearby 
reference marshes REF-14 (east of Steveston Harbour), which has an elevation range of -0.7 m to 2.1 m, averaging 0.8 m (σ 

Figure 1. Aerial view of site 09-016, with marsh communities delineated. Google Earth Imagery: Landsat/Copernicus 



= 0.4) and REF-13 (Canoe Pass), which ranges from -0.2 – 2.1 m, averaging 1.4 (σ = 0.4). The lower elevation of this site 
may have been intentional in its design or may be the result of erosional losses that have occurred. 

Vegetation Status 
Currently 69% of the site is covered by marsh vegetation (Fig. 1), dominated by native Eleocharis palustris (10.0%, σ = 10.9) 
with a range of 0-40% cover per plot. The remaining 31% of the site was largely unvegetated. Where present, marsh 
vegetation was relatively sparse, as the average percent cover of exposed mud was 78% (σ = 23.1), ranging from 0-99% 
cover per plot. Observed natives were almost entirely low marsh estuarine specialists, including E. palustris, Schoenoplectus 
tabernaemontani, Lilaeopsis occidentalis, Limosella aquatica and Eleocharis parvula, further confirming the low elevation 
of this marsh. Relative percent cover of native species in the marsh (100%) is higher than the two nearest reference sites 
(REF-14: 99.8%, σ = 0.6; REF-13: 75.1%, σ = 33.5; Fig. 2). No invasives were observed in plots or incidentally, likely due 
to low elevation and elevated salinity. Mean native species richness per plot was 2.9 (σ = 1.2) in the marsh, which was slightly 
higher than reference site REF-14: 2.4 (σ = 0.8), but slightly lower than REF-13: 3.5 (σ = 1.5). Site-wide richness was 
comparatively low, as a total of 7 native species were observed in marsh sample plots (n = 20), compared to 9 (n = 20) and 
19 (n = 20) in the two nearest reference sites respectively (Fig. 2). Low richness at this site can likely be attributed to low 
elevations (particularly compared to REF-13) and high influence of salinity. 

Wildlife Detections  
Marshes around this part of Steveston are regularly grazed by Canada Geese, and it is likely that grazing is one of the factors 
behind marsh losses at this site. Evidence of grazing was observed with clipped vegetation, and mean Carex lyngbyei height 
was 81.0 cm (σ = 38) compared with nearby reference site 14 where mean C. lyngbyei height was 100.3 cm (σ = 30.1).  

Identified Stressors   
Issue Impact Rank  

(1 Low - 5 High) 
Description 

Grazing 3 Approximately 31% of areas intended to be vegetated marsh are now unvegetated 
mudflat, and grazing is likely a contributing factor. Carex lyngbyei appears most 
susceptible, while Eleocharis palustris remains untouched.  

 
 
 

 

Figure 2. Composition of vegetated marsh, categorized by species origin (left) and a species accumulation curve, visualizing how native 
richness increases with sampling effort in the compensation site and nearest two reference sites.   



Enhancement Opportunities  
Issue 
Addressed 

Priority Rank  
(1 Low - 5 High) 

Action Required Comments 

Grazing 3 Replant site with less-
palatable low marsh species 
 

CAGO exclosures are unlikely to be successful at this low 
elevation. Mass planting of unvegetated mudflats with 
E.palustris could result in revegetation of these recessed 
areas, promote accretion, and facilitate the establishment of 
other low marsh native species. 

Summary 
This site has managed to retain about 69% of vegetated marsh since its establishment 19 years ago. The site has a native 
relative percent cover of 100% with no invasive species identified on site. The relatively low diversity and lack of non-native 
species in this site are likely the result of high environmental stress due to both low site elevation, and high saltwater influence 
in this portion of the estuary. Native vegetation has suffered from grazing by geese, which has likely contributed to losses of 
31% of the marsh area. The long-term health of the marsh is uncertain given these losses, and the potential for further habitat 
loss from erosion and ongoing herbivory. These stressors may be mitigated by planting less-palatable low marsh species, for 
example Eleocharis palustris, in recessed areas, however the successful re-establishment of marsh vegetation is uncertain 
given the ongoing threat of herbivory. 



Site Photos  

 
Photo 1: Photo of vegetated marsh looking east towards Steveston pier. Notice offshore piles and impacts of grazing along the foreshore. 



 

 
Photo 2: Western border of the site. A small patch of Eleocharis palustris remains with sparse rip rap along the foreshore. 



 
Photo 3: Evidence of grazing and loss of sediment along backshore of site. 



 
Photo 4: Rocky substrate along the foreshore showing evidence of erosion.  



 
Photo 5: Small patch of vegetation remaining near western boundary of site.  

 



Site # 09-020 
CPR# 1011F042 
 

Context and Access 
The site is located on the north bank of the Fraser South Arm, approximately 2.9 km upstream of the river mouth. The marsh 
is located in Steveston Harbour in the City of Richmond and can be accessed from an adjacent parking lot to the north. This 
marsh occurs downstream of the east salt wedge limit and is likely influenced by saltwater intrusion for much of the year. 
Significant marsh habitat is not abundant in Steveston Harbour due to diking and industry, with the nearest substantial natural 
marsh occurring across the channel on Shady Island. 

Project Background 
Approximately 3616 m2 of unvegetated and intertidal mudflats and 337 m2 of marsh habitat was disturbed as a result of 
industrial works in 2011. Works involved the removal of Atagi Wharf, dredging, sheet pile wall installation, and construction 
of a concrete float, vehicle ramp and abutment. Compensation occurred in 2011, with the goal of restoring 3042 m2 of subtidal 
mudflats, 3616 m2 of intertidal mudflats, and 911 m2 of tidal marsh habitat.  

Physical Characteristics  
The site is a 1015 m2 inline elevated marsh with a steep riprap backshore (Fig. 1). The foreshore of the marsh is armoured 
with vertical sheet metal, separating it from the river for much of the tidal cycle (Photo 2). A pier separates this site into two 
nearly discrete marshes (Photo 1). Riprap slopes along the backshore contain riparian shrubs. Provincial digital elevation 
model data (+/- 15 cm vertical accuracy) show a range of site elevation of -0.3 – 2.8 m elevation, averaging 1.3 m (σ = 0.4). 
Among the two nearest reference marshes, these elevations are slightly higher than REF-14 (east of Steveston Harbour), 
which has an elevation range of -0.7 - 2.1 m, averaging 0.8 m (σ = 0.4), but are comparable to REF-13 (Canoe Pass), which 
ranges from -0.2 – 2.1 m, averaging 1.4 m (σ = 0.4).  

Figure 1: Aerial view of site 09-020, with marsh community delineated. Riparian vegetation covers the backshore throughout rip rap. 
Google Earth Imagery: Landsat/Copernicus 



Vegetation Status 
Currently 100% of the site is covered by marsh vegetation (Fig. 1), dominated by native Carex lyngbyei (24.1%, σ = 37.7) 
with a range of 0 - 99% cover per plot. Relative percent cover of native species in the marsh (79.9%, σ = 28.2) is lower than 
reference site REF-14 (99.8%, σ = 0.6) but comparable to REF-13 (75.1%, σ = 33.5; Fig. 2), which shares similar elevations. 
Two invasive species were detected: Lythrum salicaria, and Phalaris arundinacea, resulting in a relative invasive percent 
cover of 15% (σ =23.8). Mean native species richness per plot was 2.9 (σ =1.2) in the marsh, which was similar to reference 
site REF-14 (2.4, σ = 0.8), but comparatively lower than REF-13 (3.5, σ = 1.5; Fig. 2). Site-wide richness was comparable 
between 09-020 and adjacent reference sites, with a total of 12 native species observed in marsh sample plots (n = 19), 
compared to 9 (n = 20) and 19 (n = 20) in the two nearest reference sites respectively (Fig. 2). 

Wildlife Detections  
Active Marsh Wren nests were observed. 

Identified Stressors   
Issue Impact Rank  

(1 Low - 5 High) 
Description 

Invasive Species 1 Invasives have not become dominant in the site. Phalaris arundinacea will likely be held 
in check by elevated salinity, but Lythrum salicaria has potential to expand, particularly 
if disturbances (grazing, log debris) increase in the site. Abundance of invasives is 
comparable to REF-13, which shares similar elevations.  

Enhancement Opportunities  
Issue 
Addressed 

Priority Rank  
(1 Low - 5 

High) 

Action Required Comments 

Invasive Species 1 Control invasive species Invasive species are likely not a threat to this site currently. 
Management is possible given their limited abundance, but 
probably not warranted given their low impact on site 
function.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. Composition of vegetated marsh, categorized by species origin (left) and a species accumulation curve, visualizing how native 
richness increases with sampling effort in the compensation site and nearest two reference sites.   



Summary 
The site is functioning well after 10 years, as 100% of the created marsh is currently vegetated, and no noteworthy stressors 
were observed. Though created and functioning as productive fish habitat, fish access is likely limited by the relatively high 
elevation of this site and steep sheet metal armouring along the foreshore. Species richness and native dominance is 
comparable to nearby reference marshes, suggesting it has remained resilient to species invasions. Invasive species, 
herbivory, and erosional losses have impacted nearby sites, so future monitoring should be conducted to ensure any emerging 
threats are quickly identified and addressed.  



Site Photos  

 
Photo 1: Vegetated marsh looking west. The red pier separates the west side of the site from the east. 



 

 
Photo 2: The marsh foreshore is armoured by a sheet metal wall. 



Site # 11-001 
CPR# 1-N.A. 
 

Context and Access 
Site 11-001 entails an embayed marsh creation project on the north side of Annacis Island in Annacis Channel, immediately 
upstream of Annacis Channel Bridge (Highway 91). There are a series of makeshift paths that have been used to access the 
site, and there is evidence of human habitation on both the west and east banks of the bay. The site is accessible from a path 
on the western edge of the site (Fig. 1), which can be reached by hiking in from either Chester Road, or by walking under 
Annacis Channel Bridge from Cliveden Place. This large marsh creation project is located in a portion of the Fraser where 
marsh habitat is not abundant, with the nearest substantial marsh habitat occurring 500 m downstream on the north side of 
Annacis Island. 

Project Background 
The bay that now represents site 11-001 was once terrestrial habitat and was excavated in 1984 with the aim of creating 2150 
m2 rearing and feeding habitat for juvenile salmon, replacing losses elsewhere at an unspecified ratio. Planting efforts 
followed in 1985. A band of marsh vegetation including Carex lyngbyei was planted around the perimeter of the lagoon, 
though erosion due to oversteep banks caused some of this planting to fail, now represented by a largely unvegetated mudflat 
community. A shear boom was installed across the mouth of the site to prevent debris accumulation, and this appears to have 
been largely effective. Follow up monitoring efforts occurred from 1986-1988, with the last reported assessment of this site 
occurring in 1992. The 1992 report found that the net gain of marsh habitat was sufficient but expressed concern over the 
amount of riparian forest lost to excavation in the construction of this project. They found the dominant vegetation to be 
Scirpus cyperinus, Lycopus americanus, Bidens cernua, Lythrum salicaria, Myosotis scorpioides, Juncus oxymeris, Sium 
suave, Crassula aquatica, Potentilla pacifica, Scirpus validus, Rumex conglomeratus, and Epilobium watsonii. 

Physical Characteristics  
11-001 is comprised of a 1 ha excavated bay with a planted marsh bench along the perimeter (Photos 1 -3). We delineated 
the created marsh area using a combination of historical imagery, historical photos, and field visits, and estimate it to be 
approximately 2447 m2 in total, entailing a planted band of vegetated shoreline above an embayed low marsh/mudflat area 
(Fig 1). The foreshore slope varies from gradual to steep, is not protected by riprap or other armoring, though the site is 
protected with a shear boom installed along the bay entrance. This shear boom was still intact and functional as of October 
2021. There is evidence of erosion on the banks, which we suspect was caused by a combination of erosional energy, 
herbivory, and abandoned floating structures resting on the marsh surface (Photo 6). Formerly riparian forest, the site 
contained a small drainage channel that now drains into the bay from the east, and exits the bay on the west, joining the main 
arm of the Fraser River (Fig. 1; Photo 5). Provincial digital elevation model data (+/- 15 cm vertical accuracy) show a range 
of site elevation of -0.5 - 1.9 m, with a mean elevation of 0.4 m (σ = 0.4). This elevational range is similar, but lower on 
average than nearby reference sites REF-07 (north bank of Annacis downstream) and REF-2015-11 (north bank of Annacis 
upstream), which range from 0.1 – 1.7 m and 0.3 – 1.7 m, and average 1.1 m (σ = 0.3) and 1.0 m (σ = 0.3) respectively. 
Whether the lower site elevations are intentional or the result of sediment loss over 35 years is yet to be determined.  
 



 
Figure 1. Mapped extent of site 11-001 intended marsh area including current marsh vegetation (green) and receded mudflat (orange). 
Access location indicated with red arrow. A tidally wetted channel drains the lagoon on the east side (blue). 

Vegetation Status 
A 3 m band of marsh vegetation occurs around most of the bay perimeter and is backed by riparian vegetation, which 
overhangs the marsh in many areas. The site has experienced some marsh recession in the years since construction, potentially 
due to herbivory, erosional losses, and to a lesser degree, shading from overhanging riparian vegetation. We estimate that 
approximately 32% of the intended marsh area is now mainly unvegetated mudflat. The most abundant species occurring in 
the vegetated marsh area was Carex lyngbyei, averaging a mean percent cover of 4.1% (σ = 6.5). No other species achieved 
a mean percent cover > 2%.  The receded mudflat areas were largely unvegetated with the most abundant species, exotic 
Myosotis scorpioides, achieving just 0.2% mean percent cover (σ = 0.5). The mean relative percent cover of native species 
observed in 2021 was 61.7% (σ = 33.3), which was comparable to nearby reference sites REF-7 (54.8%, σ = 29.8), and REF-
2015-11 (61.9%, σ = 31.2; Fig. 2). Mean native richness per plot was 5.1(σ = 2.1), which was higher than REF-7 (4.4, σ = 
1.1) and REF-2015-11 (3.9, σ = 3.1). Site-wide species richness was comparable between 11-001 and nearby reference sites, 
with 20 native species observed (n = 20), while nearby REF-7 and REF-2015-11 contained 25 (n = 20) and 30 (n = 30) species 
respectively. Observed invasive species include Iris pseudacorus, Lythrum salicaria, and Phalaris arundinacea. One at-risk 
species was observed, a 70 m2 clonal patch of blue-listed Acorus americanus (American sweetflag; Photo 4) on the southeast 
bank. 



Wildlife Detections  
During a May 2021 reconnaissance visit two adult Canada Geese and 3-5 goslings were observed grazing in the sedge marsh 
(Photo 7). Approximately 20 Canada Geese were were observed nearby in Annacis Channel during our July visit, and 
substantial evidence of grazing was seen on site. Tracks of other wildlife observed on site included Great Blue Heron and 
Raccoon. 

Identified Stressors   
Issue Impact Rank  

(1 Low - 5 High) 
Description 

Derelict floating 
structures 

3 Several floating structures have been brought into the site and affixed to the shear 
boom, the shore, or are free floating in the embayed area. Damage to the shoreline 
entailing significant erosion and damage to the marsh surface have already occurred. 

Garbage 2 This area appears to be used as an encampment, and there is significant garbage, 
abandoned structures, etc., in and around the compensation site. 

Marsh recession 4 Perhaps due to overly steep banks, as suggested in a 1992 assessment, about 1/3 of the 
planting has failed. Contributing factors could also include goose herbivory, erosion, 
and riparian shading. 

Enhancement Opportunities  
Issue Addressed Priority Rank  

(1 Low - 5 High) 
Action Required Description 

Remove floating 
structures 

4 Detaching structures from 
the shear boom and 
shoreline and 
towing/barging them away 
for disposal. 

To prevent further damage to the marsh surface, free floating 
abandoned structures should be removed and disposed of. As 
access to the site is complex, removing these by boat or 
barge may be the best option. The largest of these structures 
is approximately 5 m x 5 m. Most are makeshift docks, log 
booms, and other similar floating structures affixed to the 
shore with rope or chain. 

Garbage 3 Clean-up of garbage from 
the compensation site. 

As someone appears to have been living on the banks of this 
compensation site for some time, there is a lot of garbage in 
the marsh area and surrounding riparian forest. Repeat visits 
may be required, and inadvertently antagonizing the 
inhabitant may be a safety concern for clean-up crews. 

Replant marsh 
vegetation 

5 Replant failed planting areas Replanting should be done with the threat of goose herbivory 
in mind, either using exclosures or selecting unpalatable 
species. ~600 m 2 could be replanted as a trial to gauge 
planting success on this site. 

Figure 2. Composition of vegetated marsh, categorized by species origin (left) and a species accumulation curve, visualizing how native 
richness increases with sampling effort in the compensation site and nearest two reference sites.   



Summary 
This ambitious habitat creation project is unique to the Fraser in its scale and design, and it currently provides highly 
productive fish and wildlife habitat in a portion of the Fraser where marsh habitat is generally deficient. The large, protected 
bay likely provides ideal habitat for Canada Geese to use the site as a foraging area, and their herbivory may have played a 
role in the observed plant mortality and marsh recession on this site. Human impacts may also have contributed, as there are 
several abandoned floating structures in the bay and evidence that they have damaged the marsh surface. Due to its size, 
isolation from the urban environment, and overall protected design, the site is a good candidate for future restoration activities.   
 
 



Site Photos  

 
Photo 1. 11-001 from the north-west corner facing south 



 
Photo 2. 11-001 from the southwest corner facing north 



 
Photo 3. 11-001 from the southwest corner, facing northwest. Note the log boom along the bay entrance 



 
Photo 4. American sweetflag (provincially blue-listed) observed on site. Samples were collected and donated to the UBC Herbarium 



 
Photo 5. Channel on the east side of 11-001 



 
Photo 6. Evidence of erosion of planted areas could be attributed to damage from abandoned floating structures 



 
Photo 7. Adult and juvenile Canada Geese observed grazing in May 2021 



Site # 11-009 
CPR# 9103-0027 
 

Context and Access 
Site 11-009 is located on the southeast shore of Annacis Island in the Fraser River South Arm. The site is located in a heavily 
industrialized part of the island, adjacent to a large car storage area at Annacis Auto Terminal (Fig. 1). Access is possible 
through a path from nearby Aldford Avenue. This compensation project is located approximately 23.8 km from the mouth 
the Fraser River’s South Arm and is likely uninfluenced or only periodically influenced by saltwater intrusion. Marsh habitat 
is scarce in this region of the Fraser, with the nearest substantial marsh habitat occurring 3 km upstream at Sapperton Bar. 

Project Background 
This habitat creation project was undertaken by the Fraser River Harbour Commission and DFO in 1991. Unlike most other 
projects listed in the BIEAP-FREMP Atlas, there is no impact or habitat losses associated with this project, and it appears to 
be entirely a marsh creation endeavor. This site was selected when it was identified that much of the shoreline of northeast 
Annacis Island was characterized by eroding riprap. Habitat creation in this location presented an opportunity to provide 
marsh habitat in an otherwise armored and eroding shoreline (BIEAP-FREMP, 1998). A 2 x 1200 m marsh bench was 
incorporated into the rip rap, which was then backfilled with soil and seeded with grass. Notes from a 1993 site inspection 
indicated that vegetation was sparse, covering approximately 25% of the lower bench margin. Lack of vegetation 
establishment was attributed to rock, sand and gravel accretion on the upper one-half of the bench. 
 

 
Figure 1. Mapped extent of site 11-009, including vegetated marsh and exposed substrate areas. Access through public walking paths to 
the marsh is indicated by the red arrow. Imagery: Google Earth Imagery, 2018. 

 



Physical Characteristics  
The created habitat area entails a linear marsh bench bordered by riprap along the foreshore and backshore (Photos 1-2). This 
site has one of the highest proportions of edge habitat observed in our study due to its extremely long and narrow design. 
Erosion was observed in several areas along this linear bench, as evidenced by exposed geotextile fabrics and lack of fine 
sediments (Photos 3-5). There is a shoreline protection structure that runs the entire length of the site and continues north, 
protecting the entire shoreline of Annacis Auto Terminal. This structure likely dampens the impacts of wave and flow erosion. 
Provincial digital elevation model data (+/- 15 cm vertical accuracy) show a range of site elevation of -0.1 – 1.5 m, averaging 
is 0.8 m (σ = 0.34). This elevational range is similar, but slightly lower on average than nearby reference sites REF-07 
(Annacis Channel) and REF-2015-11 (Annacis Channel), which range from 0.1 – 1.7 m and 0.3 – 1.7 m, and average 1.1 m 
(σ = 0.3) and 1.0 m (σ = 0.3) respectively. Whether the lower site elevations are intentional, or the result of sediment loss is 
yet to be determined.   

Vegetation Status 
Though seeded with “grass” upon completion, a mere 20-25% of the site was vegetated during a site visit in 1993 (Photo 1). 
This amount has increased over time, as we found 85% of the bench to be comprised of vegetated marsh (Fig. 1; Photo 2). 
Erosion and recession are still evident, as 15% of the linear bench remains unvegetated. (Photos 3-5). Mean relative percent 
cover of native species was 60.3% (σ = 24.7), which is comparable to nearby reference sites, REF-7 (54.8%, σ = 29.8), and 
REF-2015-11 (61.9%, σ = 31.2; Fig. 2). No plant species was particularly dominant in aerial percent cover, with the three 
most abundant species, Juncus balticus, Carex lyngbyei, and Cicuta douglasii, each comprising less than 10% cover. No 
other species achieved mean percent cover > 5.0%. We observed two invasive species in our vegetation surveys, Lythrum 
salicaria and Phalaris arundinacea, together accounting for 24.1% of vegetation cover. Mean native richness per plot was 
4.0 (σ = 1.2), which was comparable to nearby reference sites REF-7 (4.4, σ = 1.1) and REF-2015-11 (3.9, σ = 3.1). Site-
wide species richness was slightly lower in 11-001 than nearby reference sites, with 18 native species observed (n = 14), 
while nearby REF-7 and REF-2015-11 contained 25 (n = 20) and 30 (n = 30) species respectively (Fig. 2). 

Wildlife Detections  
Canada Geese were observed in the protected waters behind the shoreline protection structure. Some evidence of herbivory 
was observed in the site, including recent clipping of C. lyngbyei, which had an average maximum leaf height of 65.0 cm (σ 
= 12.6) or roughly half the height of ungrazed sedge nearby.  
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. Composition of vegetated marsh, categorized by species origin (left) and a species accumulation curve, visualizing how native 
richness increases with sampling effort in the compensation site and nearest two reference sites.   



Identified Stressors   
Issue Impact Rank  

(1 Low - 5 High) 
Description 

Herbivory 2 There was some evidence of herbivory, including clipped C. lyngbyei. 

Invasive Species 1 Lythrum salicaria and Phalaris arundinacea were observed in the marsh. 

Erosion 2 Erosion appears to be limiting vegetation establishment in areas (indicated by coarse 
exposed substrate and geotextile fabric), though only 15% of the bench is currently 
unvegetated, and the site has increased in vegetation cover since the early 1990s.  

Enhancement Opportunities  
Issue 
Addressed 

Priority Rank  
(1 Low - 5 High) 

Action Required Description 

Herbivory and 
erosion 

3 Plant unvegetated areas 
with unpalatable species 
(e.g., Juncus balticus). 

The potential recession and herbivory could be addressed 
with replanting of marsh vegetation, selecting species that are 
less palatable to geese and provide good rooting strength and 
erosion mitigation (e.g., Juncus balticus). Due to erosional 
losses additional armouring/sediment placement may be 
required to support marsh communities in these areas. 

Invasive plants 1 Mechanical invasive 
removal 

The invasive plants in this area are well established but not a 
major stressor. Mechanical removal of Phalaris arundinacea 
and Lythrum salicaria is not a recommended option. 

Summary 
Overall, this site is functioning well and is providing valuable habitat in a highly developed portion of the Fraser. After 30 
years 85% of the site vegetated, which is a considerable improvement to the 20-25% noted in 1993. Native richness and the 
relative percent cover of native species were both comparable to nearby reference sites, indicating that this site has remained 
resilient to species invasions, despite the challenges associated with this portion of the Fraser (i.e., goose herbivory, erosion, 
invasive plants). Fill planting of eroded areas may be considered to simultaneously prevent further losses to erosion and to 
address the ongoing herbivory problems on the site. Treatment of invasive species are seen as low priority, as they are well 
established in the backshore, and eradication is unlikely to yield significant ecological benefits.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Site Photos 

 
Photo 1. Photo taken of this site in April 1993. Note exposed substrate noted at this time. Source: CMN BIEAP-FREMP Atlas. 

 



 
Photo 2. Photo the long linear compensation site from the south looking north. 



 
Photo 3. Example of an erosion are on the marsh bench, with exposed landscaping fabric and underlying substrate. 



 
Photo 4. A large erosion area in 11-009, with exposed landscaping fabric and underlying rip-rap substrate. 



 
Photo 5. Further evidence of erosion, with undercutting and slumping of the marsh vegetation. 

 



Site # 11-014 
CPR# 0504F024 
 

Context and Access 
Site 11-014 is a small tidal marsh bench located on the north side of Annacis Channel, at the foot of Carter Street, New 
Westminster (Fig. 1). The location of 11-014 is shared with another compensation project, 11-002 (CRN: 8610-0071). There 
are a series of public walking paths to the north that provide easy access to the marsh (Fig. 1). The marsh is approximately 
22 km from the mouth the Fraser River’s South Arm and is likely uninfluenced by saltwater intrusion. This section of Annacis 
Channel is heavily impacted by diking for residential and industrial purposes, but contains a moderate amount of tidal marsh 
habitat, with natural marshes occurring on the north shore to the immediate east and west. 

Project Background 
This habitat creation project was undertaken in compensation for the loss of 92 m2 of marsh and 53 m2 of riparian area during 
upgrades to the Carter St. Pump Station in 2005.  Key restoration activities included installation of a rip-rap apron on the 
outlet pipe at the foot of Carter St (Photo 1), installation of a rip-rap foreshore around the created marsh area (Photo 2), 
planting of 46 m2 of marsh vegetation upland of the riprap, and 122 m2 of riparian area approximately 1 km downstream. 
This resulted in the planned net loss of 46 m2 of marsh and the net gain of 122 m2 of riparian area. A five-year monitoring 
plan (2005-2010) was prescribed for this project. 

 

Figure 1. Mapped extent of site 11-001 intended marsh area (red). Access through public walking paths to the marsh is indicated by the 
red arrow, and the derelict foreshore shear boom with the white arrow. Imagery: Google Earth Imagery, 2018. 

derelict shear 
boom 



Physical Characteristics  
This created marsh entails an elevated marsh bench, approximately 4 m wide and 12 m long, comprising 56 m2 of marsh 
area. The foreshore of the marsh bench is protected with riprap, and the backshore and east border transitions seamlessly into 
the surrounding marsh (Photo 1). The site is bordered to the west by a drainage channel at the foot of Carter Street and is 
immediately upstream of a small dock and marina (Photo 2). It appears that a shear boom or similar structure may have once 
been attached to the pilings in front of 11-014, but it has since failed, and woody debris now enters the site freely. Pieces of 
the damaged shear boom now lie on the marsh surface and are adversely impacting vegetation (Photo 5). Provincial digital 
elevation model data (+/- 15 cm vertical accuracy) show a range of site elevation of 0.7 – 1.2 m, averaging 1.0 m (σ = 0.1 
m). Site elevation is near-identical to nearby reference sites REF-07 (Annacis Island north, downstream) and REF-2015-11 
(Annacis Island north, upstream), which range from 0.1 – 1.7 m and 0.3 – 1.7 m, and average 1.1 m (σ = 0.3) and 1.0 m (σ = 
0.3) respectively. 

Vegetation Status 
The planted marsh area is performing well and remains 100% vegetated after 16 years. Mean relative percent cover of native 
species was 64.3% (σ = 12.5), which is was similar to nearby reference sites REF-7 (54.8%, σ = 29.8), and REF-2015-11 
(61.9%, σ = 31.2; Fig. 2). No plant species was dominant in aerial percent cover, with the most abundant species, Carex 
lyngbyei, achieving mean percent cover of only 1.0% (σ = 0.95). Vegetation cover was low overall, as exposed mud averaged 
(97.7%, σ = 1.5) in plots (Photo 4). Low vegetation cover may be the result of regular disturbance (e.g., grazing, wave erosion, 
debris), amplified by its location along the leading edge. Strong evidence of C. lyngbyei was observed, as maximum leaf 
height of sedges averaged 35.5 (σ = 2.1) in plots, roughly one fifth the height of sedges is nearby ungrazed areas (Photo 4). 
Mean native richness per plot was 6.3 (σ = 1.2), which was higher than REF-7 (4.4, σ = 1.1) and REF-2015-11 (3.9, σ = 3.1).  
We observed one invasive species in our vegetation surveys, Lythrum salicaria, which represented 11.5% of vegetation cover 
(σ = 3.1) in our plots.  

 

Wildlife Detections  
Mute Swan, Great Blue Heron, Northwestern Crow, and Mallard were observed in adjacent Annacis Channel. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. Composition of vegetated marsh, categorized by species origin (left) and a species accumulation curve, visualizing how native 
richness increases with sampling effort in the compensation site and nearest two reference sites.   



Identified Stressors   
Issue Impact Rank  

(1 Low - 5 High) 
Description 

Herbivory 4 There is significant clipping of C. lyngbyei stems, which is a likely cause of the low 
aerial cover of vegetation. Chronic grazing may lead to plant mortality and marsh 
recession. 

Damaged shear-
boom 

4 The offshore shear boom has failed, and a portion of the boom now rests on the marsh 
surface (Photo 5). Damage to the marsh surface as these booms move in during the 
tidal cycle has been observed at other sites and should be a concern here. 

Invasive Species 2 Lythrum salicaria was observed in our vegetation surveys and Iris pseudacorus was 
observed in the nearby marsh. 

Enhancement Opportunities  
Issue 
Addressed 

Priority Rank  
(1 Low - 5 

High) 

Action Required Description 

Herbivory 3 Install goose exclosures 
and/or plant less-palatable 
species. 

To prevent further grazing of the marsh vegetation, goose 
exclosures constructed of wire fencing or snow fence could 
be installed. The relatively small size of this site makes it a 
good candidate for protection at a reasonable cost. This 
enhancement work could also extend to adjacent 11-002, 
where similar grazing has been observed. This is only a 
temporary measure to increase vegetative cover, and grazing 
will likely continue when exclosures are eventually removed. 
A cheaper alternative could be the mass planting of less 
palatable rhizomatous species along the foreshore (e.g., 
Juncus balticus).  

Damaged shear-
boom 

5 Repair the shear-boom The non-functioning boom could be repaired to provide wake 
attenuation, reduce woody debris accumulation, and remove 
the risk of free-floating boom pieces damaging the marsh 
surface.  

Invasive plants 1 Mechanically remove 
invasive plants 

As the invasive plants in this site occur in small, isolated 
occurrences, they may feasibly be removed by hand to 
prevent further spread. Likelihood of re-colonization is likely 
given abundance of invasives in neighbouring habitats, and 
therefore treatment is not advised. 

Summary 
Overall, this site is functioning well after 16 years with 100% of the vegetated area remaining. Despite facing impacts like 
goose herbivory, damaged shear-booms, and invasive plants, the marsh vegetation is comparable to nearby reference sites in 
its composition. Vegetation is severely impacted by grazing and perhaps other edge effects, leading to reductions in aerial 
cover and vigour. The long-term effects of these stressors are uncertain but may lead to marsh recession over time. Possible 
enhancement actions include repairing or removing the derelict shear boom along the foreshore, and supplemental plantings 
and/or installation of geese exclosures to increase vegetative cover.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Site Photos 

 
Photo 1. Marsh vegetation planted on the elevated bench comprised mainly of Carex lyngbyei. Note the evidence of herbivory 
as the sedges are clipped to a uniform height. 



 
Photo 2. Photo of the drainage channel at the foot of Carter St, New Westminster, BC, adjacent to compensation site 11-014 (image right). 

 



 
Photo 3. The rip-rap foreshore protecting the elevated marsh bench. 



 
Photo 4. Detailed evidence of herbivory. The Carex lyngbyei are clipped to a uniform height. 



 

 
Photo 5. A detached shear boom now lies on the marsh surface, potentially causing plant mortality and erosion. 



Site # 12-003 
CPR# 8705-0047 
 

Context and Access 
The site is located on the south bank of the Fraser South Arm, at the entrance to Gundersen Slough (Fig. 1). The site is divided 
by Collings Creek, which flows down steep ravine within Collings Way Environmental Reserve to the south. Upslope to the 
site is a railway (including a trestle over Collings Creek) and the South Fraser Perimeter Road. Recent housing development 
has blocked access to the river via the Collings Way Environmental Reserve, so access is easiest by boat. A public boat 
launch is located across the channel at Gunderson Slough (Fig.1). The marsh is approximately 23 km from the mouth the 
river and is likely uninfluenced by saltwater intrusion. This section of the Fraser is heavily impacted by diking, and the nearest 
large natural marsh occurs 4 km downstream on the southwest corner of Annacis Island. 

Project Background 
The site was constructed in 1987 in compensation for the loss of 1450 m2 of mudflat habitat and 164 m2 of marsh habitat. 
These losses occurred because of a railroad trestle replacement over Collings Creek. Plantings occurred in 1988 and were 
comprised of 30 cm2 Juncus articulatus sods extracted from nearby low-elevation marshes. Adams and Williams (2004)1 
noted that in 1992 J. articulatus comprised 60-70% of aerial cover of the site. According to the BIEAP-FREMP Atlas the 
goal of this project was to create 1445 m2 of marsh habitat, resulting in the net gain of 1281 m2 of marsh. Our 2021 surveys 
only detected 526 m2 of marsh, which is more closely aligned with the 498 m2 of planted area described by Adams and 
Williams (2004). The cause of this 1000 m2 discrepancy with the BIEAP-FREMP data may be attributed to incorrect records 
or an additional planted marsh that was not detected in our surveys. The discrepancy with Adams and Williams may reflect 
uncertain site boundaries, particularly in the eroded areas in the southwest corner. 

Physical Characteristics  
As delineated in 2021, Site 12-003 entails two elevated marsh benches that together comprise 526 m2 of marsh habitat. The 
two marsh benches are separated by the outlet of Collings Creek, which flows under the adjacent train trestle and forms a 
channel and tidal mudflat ~15 m wide. Trees and riparian vegetation along the backshore shade the site throughout the day. 
Provincial digital elevation model data (+/- 15 cm vertical accuracy) show a range of site elevation of 0.8 m (σ = 0.3), ranging 
from 0.0 m to 1.5 m. The range of elevations is similar, but the average site elevation is slightly lower than the two nearest 
reference marshes, which range from 0.1 – 1.7 m and 0.3 – 1.7 m, and average 1.1 m (σ = 0.3) and 1.0 m (σ = 0.3) respectively. 
 
 

 
1 M.A. Adams, and Gary L. Williams. ‘Tidal Marshes of the Fraser River Estuary: Composition, Structure, and a History of Marsh 

Creation Efforts to 1997’. In Fraser River Delta, British Columbia: Issues of an Urban Estuary, 147–72. Geological Survey 
of Canada, 2004. 
 



 
Figure 1. Mapped extent of site 12-003. The site is immediately below a train track and the South Fraser Perimeter Road (Hwy 17). Collings 
Creek flows under a train trestle and bisects the compensation site. Easiest access is by boat, using a public boat launch indicated with 
the red arrow. Imagery: Google Earth Imagery, 2018. 

Vegetation Status 
By our estimation approximately 17% of marsh is unvegetated. Recessed areas are primarily concentrated in the southwest 
corner, where the shoreline is extends beyond the protection of Gunderson Slough and erosion is occuring (Fig.1). In the 
vegetated area, mean relative percent cover of native species was 44.6% (σ = 30.3), which averages lower than nearby 
reference sites REF-7 (54.8%, σ = 29.8), and REF-11-2015 (61.9%, σ = 31.2; Fig. 2). The invasive Phalaris arundinacea 
was at times dominant, with a mean aerial percent cover of 22.0% (σ = 16.1). The subdominant species, Carex lyngbyei was 
half as abundant on average, with mean percent cover of 10.9% (σ = 18.1). Two other invasives were observed on site: 
Lythrum salicaria and Impatiens glandulifera; the latter was only incidentally observed and was abundant at the adjacent 
mouth of Collings Creek. Mean native richness per plot was 4.0 (σ = 1.2), which was comparable to REF-7 (4.4, σ = 1.1) and 
REF-11-2015 (3.9, σ = 3.1). Site-wide native richness was also comparable, with 16 species observed (n = 10), while nearby 
REF-7 and REF-2015-11 contained 26 (n = 20) and 31 (n = 30) species respectively (Fig. 2). 

Collings Creek 

Boat Launch 



 

Wildlife Detections  
None. 

Identified Stressors   
Issue Impact Rank  

(1 Low - 5 High) 
Description 

Herbivory and 
erosion 

2 Grazing and wave energy may be factors behind marsh recession and erosion. 
Currently 17% of the site is unvegetated, with fine sediments scoured away to reveal 
rhizomes and coarse material below. 

Invasive 
Species 

4 Impatiens glandulifera, Lythrum salicaria, and Phalaris arundinacea were observed. 
P. arundinacea threatens to dominate the site and reduce native diversity (current mean 
percent aerial cover = 22%). 

 

Enhancement Opportunities  
Issue 
Addressed 

Priority Rank  
(1 Low - 5 

High) 

Action Required Description 

Herbivory and 
erosion 

3 Add sediment and armouring 
to eroded areas and plant with 
less palatable species 

Further grazing and erosion could be mitigated by planting 
soil-binding, less-palatable species like Juncus baliticus. 
Sediment would need to be added, and the foreshore re-
armoured in certain areas to facilitate vegetation. Exclosures 
are not feasible due to high boat traffic in vicinity (would 
require regular maintenance). 
 

Invasive plants 1 Mechanical removal of reed 
canary grass, paired with 
planting of native species 

Addressing P. arundinacea on this site would prove 
challenging, as access is limited, and the invasive grass is 
well-established. Treatment would require mechanical 
removal and immediate overplanting of competitive native 
species. Likelihood of re-colonization is also high.  

 

 

Figure 2. Composition of vegetated marsh, categorized by species origin (left) and a species accumulation curve, visualizing how native 
richness increases with sampling effort in the compensation site and nearest two reference sites.   



Summary 
This site is functioning well after over 30 years, and it continues to provide invaluable habitat to fish and wildlife in a portion 
of the Fraser where marsh habitat is generally deficient. The site has experienced degradation from goose herbivory, invasive 
species, and erosional losses. Eroded/unvegetated substrate now comprises 17% of the site area. Invasive Phalaris 
arundinacea is the most abundant plant on the site with a mean percent cover of 22%, twice that of Lyngbye’s sedge at 
10.9%, but the likelihood of successful eradication is low. Possible enhancement options include infilling and armouring 
eroded areas, along with planting of less-palatable rhizomatous species.  



Site Photos

Photo 1. Image of site from northeast limit, looking southwest. 



 
Photo 2. View of marsh foreshore. Photo was taken near the midpoint of the foreshore, facing northeast. 



 
Photo 3. View of Collings Creek and the railway bridge above. Note the evidence of herbivory along the right foreshore. 



 
Photo 4. View of the site from Collings Creek, facing southwest. 



 
Photo 5. View of the site from the southwest limit, facing northeast. Note the erosion in the foreground. 



 
Photo 6. View of eroded marsh in the southwest corner of the site, with exposed pebbles. 



Site # 13-002 (Timberland Basin) 
CPR# 8710-0091 
 

Context and Access 
The site is located on the south bank of Fraser River Main Arm, just upstream of the North Arm confluence, approximately 
27 km upstream of the mouth of Fraser. The marsh occurs adjacent to Tannery Road Park in the City of Surrey. Permission 
from Vancouver Fraser Port Authority (VFPA) is required to access the site, which can be entered through Tannery Park at 
low tide. Chest waders are strongly recommended to cross a deep tidal channel that separates the site from adjacent marsh. 
This marsh occurs upstream of the salt wedge and is therefore not influenced by saltwater intrusion. Marsh habitat is not 
abundant in this portion of the Fraser due to diking and industry, with the nearest significant natural marsh occurring on 
Sapperton Bar, located 2.8 km upstream.  

Project Background 
Prior to compensation efforts in the late 1980s and 1990, this site was a log pond that provided poor habitat for fish and 
wildlife. The goal of this project was to create marsh, mudflat, and riparian habitat to provide food and shelter for a wide 
range of wildlife, and important feeding and cover habitat for juvenile salmon. Following restoration works, the approximate 
size of the total site was 30,000 m2. Several parcels of the total site were removed for habitat compensation between the 
1990s and 2000s, leaving an approximate 2777 m2 of intertidal freshwater mudflat and 1146 m2 of intertidal freshwater 
marsh. 
 

 

Figure 1. Aerial photo of Timberland Basin with two marsh communities delineated. Green represents the high marsh area with dense 
vegetation cover, blue represents low marsh consisting of mostly low marsh and invasive species. The site is built behind a training wall 
located along the north and east boundaries (yellow). Google Earth Imagery: Landsat/Copernicus 



The site was built behind an existing training wall (Fig. 1) by infilling the former log pond with dredged sandy silt material 
from the adjacent channel. Riprap was placed around the foreshore of the site to retain the material, and to ensure the elevation 
remained suitable for intertidal marsh plants (Photo 1). Planting of Carex lyngbyei occurred in the early 1990s but was largely 
unsuccessful at establishing, reportedly due to grazing by Canada Geese. The site then “naturally transitioned into low marsh 
habitat through a combination of transplanting and natural colonization of vegetation1”.  
 
This site is managed by VFPA within their habitat enhancement program (HEP). As such, it undergoes annual monitoring 
and maintenance by a technical team including engineers, an ecologist, management staff and an Indigenous contractor. An 
adaptive management approach has been implemented in HEP sites, which has included actions such as geese exclosures, 
log/fence creation and removal, invasive species removal, and collaborations with local post-secondary institutions.  

Physical Characteristics  
The site is a ~21,000 m2 marsh built behind a training wall that extends along the west and north boundary of the site, 
providing shelter from the Fraser Main Arm (Fig. 1; Photos 13 & 15). The marsh foreshore is armoured with small diameter 
rock (Photos 14 & 16). A series of shallow drainage channels occur throughout the site, some of which retain water at low 
tide (Photo 2). Provincial digital elevation model (DEM) data (+/- 15 cm vertical accuracy) show a variation in site-wide 
elevation from -0.7 m (drainage channel margins) to 3.6 m (high marsh/riparian) elevation, averaging 0.8 m (σ = 0.4). These 
elevations are more variable and lower on average than nearby reference marshes REF-11-2015 (Annacis Channel), which 
ranges from 0.3 m to 1.7 m, averaging 1.0 m (σ = 0.3) and REF-05 (Sapperton Bar), which ranges from 0.5 – 1.7 m averaging 
1.3 m (σ = 0.2). The overall low elevation of the site can largely be attributed to the ~10,000 m2 area delineated as “Low 
Marsh” in Figure 1, which ranges from 0.0 – 1.1 m, averaging 0.6 m. Based on DEM data from nearby sedge meadows, a 
substantial portion of the low marsh is too low or at the lower elevational limits of C. lyngbyei, which have been a factor in 
their limited establishment and dominance. Further inquiry is required to identify whether these elevations are indicative of 
what was originally built, or whether elevational changes have occurred over time (e.g., settling of fill, erosional losses). 

Vegetation Status 
Currently ~82% of the site is covered by marsh vegetation. Low elevation mudflats comprise the remaining 18% of the area 
and are primarily concentrated around large drainage channels in the northern half of the site (Fig. 1). There are two distinct 
vegetation zones present, comprised of high marsh and low marsh conditions (Fig. 1). The high marsh area occurs along the 
backshore, adjacent to deciduous riparian areas. Typha latifolia dominates the high marshes at the northernmost extent of the 
site, with small patches of Typha angustifolia and hybrid Typha × glauca also present (Photo 4). For the remainder of the 
site, the mid to high marsh contains a larger assemblage of species that are representative of this part of the estuary, including 
Carex lyngbyei, Scirpus microcarpus, Typha latifolia, and various introduced species (Photos 9-12). The low marsh zone is 
dominated by introduced species, many of which are considered less palatable for Canada Geese, and their dominance may 
reflect herbivory pressure more than environmental constraints2. These species include European forget-me-not (Myosotis 
scorpiodes) which had an average aerial percent cover of 21.5 (σ = 33.9), and invasive Iris pseudacorus and Lythrum 
salicaria, which averaged 2.0 (σ = 5.2) and 6.9 (σ = 12.2) across the site respectively (Photos 5-7, 9).  
 
Overall relative percent cover of native species in the combined low and high marshes (18.3%, σ = 28.1) is lower than that 
of neighbouring reference sites REF-11-2015 (62%, σ = 31.2), and REF-05 (40.5%, σ = 30.8), which may be attributed to 
differences in elevation, grazing pressure, or other environmental differences between sites. Five invasive species were 
observed in the site: Lythrum salicaria (provincially noxious), Iris pseudacorus (provincially noxious), Phalaris 
arundinacea, Typha × glauca, and Typha angustifolia, resulting in a relative percent cover of 33.9% (σ = 34.7). Mean native 
species richness per plot was 2.3 (σ = 2.0) in the marsh, which was slightly lower than both reference sites REF-11-2015 
(3.9, σ = 3.1) and REF-05 (2.8, σ = 1.8), and may be reflective of lower average site elevation. At a site-scale however, 
species richness was comparable among these sites, as a total of 25 native species were observed in marsh sample plots (n = 
24), compared to 31 (n = 30) and 18 (n = 20) in the two nearest reference sites respectively (Fig. 2). 

 
1 Port Metro Vancouver. ‘Habitat Enhancement Program: Timberland Basin Habitat Project Overview’. 2014. 
2 Crandell, Caren Jane. ‘Effect of Grazing by Branta Canadensis (Canada Geese) on the Fitness of Carex Lyngbyei (Lyngby’s Sedge) at a 
Restored Wetland in the Duwamish River Estuary’. Master’s Thesis, University of Washington, 2001. 
 



Wildlife Detections  
Timberland Basin is a known Canada Goose nesting site that has and continues to be impacted by herbivory. Herbivory may 
be a significant driver of vegetation composition in this site, contributing to poor C. lyngbyei establishment (averaging 0.04% 
cover in our vegetation plots), and the colonization and dominance of introduced species, particularly in lower elevations 
(e.g., Myosotis scorpiodes)1. Adult Canada Geese and unfledged goslings were observed in adjacent marshes in June 2021 
(Photo 16). Previous monitoring reports state this site has been successful at providing habitat for a range of wildlife, 
including fish, birds, and mammals. June 2021 observations affirm this to a degree, as we observed Raccoon, Bald Eagle, 
Great Blue Heron during our June 2021 field visit, along with several important habitat features such tidal channels and 
mudflats.  

Identified Stressors   
Issue Impact Rank  

(1 Low - 5 High) 
Description 

Invasives 2 Invasive Iris pseudacorus and Lythrum salicaria are well established, dominating portions 
of the low marsh in densities that are abnormal in the estuary. Grazing may be a driver of 
this dominance. Relative percent cover of invasives on site is 34% (σ = 34.7). 

Herbivory 3 Canada Geese regularly use the site and continue to graze on tidal marsh vegetation, with 
potential ramifications for plant community composition, health, and coverage in the site.  

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Figure 2. Composition of vegetated marsh, categorized by species origin (left) and a species accumulation curve, visualizing how native 
richness increases with sampling effort in the compensation site and nearest two reference sites.   



Enhancement Opportunities*  
Issue 
Addressed 

Priority Rank  
(1 Low - 5 High) 

Action Required Comments 

Invasive 
Species 

1 Smothering of Iris 
pseudacorus 

Rubber matting has emerged as a highly effective iris removal 
method in recent years, even in tidal environments. This site would 
be an excellent candidate given its isolation from the Main Arm. 

Invasive 
Species 

2 Biological control of 
Lythrum salicaria 

Although the abundance of L. salicaria inhibits any form of 
mechanical or chemical treatment, the site could be a good 
candidate for treatment via beetle control (G. calmariensis). This is 
unlikely to eradicate loosestrife at the site but may reduce vigour 
and limit seed production. 

Invasive 
Species 

2 Mechanical control of 
invasive Typha 

Invasive Typha has been known to aggressively invade tidal marsh 
creation projects elsewhere in the FRE, often fueled by 
hybridization with sympatric native Typha latifolia. The lone patch 
present at the northern limit of the site is small and still manageable 
through repeated cutting. 

Herbivory 3 Conduct pilot plantings 
of native species, such 
as Juncus balticus to 
increase site resilience  

Native vegetation that is not threatened by herbivory could be 
planted in suitable elevations dominated by non-native species.  

Herbivory 2 Conduct pilot plantings 
of native species in 
conjunction with geese 
exclosures 

This site may be a good candidate for geese exclosures due to its 
degree of protection from boat wake and river flows. Consider a 
planting and exclosure pilot program that aims to identify 
compositional effects of grazing on low marsh plant communities. 

*VFPA has and continues to conduct adaptive management in several of their HEP sites. These enhancement opportunities are intended 
to be helpful external suggestions to consider, not definitive management prescriptions   

Summary 
After 30 years, approximately 82% of Timberland Basin is vegetated, and the remaining 18% of the site is comprised of tidal 
mudflats and channels. Native species cover (18%) was comparatively low in our plot data compared to nearby natural and 
human-made marshes. Several factors may be behind this, ranging from the chronic herbivory of native species by Canada 
Geese, to priority effects of opportunistic colonizers3, to low environmental suitability (e.g., freshwater conditions, low 
elevations) of low marsh areas for supporting rhizomatous natives such as C. lyngbyei. Despite the comparatively low native 
species present at this site, both vegetated and unvegetated portions of Timberland Basin still provide invaluable ecosystem 
services to a portion of the Fraser Estuary where habitat is largely deficient, including refuge and productive foraging habitat 
for fish and wildlife. 

 
3 Dickson, Timothy L., Jennifer L. Hopwood, and Brian J. Wilsey. ‘Do Priority Effects Benefit Invasive Plants More than Native Plants? An 

Experiment with Six Grassland Species’. Biological Invasions 14, no. 12 (December 2012): 2617–24.  
 



Site Photos 

 
Photo 1. Image of Timberland Basin soon after construction. Photo source: CMN BIEAP-FREMP Atlas. 



 

Photo 2. East portion of site. Low marsh vegetation transitioning into Typha marsh. Tidal channel contains water at low tide.  

 



 
Photo 3. East portion of site, photo facing south.  



 
Photo 4. Northeast portion of the sit with low marsh in the foreground. 



 
Photo 5. Photo of the north side of the site, immediately south of a riparian peninsula. Looking east across a low marsh dominated by Myosotis scorpiodes.  



 
Photo 6. Northward view from Photo 5 location, showing the transition zone between high marsh and low marsh communities. 



 
Photo 7. Sparsely vegetated low marsh on northeast side of the site, near a riparian peninsula.  



 
Photo 8. Beginning of Iris invasion. Photo facing northwest from roughly the middle of the site. 



 
Photo 9. Photo facing north towards high marsh transition zone.  



 
Photo 10. Typha latifolia in the high marsh, roughly midway along the backshore of the site. 



 
Photo 11. High marsh vegetation consisting of Phalaris arundinacea, Typha latifolia, and Salix species. 



 
Photo 12. Log debris accumulation in transition zone between high marsh and low marsh. 



 
Photo 13. High density Iris towards far west side of site. Photo looking west, with the training wall in the background. 



 
Photo 14. Riprap foreshore at the western limits of the site, with Iris in bloom. Photo looking southeast. 



 
Photo 15. Foreshore at the western edge of the site, looking northwest. 



 
Photo 16. Resident Canada Goose population (with goslings) observed in adjacent marsh to the south.  



Site # 13-003 
CPR# 9003-0038 
 

Context and Access 
The site is located on the north bank of the Fraser Main Arm, approximately 32 km upstream of the river mouth. The marsh 
is adjacent to Fraser River Greenway Park in City of Coquitlam but can only be accessed through a private worksite to the 
west (Fig. 1). Permission from the landowner (Pacific Custom Logistics) is required for entry. This marsh occurs upstream 
of the salt wedge limit and is therefore not influenced by saltwater at any point in the year. Significant marsh habitat is not 
abundant in this portion of the Fraser due to diking and industry, with the nearest natural marsh occurring 2.5 km downstream 
at Sapperton Island, New Westminster. 

Project Background 
An estimated 501 m2 of mudflats was disturbed as a result of industrial activities in 1990. The goal of this project was to 
compensate for these losses by creating 627 m2 of marsh habitat. This was achieved by widening an existing marsh through 
low piles and cribbing. A monitoring report from 1991 determined that the site was likely not planted with marsh vegetation 
and had naturally colonized gradually, as sparse vegetative cover was observed (Photo 1). Erosion was visible on site in 1991 
behind the log retaining wall and was presumed to be due to a lack of geofabric behind the logs to prevent the erosion and 
loss of sediments from the marsh bench. Remedial planting and erosion control was recommended in 1996, but it is uncertain 
as to whether those follow-up actions took place. 

Figure 1: Aerial view of site 13-003. Erosion is present where the retaining log wall has failed. A log sorting facility surrounds the 
site. Google Earth Imagery: Landsat/Copernicus 

Access 



Physical Characteristics  
The site is a ~600 m2 marsh bench with a riparian area along the backshore (Fig. 1). The marsh foreshore is armoured with 
log piles and cribbing, which steeply separate the site from the river (Photos 3 and 4). A private pier traverses the site, 
connecting with a large offshore dock structure that likely provides moderate wave protection. Riparian shrubs and small 
trees have colonised much of the western portion of the site, suggesting higher elevations (Photos 2 - 4), whereas the eastern 
portion is more open and dominated by multiple Carex spp. (Photo 7). Erosion is occurring where a portion of foreshore log 
armouring has failed and drifted away, resulting in an unvegetated scour zone (Photos 5 – 6). The site is located next to a 
busy log sorting facility where log storage booms are frequently stored offshore (Photos 2 and 7). Provincial digital elevation 
model data (+/- 15 cm vertical accuracy) show a range of site elevation of 0.1 – 1.9 m, averaging 1.3 m (σ = 0.4). These 
elevations are near-identical to nearby reference marshes REF-4 and REF-5, which range from 0.5 – 2.2 m and 0.5 – 1.7 m, 
averaging 1.4 (σ = 0.3) and 1.3 (σ = 0.2) respectively.   

Vegetation Status 
Currently 92% of the site is covered by marsh vegetation (Fig. 1), dominated by native Carex obnupta (17.8%, σ = 31.3) 
with a range of 0 - 80% cover per plot. Relative percent cover of native species in the marsh (80.9%, σ = 17.9) is higher than 
nearby reference sites REF-5 (40.5%, σ = 30.8) and REF-4 (36.5%, σ = 41.8); Fig. 2). Three invasive species were detected: 
Lythrum salicaria, Iris pseudacorus, and Phalaris arundinacea, resulting in a mean relative percent cover of 10.1% (σ = 
10.2). Mean native species richness per plot was 5.1 (σ = 1.1) in the marsh, which was substantially higher than nearby 
reference sites REF-5 (2.8, σ = 1.8) and REF-4 (3.8, σ = 1.9; Fig. 2). Site-wide richness was also higher, as a total of 23 
native species were observed in marsh sample plots (n = 12), compared to 20 (n = 20) and 19 (n = 20) in REF-4 and REF-5. 
 

Wildlife Detections  
An Osprey was seen flying over site at the time of survey. A Garter Snake was spotted in the marsh. 

Identified Stressors   
Issue Impact Rank  

(1 Low - 5 High) 
Description 

Erosion 
 

2 A small portion of the site has collapsed due to retaining wall failure. Now about 9% 
of the site is unvegetated due to erosion. Erosion may be ongoing at this location and 
should be monitored. Wood infrastructure continues to age, and the likelihood of 
similar events is possible, threatening the long-term persistence of the site.  

 
 

Figure 2. Composition of vegetated marsh, categorized by species origin (left) and a species accumulation curve, visualizing how native 
richness increases with sampling effort in the compensation site and nearest two reference sites.   



Enhancement Opportunities  
Issue 
Addressed 

Priority Rank  
(1 Low - 5 

High) 

Action Required Comments 

Erosion 
 

3 Stabilize and secure log boom 
retaining wall 

Though a complete replacement of foreshore armouring with 
more permanent materials would be ideal, such actions would 
be costly and are unlikely to occur. A temporary solution may 
involve replacing the failed section of the retaining wall, 
followed by sediment deposition and planting.  

Summary 
Overall the site is functioning very well after 30 years, as 92% is currently occupied by vegetated marsh. The vegetation 
community within this site is substantially more native, an more diverse than neighbouring reference sites of comparable 
elevations, suggesting it has remained resilient to invasive species. The long-term functioning of the marsh is uncertain, 
however, given the observed impacts of erosion, and aging infrastructure. Future enhancement actions will need to weigh the 
costs and benefits of repairing the foreshore, or replacing the infrastructure with more permanent materials. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Site Photos 

 
Photo 1. Image of the site taken soon after completion. Note the sparse vegetation at the time. Photo source: CMN BIEAP-FREMP Atlas. 



 

 
Photo 2. Western corner of site where riprap is slumping. Note the riparian vegetation encroaching on marsh. Photo looking 
east. 



 
Photo 3. Narrow band of marsh vegetation next to the  log retaining wall. 

 



 
Photo 4. Narrow band of marsh vegetation beneath walkway. 

 



 

 
Photo 5. Portion of marsh where the foreshore armouring has failed. Note the erosional losses. 



 
Photo 6. Image of eroded area. 

 



 

 
Photo 7. Easternmost boundary of the site looking west. 



Site # 13-016 
CPR# 0408F063 
 

Context and Access 
Site is located on the north bank of the Fraser Main Arm, approximately 29 km upstream of the river mouth. The marsh is 
immediately upstream of the Brunette Fraser Regional Greenway near Sapperton, New Westminster. The site requires 
permission from Metro Vancouver Regional District, and can be accessed from the dike above. The site must be accessed at 
low tide, particularly near freshet, due to low site elevation. This marsh occurs upstream of the salt wedge limit and is 
therefore not influenced by saltwater at any point in the year. Significant marsh habitat is not abundant in this portion of the 
Fraser due to diking and industry, with the exception of the recently-vegetated Sapperton Bar archipelago, located 750 m to 
the south. 

Project Background 
An estimated 9 m2 of mudflats, 36 m2 of marsh, and 80 m2 of riparian habitat was disturbed because of industrial activities in 
2005. The goal of this project was to compensate for these losses by restoring 30 m2 of riparian habitat, and 60 m2 of marsh 
habitat. We acquired no other information about what restoration actions/methods occurred.  
 

 
Figure 1. Aerial view of site 13-016, with riparian and mudflat communities delineated. Google Earth Imagery: Landsat/Copernicus 

Physical Characteristics  
The site is a 72 m2 narrow marsh bench with riprap armouring along the foreshore and backshore. A similar elevated bench 
of riparian plantings runs parallel to the backshore, forming a terrace (Fig. 1). Provincial digital elevation model data (+/- 15 
cm vertical accuracy) show a range of site elevation of 0.5 – 1.4 m elevation, averaging 0.7 m (σ = 0.2). These elevations are 
lower than the two nearest reference marshes and may account for the lack of vegetation on the site. Reference site REF-5 
has an elevation range of 0.5 - 1.7 m, averaging 1.3 m (σ = 0.2) while REF-2015-11 ranges from 0.3 – 1.7 m, averaging 1.0 
m (σ = 0.3). The lower elevation of this site may have been intentional in its design or may be the result of erosional losses 
that have occurred. 



Vegetation Status 
Currently 0% of the site is covered by marsh vegetation (Fig. 1, Photo 1). We presume this site was planted with marsh 
vegetation when constructed in 2005, but no evidence of native plantings, nor any native species were found along the marsh 
bench (Photo 1). Scattered herbaceous species were observed in the mud, including Iris pseudacorus, Phalaris arundinacea, 
Lythrum salicaria, and Persicaria spp.. 

Wildlife Detections  
No wildlife was observed at the time of survey. 

Identified Stressors   
Too little is known about the background of this site to be able to fully diagnose what contributing factors resulted in the 
failure of marsh vegetation establishment. We believe low elevation, high edge habitat ratio, erosion, and herbivory by 
Canada Geese may have been contributing factors. 

Enhancement Opportunities  
Issue 
Addressed 

Priority Rank  
(1 Low - 5 High) 

Action Required Comments 

Elevation 
 

1 Raise elevation of site to 1 
m, install rip rap along the 
foreshore, replant  

In order for this site to be successful the elevation should 
probably be raised by approximately 30 cm. A foreshore of 
rip rap will prevent fill from eroding away and might aid in 
lessening the impact of erosion. Planting of the marsh with 
species that are not palatable to geese may also help. The 
high cost and low benefit (small benefitting area) of these 
actions make them low priority. 

Summary 
This site has failed to persist as a functioning tidal marsh, as 100% of the site is now unvegetated mudflats. The area of the 
site make it unlikely that enhancement measures would be cost-effective or successful in the long term, and restoration efforts 
should be therefore focused elsewhere if possible. 



Site Photos  

 
Photo 1. Unvegetated mudflats with elevated riparian bench along the backshore. 



 
 

 
Photo 2: Small riparian bench behind the riprap backshore, primarily comprised of non-native herbaceous species. 



Site # 14-001 
CPR# 1-N.A. 
 

Context and Access 
The site is immediately downstream of Surrey Bend, located on the south bank of the Main Arm, approximately 38 km 
upstream of the river mouth. The marsh is bordered by a small riparian strip of vegetation (Photo 8), followed by CN Railway 
and South Fraser Perimeter Road to the south, and natural marsh to the east. Access from land is challenging due to the 
adjacent railway and highway, so a boat was used for this report. Access from water may also be hindered by storage booms, 
which frequently span the entire marsh foreshore. This marsh occurs upstream of the salt wedge and therefore qualifies as a 
freshwater tidal marsh. Marsh habitat is not abundant in this portion of the Fraser due to extensive diking, with the nearest 
significant marsh occurring immediately east of the site, separated by a creek outflow, and the northwest corner of Douglas 
Island, approximately 1.6 km downstream. 
 

 
Figure 1. Aerial view of site 04-001, with marsh and log debris delineated. Note the CN Railway and South Fraser Perimeter Road above. 
Google Earth Imagery: Landsat/Copernicus 

Project Background 
This site built to compensate for habitat losses resulting from the widening of the CN Rail Track bed in 1985. The project 
entailed the loss of 500 m2 of unvegetated and intertidal mudflats, and 100 m2 of riparian habitat, which was compensated 
with the creation of 4000 m2 of tidal marsh habitat. The tidal marsh was constructed in 1986 by lowering the elevation of 
sidecast materials adjacent to the dike for approximately 100 m. Transplanting occurred in 1988 from a natural marsh 
immediately upstream. Levings and Nishimura1 found the standing crop to be high during their visit in the early 1990s, with 

 
1 Levings, C. D., and D. J. H. Nishimura [ed.]. ‘Created and Restored Sedge Marshes in the Lower Fraser River and Estuary: An Evaluation of 

Their Functioning as Fish Habitat’. Canadian Technical Report. Fisheries and Aquatic Sciences, 1996. 



cattail (Typha latifolia) exceeding 2 m height, common rush (Juncus effusus) and wool grass (Scirpus atrocinctus) exceeding 
1 m height. A dense patch of willow (Salix spp.) and purple loosestrife (Lythrum salicaria) was observed at higher elevations. 
Their vegetation map suggests that the foreshore was dominated by quillwort (Isoetes spp.) and spearwort (Ranunculus spp.) 
at lower elevations, followed by rush (Juncus spp) at mid elevations, and reed canarygrass (Phalaris arundinacea) and cattail 
along the backshore. 

Physical Characteristics  
The site is an approximately 3500 m2 tidal marsh protruding from a diked shoreline. The discrepancy between this area and 
the proposed 4000 m2 in the original site plan is likely the result of boundary uncertainty. This marsh differs from most 
compensation site designs in that it lacks an armoured foreshore, and instead has a natural, gradual transition from vegetated 
marsh to tidal mudflat (Photos 2, 3). This uphill slope levels off midway through the site, and the back is comprised of a low 
depression running parallel to the dike (Photos 7, 9). This depression supports plant species that can tolerate poor drainage, 
such as Sagittaria latifolia, but is also highly vulnerable to log debris accumulation, which currently occupies about 4% of 
the site (Photo 10). The backshore of the site is bordered by a small, armoured terrace that appears to have been planted with 
riparian vegetation (Photo 8). A high elevation riparian area occurs in the southeast corner of the marsh.  A creek outflow 
borders the site to the east (Photo 1). Provincial digital elevation model data (+/- 15 cm vertical accuracy) show a range of 
site elevation of 0.8 - 2.7 m in elevation, averaging 1.5 m (σ = 0.3). These elevations are comparable to nearby reference 
marsh REF-03 and REF-04 which have elevational ranges of 0.7 – 2.2 m and 0.5 – 2.2 m, averaging 1.6 m (σ = 0.2) and 1.4 
(σ = 0.3) respectively.   

Vegetation Status 
Currently 96% of the site is covered by marsh vegetation (Fig. 1), dominated by invasive Phalaris arundinacea in upper 
elevations, averaging 27.4% (σ = 35.8) with a range of 0 - 97% cover per plot (Photos 6, 7). Native Eleocharis palustris is 
dominant in lower elevations, averaging 16.2% (σ = 34.0) per plot with a range of 0-85% (Photos 1, 2, 5). Relative percent 
cover of native species in the marsh (42.2%, σ = 40.3) is low, but comparable to nearest reference sites REF-03 (59.3%, σ = 
41.4) and REF-04 (36.5%, σ = 41.8; Fig. 2), with native plants being primarily restricted to lower marsh elevations, while 
Phalaris arundinacea dominates higher areas (Photos 5, 6). Two invasive species were detected: Phalaris arundinacea and 
Lythrum salicaria, resulting in an average invasive relative cover of 54.9% (σ = 42.8) across the site. Mean native species 
richness per plot was 3.2 (σ = 2.0) in the marsh, which was comparable to nearby reference sites REF-03 (3.0, σ = 1.8) and 
REF-04 (3.8, σ = 1.9). Site-wide richness was also similar, with a total of 11 native plant species were observed in marsh 
sample plots (n = 10), compared to slightly higher richness in REF-03 (11, n = 20) and lower in REF-04 (18, n = 20; Fig. 2).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. Composition of vegetated marsh, categorized by species origin (left) and a species accumulation curve, visualizing how 
native richness increases with sampling effort in the compensation site and nearest two reference sites.   



Wildlife Detections  
A beaver trail was observed on the eastern edge of the site, originating from a creek outflow channel (Photo 1).  
 

Identified Stressors   
Issue Impact Rank  

(1 Low - 5 High) 
Description 

Log Debris 3 Log debris currently occupies about 4% of the project area and is primarily 
concentrated in a depression along the backshore (Photo 10). Though only a small 
number of logs were present along the foreshore marsh (Photo 4), Historical imagery 
indicates that log booms regularly ground on the marsh foreshore, though only a small 
number were present upon our August 2021 visit. 

Enhancement Opportunities  
Issue 
Addressed 

Priority Rank  
(1 Low - 5 High) 

Action Required Comments 

Log Debris 3 Remove log debris and 
install foreshore shear 
boom.  

Log debris currently comprises 4% of project area and 
historical imagery suggests that storage booms regularly 
impact the foreshore. A foreshore boom could mitigate this 
threat.  

 

Summary 
Overall, the site is functioning well after 33 years, as 96% of the area is currently occupied by vegetated marsh. Reed 
canarygrass is impacting the diversity of the site at higher elevations, but this is typical for marshes in this region of the 
estuary, and this site resembles nearby reference marshes in richness and diversity. Log impacts, in the form of loose logs 
and storage booms, was identified as a stressor during our site visit, and from historical imagery. This stressor could be 
addressed through log debris removal, and installation of a protective boom along the foreshore. 



Site Photos  

 
Photo 1. View of creek outflow at eastern boundary of the site, with a band of Eleocharis palustris along the foreshore.



 

Photo 2. Images of the NE corner of the site taken in the early 90’s (top)1 and in 2021 (bottom). Note the band of Eleocharis 
palustris along the foreshore.  



 
Photo 3. The foreshore is a natural transition from tidal mudflat to vegetated marsh. 



 
Photo 4. Log debris sitting along the marsh foreshore. 



 
Photo 5. Native plant dominated marsh along the foreshore with some minor log debris. 



 
Photo 6. Transition from native-dominated low marsh to reed canarygrass in higher elevations. 



 
Photo 7. Reed canarygrass marsh along the backshore.



 
Photo 8. Rip rap terrace with riparian vegetation above. 

 



 

 
Photo 9. Patch of native Sagittaria latifolia in a low depression along the backshore.  



 
 

 
Photo 10. Log debris accumulation area along the backshore. 



Site: Alex Fraser Tidal Wetland 
CPR# NA 
 

Context and Access 
The site is located in the Fraser River South Arm, on the south bank of Annacis Island, approximately 21 km upstream of the 
river mouth. The marsh is bordered by a CN railway to the north, and a gravel road to the east and south, which provides 
access to a bridge piling to the south. Western portions of the marsh are directly beneath the Alex Fraser Bridge. The site can 
be accessed from the nearby CN Railway (with permission) by crossing the train tracks at the south end of Derwent Place 
and walking approximately 240 m along shoreline to the site. Other access options may be possible but were difficult to 
ascertain in 2021 due to widescale construction in the vicinity. Given its location in the estuary, this marsh may be seasonally 
influenced by minor saltwater intrusion for short periods of the year. Marsh habitat is not abundant in this portion of the 
Fraser due to diking and industry, with the nearest significant marsh occurring on the north side of Annacis Island, located 
1.5 km downstream.  

Project Background 
This project was built as compensation for habitat disturbed by industrial works related to the South Fraser Perimeter Road 
construction in 2010. Prior to compensation works, this site was originally built as a protection island for Alex Fraser Bridge 
piers consisting of a sand filled area within a protective rock berm. The basin was mainly grassland and provided no fish 
habitat. Design of the site had to incorporate existing utility lines that were buried within the site. The goal of this project 
was to provide high quality tidal fish habitat in this basin as compensation for industrial works. The habitat design included 
creation of a 4330 m2 intertidal sedge marsh and 3150 m2 riparian area. A gravel-lined trench was incorporated into the design 
to provide a central tidal drainage channel. Native trees and shrubs were planted in the riparian area around the perimeter of 
the marsh as well as along the railway line and adjacent slope. A box culvert was installed under the existing sewer pipe to 
create western and eastern marsh cells that both had tidal connection. Approximately 3500 plugs of Carex lyngbyei, 1000 
plugs of Schoenoplectus tabernaemontani, and 320 plugs of Juncus balticus were transplanted to the site using primarily 
nursery grown stock, though donor stock from an Annacis site was also used. Two amphibian ponds were constructed in 
upland areas at the eastern end of the site. Large diameter logs were installed vertically in the ground to serve as wildlife trees 
for cavity nesters and other wildlife.   

Physical Characteristics  
The site is a 4248 m2 marsh basin surrounded by an elevated riparian area with a riprap border (Figure 1). Due to an 
immovable sewer line, a narrow barrier separates the site into two cells. These cells are tidally connected via a box culvert 
(Photos 6 and 7). A channel runs westward through the site, with the outflow occurring in the western edge (Photos 2-4). The 
eastern cell is comprised of a small pool/mudflat area, and a plant assemblage that suggests poor drainage: Typha latifolia, 
Alisma triviale and Sagittaria latifolia (Photos 6 and 7). A small pool can be found on either side of the box culvert connecting 
the two cells (Photo 6). The western portion of the site contains a dense community of Carex lyngbyei (Photos 1-4), with a 
small mudflat area along the southern border, and by the culvert (Photo 5), likely due to a combination of shading from 
overhanging riparian vegetation, and poor drainage. The site ranges from 0.2 m – 2.2 m elevation and averaging 0.6 m (σ = 
0.2). These elevations are slightly lower than nearby reference marshes REF-12-2015 and REF-07. REF-12-2015 has an 
elevation range of –0.2 - 1.9 m, averaging 1.1 m (σ = 0.2) and REF-07 has an elevation range of 0.1 - 1.7 m, averaging 1.1 
m (σ = 0.3).   
 



 
Figure 1: Aerial image of Alex Fraser wetland, showing vegetated and unvegetated areas. The site is divided by a sewer line and box 
culvert into two cells. Google Earth Imagery: Landsat/Copernicus 2014.  

Vegetation Status 
Currently 85% of the site is covered by marsh vegetation (Fig. 1), dominated by native Carex lyngbyei (49.1%, σ = 30.7), 
ranging from 2 – 90 % cover per plot. Relative percent cover of native species in the marsh (87.5%, σ = 18.9) is substantially 
higher than nearby reference sites REF-12-2015 (55.7%, σ = 22.4) and REF-07 (54.8%, σ = 29.8; Fig. 2). Three invasive 
species were detected: Lythrum salicaria, Iris pseudacorus, and Phalaris arundinacea, resulting in a relative percent cover 
of 5.1% (σ = 16.0). Mean native species richness per plot was 2.6 (σ = 1.6) in the marsh, which was comparatively lower 
than both reference sites REF-12-2015 (3.8, σ = 2.3) and REF-07 (3.7, σ = 1.1; Fig. 2). Site wide richness was significantly 
lower in this site than neighbouring reference sites, as a total of 9 native species were observed in marsh sample plots (n = 
23), compared to 26 (n = 30) and 26 (n = 20) in REF-2015-12 and REF-07 respectively. The higher dominance of native 
species and lower richness of this site compared to nearby reference sites can likely be attributed in part to low site elevation. 
Higher inundation stress limits the pool of potential colonizers in a site, which has implications on both species richness and 
invasive abundance.  

Sewer Line & 
Box Culvert 

Flow 



 

Wildlife Detections  
Evidence of Canada Goose grazing was observed, mainly along the drainage channel. Overall vigour of C. lyngbyei was not 
impacted, with a mean max height of 118.3 cm (σ = 15.7). compared to 116.7 cm (σ = 10.9) at REF-7. A Great Blue Heron 
was seen in the main drainage channel, and Osprey were spotted along flying overhead. Juvenile salmonids were observed 
in a large pool on the downstream side of the box culvert. 

Identified Stressors   
Issue Impact Rank  

(1 Low - 5 High) 
Description 

Invasive 
Species 

1 Invasive species currently comprise only 5.1% of marsh vegetation cover but may expand 
over time.  

Enhancement Opportunities  
Issue 
Addressed 

Priority Rank  
(1 Low - 5 High) 

Action Required Comments 

Invasive 
Species 

1 Control and monitor 
invasive species 

Lythrum salicaria and Iris pseudacorus are poorly established 
compared to neighbouring compensation sites and natural marshes. 
Similar site designs have been highly susceptible to invasive Typha 
spp. in other parts of the estuary, and future monitoring activities 
should aim to identify and remove them, should they colonize.  

Summary 
The site is functioning very well after 11 years, providing invaluable fish and wildlife habitat in a portion of the Fraser where 
marsh habitats are generally deficient. Marsh vegetation is less diverse, but more proportionally native than neighboring 
reference sites, suggesting it has remained highly resilient to species invasions. The differences in composition between this 
site and reference sites can likely be attributed in part to lower site elevation. Both fish and wildlife were observed using the 
habitat during our July site visit, and no significant stressors were identified. Future monitoring should focus on the potential 
colonization and expansion of invasive species, particularly Typha, as similar sites have proven high susceptible elsewhere 
in the estuary. 
 
 

Figure 2. Composition of vegetated marsh, categorized by species origin (left) and a species accumulation curve, visualizing how native 
richness increases with sampling effort in the compensation site and nearest two reference sites.   



Site Photos   

 
Photo 1. West side of site looking east. 



 
Photo 2. Site entrance and drainage channel outlet. Note evidence of herbivory on C. lyngbyei along the channel 



 
Photo 3. Drainage channel outflow, looking east  

 



 
Photo 4. West half of site looking west down channel 



 

 
Photo 5. Mudflat located on the southeast corner of the western cell. Mudflat is likely the result of poor drainage.  



 
Photo 6. Image of eastern cell, looking west. Notice the bridge and culvert dividing the site at image right. 



 
Photo 7. Poorly-drained marsh dominated by Sagittaria latifolia in eastern cell. 



 
Photo 8. Mudflat in the easternmost corner of the site. Lack of vegetation may reflect shading from nearby riparian vegetation, and/or poor drainage.  



Site: Eburne Slough 
CPR# 1105F016 
 

Context and Access 
The site is located at the mouth of Eburne Slough on the north bank of the Fraser North Arm, approximately 6 km upstream 
of the river mouth. The site is an island for much of the tidal cycle and can only be accessed at low tide by walking across 
tidal mudflats from Fraser River Park to the northwest (Fig. 1). This marsh occurs downstream of the salt wedge limit and is 
likely influenced by saltwater intrusion for most of the year. Marsh habitat is not abundant in this portion of the Fraser due 
to diking and industry, with the nearest significant marsh occurring 700 m upstream near McDonald Beach Park, Sea Island.  

Project Background 
This site was built as compensation for industrial works in 2013. The goal of the project was to create an island in Richmond 
slough that provides intertidal mudflat, marsh, and riparian woodland habitat. The site was created by laying rip rap and 
infilling it with sediment. The island was built with a raised center where rip rap was placed to create a small riparian 
woodland habitat. The lower elevation margins of the site were left as mudflat habitat, followed by discrete bands of planted 
Carex lyngbyei and Juncus balticus with increasing elevation, and riparian plantings above. The tidal marsh area was planted 
with over 77,000 plugs of Carex lyngbyei, followed by over 77,000 plugs of Juncus balticus. The riparian area was planted 
with a combination of live staking and potted native plants.  
 

 
Figure 1: Aerial view of Eburne Slough site, with partially vegetated mudflats, marsh vegetation and riparian area delineated. Google 
Earth Imagery: Landsat/Copernicus. 



Physical Characteristics  
The site is a ~2569 m2 protruding marsh bench island with an armoured rip rap foreshore along the south slope (Fig. 1, Photo 
3). The north side of the island has a gradual slope with portions of unarmoured foreshore (Photos 3, 5, and 8). The middle 
of the island is raised, containing marsh and mudflats in the intertidal zone while the upper elevations contain mainly riparian 
woody vegetation and upland herbs (Photo 1). Exclosure fencing appears to have been installed at some point in 2016 (based 
on historical imagery) on the northwest boundary of the island but is now in disrepair (Photos 5 and 8). The majority of the 
planted tidal marsh areas have been reduced to partially vegetated mudflats. Mainly Juncus balticus remains, with some 
patches of Typha angustifolia and Lythrum salicaria throughout the intertidal area (Photos 2, 5, and 6). Provincial digital 
elevation model data (+/- 15 cm vertical accuracy) show a range of marsh elevation of -0.2 – 2.1 m elevation, averaging 0.9 
m (σ = 0.5). Among nearby reference marshes, these elevations are lower than REF-03-2015, which has an elevation range 
of 0.7 - 2.2 m, averaging 1.6 m (σ = 0.2) but is comparable to REF-05-2015, which ranges from -0.2 – 2.2 m elevation, 
averaging 0.8 (σ = 0.4).  

Vegetation Status 
Currently 38% of the site is covered by marsh vegetation (Fig. 1), which is dominated by native Juncus balticus (49.3%, σ = 
32.8) with a range of 0.1 - 100% cover per plot. Partially vegetated mudflats cover the remaining 62% of the marsh, with an 
average of 14% (σ = 21.2) vegetative cover per plot. Mudflat plant species were comprised of non-native Callitriche stagnalis, 
along with minor occurrences of several native low-marsh specialists (e.g., Eleocharis parvula, Limosella aquatica, Crassula 
aquatica). Relative percent cover of native species in the vegetated marsh (73.1%, σ = 36.7) is lower than nearby reference 
sites REF-03-2015 (90.0%, σ = 16.3) and REF-05-2015 (89.5%, σ = 23.1; Fig. 2). Three invasive species were 
detected: Lythrum salicaria, Typha angustifolia, and Phalaris arundinacea, resulting in a relative percent cover of 7.2% (σ 
=12.8; Photos 6 and 7). Mean native species richness per plot was 1.8 (σ = 1.2) in the marsh, which was comparable to nearby 
reference sites REF-03-2015 (2.3, σ = 1.4) and REF-05-2015 (1.8, σ = 1.0). Site-wide richness appears to also be comparable, 
as a total of 7 native species were observed in marsh sample plots (n = 8), compared to 14 (n = 25) and 13 (n = 31) in the two 
nearest reference sites respectively (Fig. 2).  

Wildlife Detections  
Mallards and Dunlin were seen in the slough on the north side of the island during low tide. The site has been heavily impacted 
by grazing. The few plantings of Carex lyngbyei that remained have suffered from goose herbivory, resulting in a mean 
maximum C. lyngbyei leaf height of 71 cm, which is roughly half the height of ungrazed sedges in our study (Photo 6). 
Evidence of an old exclosure was found in the northwest corner of the site (Photos 3, 5, and 8) but is now in disrepair. 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. Composition of vegetated marsh, categorized by species origin (left) and a species accumulation curve, visualizing how native 
richness increases with sampling effort in the compensation site and nearest two reference sites.   



Identified Stressors   
Issue Impact Rank  

(1 Low - 5 High) 
Description 

Herbivory 
 

3 Partially vegetated mudflats comprise 62% of the site, most of which wase planted with 
Carex lyngbyei based on original site plans. Grazing is likely the cause of these losses. 

Invasive Species 1 Two patches of invasive Typha angustifolia have established on the east and northwest 
edges of the marsh. These patches may clonally spread over time should they remain 
unmanaged.  

Enhancement Opportunities 
Issue Addressed  Priority Rank   

(1 Low - 5 High)  
Action Required  Comments  

 Herbivory  3 Install new exclosures and/or 
plant a different species in 
recessed marsh areas    

Native vegetation that is more resilient to herbivory (e.g. 
Juncus balticus) has established successfully in the site and 
could be further planted. Exclosures may be considered as 
well, but not without first investigating the cause of the 
original fencing failure. 

 Invasive Species  Manually remove invasive 
Typha 

Typha angustifolia occurs in 2 small patches and can be 
removed via repetitive brush cutting. Management is still 
feasible and is advisable while patches are small.  

Summary 
Eburne Slough has managed to retain about 38% of marsh vegetation since its establishment 8 years ago. The site has a native 
relative percent cover of 73% which is comparably lower than nearby reference marshes. The coverage and vigour of native 
species have suffered from grazing, and protective measures (fencing) have thus far failed to mitigate this stressor. These 
impacts have likely facilitated the colonization and establishment of non-native species, including invasive Lythrum salicaria 
and Typha angustifolia (Photos 2, 6, and 7). Small treatments efforts, such as the removal of Typha, supplemental planting, 
and/or installation of new exclosures could improve the long-term resilience of the site to these stressors.  



Site Photos  

 
Photo 1. Partially-vegetated mudflats (foreground) and elevated riparian area (back), looking southwest.  



 
Photo 2. Partially vegetated mudflats with riprap foreshore (left) and Juncus balticus-dominated marsh community (right). 



 
Photo 3. North side of island facing west. Partially vegetated mudflats with sloped foreshore and small patch of invasive Typha in the background. 



 
Photo 4. South side of the island facing east towards the Fraser North Arm. Note the riprap foreshore and sparse marsh vegetation. 



 
Photo 5. Derelict exclosure fencing is now ineffective against grazing. Photo taken on the west side of the island facing east. Note the Invasive Typha patch in the 
background. 



 
Photo 6. Invasive Typha patch on the east side of the island. Note the grazed Carex lyngbyei in the foreground. Photo facing southwest. 



 
Photo 7. Invasive Typha patch located on the northwest end of the island. 



 
Photo 8. Invasive Typha patch located on the northwest side of the island.  



Site: Glenrose Cannery 
 

Context and Access 
The site is located on the south bank of the Fraser South Arm, immediately upstream of the Glenrose Downstream 
tidal marsh and Alex Fraser Bridge. Permission from Vancouver Fraser Port Authority (VFPA) is required to access 
the site. The marsh can be accessed through an underpass on River Road near the Sunbury Ravine Environmental 
Reserve, or by walking along the shoreline from the Glenrose Downstream site. This marsh is approximately 22 km 
upstream of river mouth and is likely not directly affected by saltwater intrusion. Marsh habitat is not abundant in this 
portion of the Fraser due to diking and industry, with the nearest significant marsh occurring on the southwest side of 
Annacis Island, located ~3.0 km downstream of the site.  

Project Background 
This site was constructed along a 250 m section of shoreline located between Gunderson Mudflat and Glenrose 
Downstream sites. The marsh was built by placing dredged material over riprap followed by planting of nursery plugs. 
Enhancement began in April 2014 and was completed in September 2014. This project is part of a multi-site 
Vancouver Fraser Port Authority (VFPA) habitat enhancement program (HEP) consisting of three sites in the vicinity: 
Glenrose Downstream, Glenrose Cannery, and Gunderson Mudflat. These sites were chosen by request of local 
Indigenous groups to address long-standing issues related to archaeological site degradation due to riverbank erosion 
and site desecration from pot hunting (theft of artifacts and remains). The goal of this project was to provide high 
productivity habitat for fish and wildlife species, including juvenile salmon rearing, between the Alex Fraser Bridge 
and Gunderson Slough.  
 
This site continues to be managed by VFPA within their HEP. As such, it undergoes annual monitoring and 
maintenance by a technical team including engineers, an ecologist, management staff and an Indigenous contractor. 
Six monitoring reports have been completed by the project proponent prior to this report. The 2020 monitoring report 
described an increase in vegetation cover on the eastern side of the site from 2019-2020, an area that had previously 
suffered from heavy scour, loss of dredge material, and poor vegetation establishment. An adaptive management 
approach has been implemented in HEP sites, which has included actions such as geese exclosures, log/fence creation 
and removal, invasive species removal, and collaborations with local post-secondary institutions.  

Physical Characteristics  
The site is a ~2800 m2 marsh bench with an armoured riprap foreshore (Fig. 1, Photo 1). The backshore consists of a 
steep dike separating the marsh from the CN Railway and South Fraser Perimeter Road above. Piles and debris from 
former structures are present along the marsh foreshore (Photo 5). As described in VFPA monitoring reports, the 
eastern side of the site has suffered historically from erosional processes, resulting in losses of placed dredged material 
and poor vegetation establishment. Provincial digital elevation model data (+/- 15 cm vertical accuracy) show a 
variation in site-wide elevation from 0.0 - 2.6 m, averaging 0.8 m (σ = 0.3). Site elevations were part of the engineering 
design to create suitable conditions for marsh habitat. Though they vary in their respective ranges, these elevations 
are comparable and only slightly lower on average than nearby reference marsh REF-12-2015 (southwest Annacis) 
which ranged from -0.2 – 1.9 m, averaging 1.1 m (σ = 0.2), and REF-07 (Annacis Channel), which ranged from 0.1 – 
1.7 m, averaging 1.1 m (σ = 0.3).  
 



 
Figure 1: Aerial image of Glenrose Cannery. Google Earth Imagery: Landsat/Copernicus 2014.  

Vegetation Status 
Currently 100% of the site is covered by marsh vegetation (Fig. 1), dominated by native Juncus balticus (19.0%, σ = 
33.4) with a range of 0.1 - 100% cover per plot. A 5 m band of Juncus balticus was observed along the foreshore of 
portions of the marsh (Photos 1 & 2). Vegetation was occasionally sparse in our sample plots, particularly those located 
in the eastern half of the marsh, and mud and rock aerial cover averaged 44.4% (σ =35.9) and 15.8% (σ =30.7) in our 
plots respectively. Relative percent cover of native species in the marsh (71.3%, σ = 30.9) was substantially higher 
than nearby reference sites REF-12-2015 (55.7%, σ = 22.4) and REF-07 (54.8%, σ = 29.9; Fig. 2). Two invasive 
species were detected: Lythrum salicaria and Phalaris arundinacea, resulting in an average relative percent cover of 
3.8 (σ = 7.4). Mean native species richness per plot was 3.1 (σ = 1.5), which was slightly lower than nearby reference 
sites REF-12-2015 (3.8, σ = 2.3) and REF-07 (4.4, σ = 1.1). Site-wide richness was also lower, as a total of 13 native 
species were observed in marsh sample plots (n = 16), compared to 26 (n = 30) and 26 (n = 20) in the two nearest 
reference sites respectively (Fig. 2). 



Wildlife Detections  
We observed evidence of Canada Goose grazing on C. lyngbyei, resulting in a mean max C. lyngbyei leaf height of 
65.6 cm (σ = 29.1) compared to 130.3 cm (σ = 14.5) at Glenrose Downstream (Photo 4). VFPA monitoring reports 
note evidence of deer at this site, which may also be a source of herbivory. 

Identified Stressors   
Issue Impact Rank  

(1 Low - 5 High) 
Description 

Invasive 
Species 

1 Invasive species currently comprise about 3.5% of marsh vegetation cover, which 
is minimal compared to nearby reference marshes. 

Herbivory 2 Sedges throughout the site show evidence of grazing, with approximately half the 
average maximum leaf heights of Glenrose Downstream 

Erosion 1 Previous monitoring reports have identified wake and river processes as potential 
stressors, particularly in the eastern half where scour is evident, and vegetation is 
less established. These reports suggest vegetative cover and accretion are 
increasing in these areas.  

Enhancement Opportunities*  
Issue 
Addressed 

Priority Rank  
(1 Low - 5 

High) 

Action Required Comments 

Invasive 
Species 

1 Control invasive species Invasive species only represent 3.5% of vegetation and 
could be manually removed while still manageable 

Herbivory 1 Replant marsh with 
vegetation that is less 
palatable to Canada geese 

Unvegetated areas could be experimentally planted with 
Juncus balticus and other rhizomatous native species that 
promote accretion and marsh formation 

Wave Erosion 1 Install foreshore protection Installation of a log boom or other structure may mitigate 
erosional stress on the site 

*VFPA has and continues to conduct adaptive management in several of their HEP sites. These enhancement opportunities are 
intended to be helpful external suggestions to consider, not definitive management prescriptions.   

 

 

Figure 2. Composition of vegetated marsh, categorized by species origin (left) and a species accumulation curve, visualizing how 

native richness increases with sampling effort in the enhancement site and nearest two reference sites.   



Summary 
Overall, the site is functioning well after 7 years. By our measurements 100% of the site is currently occupied by 
vegetated marsh, though the vegetation in the western portion of the site is more established. Marsh vegetation appears 
to be less diverse, but substantially more proportionally native than neighboring reference sites, indicating the site has 
remained resilient to species invasions. This marsh provides invaluable ecosystem services to a portion of the Fraser 
Estuary where habitat is largely deficient, including refuge and productive foraging habitat for fish and wildlife. 
 
  



Site Photos  

 
Photo 1: Image of Glenrose Cannery site looking east. Notice band of Juncus balticus along foreshore and piles in the adjacent 

channel. 



 

 
Photo 2: Image of site looking west. Notice 5 m buffe of Juncus balticus followed by dense Carex lyngbyei.  



 
Photo 3: Rip rap bench in the middle of site and exposed rip rap. 

 



 
Photo 4: Small patch of grazed Carex lyngbyei along the foreshore.



Photo 5: Debris left from past structure, located at the western edge of the site. 



Site: Glenrose Downstream 
 

Context and Access 
The site is located on the south bank of the Fraser South Arm, immediately upstream of the to the Alex Fraser Bridge. The 
marsh occurs adjacent to the Musqueam Winter Village səw̓q̓ʷeqsən Trail near Tsawwassen Heritage Park in the City of 
Delta. The site can be accessed by walking ~350 m from a public trail, located immediately west of the site (Fig. 1). This 
marsh is approximately 21 km upstream of river mouth and is only periodically affected by saltwater intrusion, especially 
during low river flows and high tides. Marsh habitat is not abundant in this portion of the Fraser due to diking and industry, 
with the nearest significant marsh occurring on the southwest side of Annacis Island, located 2.5 km downstream of the site.  

Project Background 
This project was part of a multi-site Vancouver Fraser Port Authority (VFPA) habitat enhancement program (HEP) consisting 
of three sites in the vicinity: Glenrose Downstream, Glenrose Cannery, and Gunderson Mudflat. These sites were chosen by 
request of local Indigenous groups to address long-standing issues related to archaeological site degradation due to riverbank 
erosion and site desecration from pot hunting (theft of artifacts and remains). The goal of this project was to provide high 
productivity habitat for fish and wildlife species, including juvenile salmon rearing, between the Alex Fraser Bridge and 
Gunderson Slough. Enhancement of these sites began in April 2014 and was completed in September 2014. Initial project 
work included brush clearing, slope protection, and placement of containment berms. The sites were constructed using 
sediments dredged from Gunderson Slough, which were protected by a riprap berm for the establishment of marsh habitat. 
In September 2014, the sites were planted with a mixture of Carex lyngbyei, Carex obnupta, Eleocharis palustris, Juncus 
acuminatus, Juncus balticus, Sagittaria latifolia, Schoenoplectus acutus, and Typha latifolia.  
 
This site is managed by VFPA within their HEP. As such, it undergoes annual monitoring and maintenance by a technical 
team including engineers, an ecologist, management staff and an Indigenous contractor. Six monitoring reports have been 
completed by the project proponent prior to this report. An adaptive management approach has been implemented in HEP 
sites, which has included actions such as geese exclosures, log/fence creation and removal, invasive species removal, and 
collaborations with local post-secondary institutions.  

Physical Characteristics  
The site is a 2194 m2 marsh bench with an armoured riprap foreshore (Fig. 1, Photo 1). The backshore consists of a steep 
dike separating the marsh from the upslope CN Railway. Riparian vegetation along this dike creates a buffer restricting public 
access from the trail to the west, and provides a vegetative overhang that provides shade, cover, and nutrient/organic inputs 
into the river. A 5 m band of J. balticus, which was a specific feature of the marsh design to provide some biological resilience 
to the marsh against vessel-generated waves, was observed along the marsh foreshore (Photos 2 & 3). Portions of the marsh 
edge are periodically shaded by the Alex Fraser Bridge and riparian vegetation (Photo 2). Logs were observed along the 
backshore of the site but did not appear to be accumulating substantially. Provincial digital elevation model data (+/- 15 cm 
vertical accuracy) show a variation in site-wide elevation from 0.6 m - 1.5 m, averaging 1.0 m (σ = 0.2). Though they vary 
in their respective ranges, these elevations are comparable on average to nearby reference marsh REF-12-2015 (southwest 
Annacis) which ranged from -0.2 – 1.9 m, averaging 1.1 m (σ = 0.2), and REF-07 (Annacis Channel), which ranged from 0.1 
– 1.7 m, averaging 1.1 m (σ = 0.3). Site elevations were part of the engineering design to create suitable conditions for marsh 
habitat.  



Vegetation Status 
Currently 100% of the site is covered by marsh vegetation, with no evidence of recession (Fig. 1). The marsh is primarily 
dominated by native Carex lyngbyei, averaging 41.0% (σ = 22.6) in our plots. Average relative percent cover of native species 
(96.2%, σ = 11.5) in the marsh was substantially higher than nearby reference sites REF-12-2015 (55.7%, σ = 22.4) and REF-
07 (54.8%, σ = 29.9; Fig. 2). Three invasive species were detected: Lythrum salicaria, Typha angustifolia, and Phalaris 
arundinacea, resulting in an average relative percent cover of 3.8 (σ = 11.5; Photos 4-5). Mean native species richness per 
plot was 2.5 (σ = 0.5), which was comparatively lower than both reference sites REF-12-2015 (3.8, σ = 2.3) and REF-07 
(4.4, σ =  1.1). Site-wide richness also appeared to be lower at this site, as a total of 7 native species were observed in marsh 
sample plots (n = 14), compared to 26 (n = 30) and 26 (n = 20) in the two nearest reference sites respectively (Fig. 2). 

 

Figure 2. Composition of vegetated marsh, categorized by species origin (left) and a species accumulation curve, visualizing how native 
richness increases with sampling effort in the enhancement site and nearest two reference sites.   

Glenrose 
Cannery 

Figure 1. Aerial image of Glenrose Downstream site. Google Earth Imagery: Landsat/Copernicus 2014. 

Public trail 



Wildlife Detections  
There was evidence of very minor Canada Goose grazing in C. lyngbyei throughout the site, but impacts were negligible 
compared to the nearby Gunderson Slough and Glenrose Cannery sites, as well as natural marshes across the channel on 
Annacis Island. Raccoon tracks were spotted in exposed mudflats.  

Identified Stressors   
Issue Impact Rank  

(1 Low - 5 High) 
Description 

Invasive 
Species 

1 Invasive species currently comprise about 3.8% of marsh vegetation cover, which is 
minimal compared to nearby reference marshes. 

Enhancement Opportunities*  
Issue 
Addressed 

Priority Rank  
(1 Low - 5 High) 

Action Required Comments 

Invasive 
Species 

1 Control invasive species Lythrum salicaria, Typha angustifolia and Phalaris arundinacea 
occur in trace amounts and could be manually removed while still 
manageable.  

*VFPA has and continues to conduct adaptive management in several of their HEP sites. These enhancement opportunities are intended 
to be helpful external suggestions to consider, not definitive management prescriptions.   

Summary 
Overall, the site is functioning very well after 7 years, as 100% of the project is currently occupied by marsh vegetation. 
Marsh vegetation appears to be less diverse, but substantially more proportionally native than neighboring reference sites, 
suggesting it has remained highly resilient to species invasions. The detection of non-native Typha angustifolia is concerning 
given its ability to invade both habitat creation projects and natural marshes elsewhere in the estuary, but it is not currently 
impacting site function, and will be monitored by VFPA going forward. This marsh provides invaluable ecosystem services 
to a portion of the Fraser Estuary where habitat is largely deficient, including refuge and productive foraging habitat for fish 
and wildlife. 
 



Site Photos  

 
Picture 1: Image of Glenrose downstream site looking northeast.  



 
Photo 2: Image of site looking west. Notice 5 m band of dense Juncus balticus along the foreshore, followed by dense Carex 
lyngbyei in behind. 

 



 
Photo 3: Image of marsh facing south. Carex lyngbyei dominates the marsh beyond marsh edge of Juncus. This planting 
strategy may have resulted in less Canada Goose herbivory, with Carex species averaging 130 cm in height throughout. 

 



 
 

 
Photo 4: Patch of Phalaris arundinacea along marsh foreshore  



 
Photo 5: Small patch of invasive cattail at east end of site, early treatment could prevent further spread. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Site: Gunderson Mudflat Tidal Marsh 
 

Context and Access 
The site is located on the Fraser South Arm just downstream of the Fraser Grain Terminal, approximately 23 km 
upstream of the mouth of Fraser. The backshore is bordered by a riprap dike, with the CN Railway and South Fraser 
Perimeter Road above. Permission from Vancouver Fraser Port Authority (VFPA) is required to access the site, which 
can be accessed at low tide by boat, by the CN rail maintenance road, or by a trail in McAdams Ravine. This marsh 
occurs upstream of the salt wedge and is therefore not directly influenced by saltwater intrusion. Marsh habitat is not 
abundant in this portion of the Fraser due to diking and industry, with the nearest significant natural marsh occurring 
on the southwest side of Annacis Island, located ~4 km downstream. 

Project Background 
This project is part of a multi-site Vancouver Fraser Port Authority habitat enhancement program (HEP) consisting of 
three sites in the vicinity: Glenrose Downstream, Glenrose Cannery, and Gunderson Mudflat. The goal of this project 
was to provide high productivity habitat for fish and wildlife species, including juvenile salmon rearing, between the 
Alex Fraser Bridge and Gunderson Slough. Enhancement of this site began in April 2014 and was completed in 
September 2014. Enhancement sites were dredged, filled, and raised using locally dredged sediments for the 
establishment of marsh habitat. In September 2014, sites were planted with a mixture of Carex lyngbyei, Eleocharis 
palustris, Juncus acuminatus, Juncus balticus, Sagittaria latifolia, Schoenoplectus acutus, and Typha latifolia.  
 
Gunderson Mudflat Tidal Marsh is an experimental site that differs in design from the two downstream Glenrose 
projects. Between the years of 2016 and 2018, eight goose exclosures were built in coordination with BCIT Ecological 
Restoration students and were subsequently monitored. Over subsequent years all exclosures have been removed, 
beginning with the easternmost in May 2019, followed by three in May 2021, and the remaining four in October 2021 
(after data were collected for this report). Exclosures were built to protect the new plantings from Canada Goose 
herbivory, as this method has been used historically in marsh construction projects in the Lower Mainland and were 
often effective. At the time of this survey, three of the four remaining exclosures were damaged, with evidence of 
herbivory within (Photos 10,13,15). According to monitoring reports, wave action and fluctuating water levels have 
led to log debris accumulation that has adversely affected the establishment of vegetation. Supplemental planting 
occurred in areas where marsh vegetation was poorly established. The latest monitoring report published in 2020 
described marsh vegetation increasing overall, notably in areas inside and outside exclosures protected by from waves, 
and in backshore portions of the site (Photos 8,9,17).  
 
This site continues to be managed by VFPA within their HEP. As such, it undergoes annual monitoring and 
maintenance by a technical team including engineers, an ecologist, management staff and an Indigenous contractor. 
An adaptive management approach has been implemented in HEP sites, which has included actions such as geese 
exclosure installations, log/fence creation and removal, invasive species removal, and collaborations with local post-
secondary institutions.  

Physical Characteristics  
The site is a ~8763 m2 emergent marsh built between two rock groins that extend along the east and west boundary of 
the site (Fig. 1; Photos 1 & 14). The outflow channel from a small urban creek (Nelson View Creek; Photos 11 & 12) 
crosses through the site near the southwest corner, running from the culvert discharge to the edge of the constructed 
marsh bench at the Fraser River. The foreshore of the marsh was left unarmoured with the goal of providing unhindered 
fish passage and allowing natural fluvial processes to occur (Photos 4 & 5). Wave action and river processes have 
relocated sands and gravels from the foreshore to the marsh, and VFPA monitoring activities suggest an equilibrium 
may have been reached and vegetation is now growing through the material. Site elevations were part of the 
engineering design to create suitable conditions for marsh habitat. Provincial digital elevation model data (+/- 15 cm 
vertical accuracy) show a range in marsh elevation from 0.1 – 1.9 m, averaging 0.9 m (σ = 0.3). These elevations are 
comparable to nearby reference marsh REF-11-2015 (Annacis Channel) which ranged from -0.2 – 1.9 m, averaging 
1.1 m (σ = 0.2), and REF-07 (Annacis Channel), which ranged from 0.3 – 1.7 m, averaging 1.0 m (σ = 0.3).  



 
Figure 1: Aerial image of Gunderson Mudflat tidal marsh, with vegetated marsh community in green and unvegetated mudflat in 
blue. Google Earth Imagery: Landsat/Copernicus 2014.  

Vegetation Status 
Native Carex lyngbyei had the highest aerial coverage of any species in our plots, averaging 10.8% (σ = 13.0) 
cover/plot, however other robust rhizomatous natives such as Juncus balticus, Schoenoplectus acutus, and Typha 
latifolia were at times dominant, particularly along the marsh leading edge (Photos 4,5,7). Density and aerial cover of 
vegetation varied widely within our plots (exposed mud averaged 64.5% [σ = 17.5]), likely in part due to herbivory. 
Across the site C. lyngbyei max leaf height averaged 82.9 (σ = 24.5), which is significantly lower than Glenrose 
Downstream (130.3, σ = 14.5), where grazing impacts were minimal.  
 
Mean relative percent cover of native species in the marsh (91.9%, σ = 12.3) is substantially higher than nearby 
reference sites REF-11-2015 and REF-07, averaging 61.8% (σ = 31.2) and 54.8% (σ = 29.8) respectively. Two 
invasive species were detected in our plots: Lythrum salicaria and Phalaris arundinacea, resulting in an average 
relative percent cover of 4.0 (σ = 7.8) across the site. Mean native species richness per plot was 3.5 (σ = 1.3), which 
was slightly lower than both reference sites REF-11-2015 (3.9, σ = 3.1) and REF-07 (4.4, σ = 1.1). Site-wide richness 
also appeared to be lower, as a total of 13 native species were observed in marsh sample plots (n = 11), compared to 
31 (n = 30) and 26 (n = 20) in the two nearest reference sites respectively (Fig. 2). 

Glenrose Cannery 
800 m 

Nelson View Creek 
McAdams Creek 



Wildlife Detections  
A Great Blue Heron was observed in the adjacent mudflat. Crows were present throughout the site at the time of 
survey. This site is impacted by ongoing herbivory by Canada Geese (Photos 6,9,12). A mean C. lyngbyei max leaf 
height of 82.9 (σ = 24.5) was observed, which is significantly lower than Glenrose Downstream (130.3, σ = 14.5), 
where grazing impacts were minimal.  

Identified Stressors  
Issue Impact Rank  

(1 Low - 5 High) 
Description 

Herbivory 3 Sedge and other palatable marsh species have suffered from herbivory. Localised 
recession appears to be occurring, particularly in sedges along the unfenced marsh 
leading edge. 

 Enhancement Opportunities*  
Issue 
Addressed 

Priority Rank  
(1 Low - 5 

High) 

Action Required Comments 

Marsh 
Recession 

3 Plant receded/eroded areas 
with less-palatable species. 

As with many heavily grazed sites in the Fraser, less 
palatable natives such as S. acutus and T. latifolia seem 
more robust and successful at this site than palatable 
natives. Consider supplemental planting of less-palatable 
natives to mitigate impacts of erosion and herbivory.  

*VFPA has and continues to conduct adaptive management in several of their HEP sites. These enhancement opportunities are 
intended to be helpful external suggestions to consider, not definitive management prescriptions.   

Summary 
Overall, the site is functioning well after 7 years. Given the environmental challenges posed by this portion of the 
Fraser, monitoring and adaptative management activities by VFPA have likely been an important factor. Intensive 
monitoring and management will likely remain important in the future, as many of the stressors raised in this report 
are ongoing. Marsh vegetation is slightly less diverse but substantially more native than neighboring reference sites, 
suggesting it has remained resilient to species invasions. This site is highly experimental in nature and continues to 
provide opportunities for adaptive management and learning, and invaluable ecosystem services to a portion of the 
Fraser Estuary where habitat is largely deficient, including refuge and productive foraging habitat for fish and wildlife. 
 
 

Figure 2. Composition of vegetated marsh, categorized by species origin (left) and a species accumulation curve, visualizing how 
native richness increases with sampling effort in the enhancement site and nearest two reference sites.   



Site Photos 

 
Photo 1: East rock groin looking north towards the foreshore. Healthy, dense marsh vegetation in the backshore. 



 
 Photo 2: Photo from east rock groin facing west towards Typha patch and patchy vegetated marsh transition zone 



 
Photo 3: Photo of northeast foreshore facing south and location of former E2 exclosure. 



 
 Photo 4: Foreshore looking west. Notice herbivory of C. lyngbyei. Location of E1 exclosure before it was removed in May 2019 



 
 Photo 5: Exposed substrate along marsh foreshore.  



 
 Photo 6: Impacts of herbivory on C. lyngbyei. 



 
 Photo 7: Location of E3 after removal, with robust stands of Schoenoplectus acutus. 



 
 Photo 8: Exclosure E8 in the background with dense vegetation in behind. All remaining exclosures were removed in October 2021. 



 
  Photo 9: Back of E8 exclosure displaying the extent of damage due to grazing. All remaining exclosures were removed in October 2021. 



 
  Photo 10: Observed damage to E4 exclosure. All remaining exclosures were removed in October 2021. 



 

 
 Photo 10: Outlet of Nelson View Creek, facing south. Note log debris along backshore. 



 
 Photo 11: East side of Nelson View Creek facing west looking at exclosures E4 (foreground) and E5 (background). All remaining exclosures were removed in 
October 2021. 



 
 Photo 12: West side of Nelson View Creek looking at E4 exclosure. All remaining exclosures were removed in October 2021. Note grazed C. lyngbyei in foreground. 



 
 Photo 13: Supplemental planting of Juncus balticus is all that remains in E5 exclosure.  All remaining exclosures were removed in October 2021. 



 
 Photo 14: Photo of west rock groin looking at intact E6 and E5 exclosures. All remaining exclosures were removed in October 2021. 



 
 Photo 15: Observed damage to E4 exclosure. Evidence of grazing was observed within. All remaining exclosures were removed in October 2021. 



 
 Photo 16: More evidence of herbivory outside of exclosures. 



 
 Photo 17: Pre-existing marsh with log debris accumulation along the backshore.  


